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WAR CRI.vIES .vRD CRII^S i.G^.IiTST KUIi.NITT:
PLUl^DER i.ND SPOLI.-TION
In this count. Defendants WEIZS^-hCIiER, STEEa^GR.:CHT.,
KEPPLER, "vOER!A.NN, xHITIER, D..RRE, L,".ivAILl?S," STUCIO.RT, iiEISSNEH,
BOHLE, BERGER, KOERREH, PLEIGER, KEHRL, R-'.SCHE and SGir.:ERIN
VON ICROSIGK v/ere charged with having, between rlarch 1938 and
May 1945, conttuitted war crimes and crimes against humanity,
as defined in ..rticle II of Control Council Law Ho. 10, in
that "They participated in the plunder of public and private
property, axploitation, spoliation and other offenses against
property end the civilian econoirftes of countries and terri
tories which came under the belligerent occupation of Germany^
in the course of its invasions and aggressive wars."
It is asserted that the defendants committed said war
crimes and crimes against humanity ih that they were princi
pals in, accessories to, ordered and abetted, took a con
senting part in, were connected with plans and enterprises in
volving, and were members of organizations or groups connected
with the commission of war crimes and crimes against humanity.
The count then proceeds to allege generally that the
countries and territories occupied by Gerraeny were exploited
for the German v;ar effort, without consideration of tlie local
economy, with a view of strengthening ^>0rmany in waging its
aggressive war and to secure the permanent economic domina
tion by Germany of the continent of Europe, It was asserted
that the methods employed varied from country to country.
In some occupied countries, exploitation was carried out
within the framework of the existing economic structure, end
pretenses '^or»o tn in^^ioate thpt navment was bein^ made
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ffor property thus -wrongfully sei?e(?.,
It is asserted th^^t raw materials, machinery end other
goods sent to Germt^ny from the occu^ded countries -were paid
for by the occupied countries themselves, either through the
device of eycessive occupetion costs or by jrie^ns of forced
^.oens, in return for e credit bp.lenoe in a "clearing account",
which was e nominal account only. It is asserted that in
other ocout^ied countries economic exaioitation had a.ll of the
aspects of deliberate plunder, and that agnicultural products
and raw materia.ls, -vihich tflere needed by the German factories,
and machine tools, ' transoortation equiT.ent and other fin
ished -aroducts, and foreign securities and hclddngs of foreign
exchange, were sent to Germany.
It is further asperted that in an occupied and incor
porated territories, a^t treasures, furniture, textiles and
other articles were subjected to vholesaie plunder in behalf
of Germany.
In actaition to the foregoing general ch^rege^j which
are directed agsinst all the defendants named in this count,
there °re further and more specific charges therein, directed
against each individual defendant. Attention will be called
to such specific charges as vje herein'^fter take up for oonsid-
%
erption the cse of e^oh inclivifiu»l defenci"nt unfler thi^ count.
In the courpe of the tripl, >=11 the chergsP of tWs
count, vith repoect to Defenfl-'nte FTESMGR'.CHT, EITTSE
JKIPGl'ER, yere dlPir-lesea upon notion, "nfi the ch»rgef therein
ppainPt Defenapnts •.OSKM.'.TO ena BOHI.E vefe vilthdrewn by the
prosecution.
Before '-proceeding to a discussion of the evidence,
with resriect to the defend^nta who still stand charged in
said count, it is desirable to set out herein the pertinent
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•provisions of Article II of Control Council No. 10,
pin(^. the provisions of the Hasue Convention of 1907, vjhich
•nlace limitations on the conduct of the military occuoant,
with resnect to the economy and Property in the territory
occuoied.
Article II, Control Council Law No. 10 (c), 'Aar Crimes:
"Atrocities or offenses ^^gainst persons or property
constituting-violations of the laws or customs of v'«^r,
including but not limited to, murder, ill treatment or
deportation to slave labor or for any other purpose, of
civilian ^^opulation frcm occupied territory, murder or
ill treatment of prisoners of war or persons on the seas,
killing of hostages, plunder of T^ublic or private property
wanton destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devas-
tation not justified by military necessity." (Underscor
ing sup-rlied.)
The sections of the Hague Convention of 1907 which are
here pertinent are the following:
"Article 46. I^amiiy honour and riohts, the lives
of "erf^ons, and private prorerty, as well as religious
conviction and practice, must be respected, Private
property cannot be cohfi'^cated. "
"Article 53. P.equisitions in kind and services^
shall not be demanded from municipalities or inhabi
tants except for the needs of the army of occupation.
They shall"be in proportion to the resources of the
country, and of such a nature as not to involve the
Inhabitants in the oblip-'tion of taking pprt in mili-
tary operations against their own country.
Such requisitions and services shall only be dem.anded
on the authority of the comm.ander in the locality occu
pied.
Contributions in kind shall ap f«r as possible be
raid for in cash; if not, a receipt shall be given and
the -payment of the amount due shall be made as soon as
possible,"
"^rtiole 53, An army of occur^etion can only take
possession of cash, funds, '^ nd realizable securities
which are strictly the -aro-erty of the state, ^depots
of arms, means of tr^^ns'^ ^ort, stores and supplies, and,
generally, all movable ^-roperty belonging to the St^-.te
which may be used for military operations.
All apriiir:,nces, Vfhether on land, at sea, or in the
air, ada-tcd for the transmission of news, or for the
trans"^ort of •^ersons or things, exclusive of oases
governed by naval law, depots of arms, and, generally,
all kinds cf ammunition of war, may be seized, even it
they belong to i-Tivate individuals!, but must be res o
and coBTpensation fixed when peace is made."
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".?:rticle 55. The oooarying »Stete shell be
regerciec^ only p.s ^(f-ministretor end usufructaery
of oublic baild'ings, re-^l eetete, forests, end
egrioultar^l estetes belonging: to the hostile
St'^'te, end situpted in the oocunied country.
It must spfeguerd the cepitel of these paraperties,
end edninister then in eccordpnoe vith the rules
of usufruct."
"/.rticle 56. The pro'^erty of munioipelities, ^
thet of institutions dediceted to religion, cherity
end education, the arts and sciences, even when
State property, shell be treated as private property.
/.II seizure of, destruction or wilful dar-pge done
to institutions of this character, historic monuments,
works of art and .science, is forbidden, and should be
• made the subject of legal proceedings."
That a nrorram of spoliation, contrary to the laws
I and customs of war, was carried out by the Reich G-overnment
in various of the territories occupied by it, there can be
no real doubt. In this connection, attention is also called
to the findings of the International Military Tribunal, where
it was found that territories occuoied by Germany "were ex
ploited for'the German war effort in the most ruthless way
V without consideration of the local economy and in consequence
of a deliberate design and policy". In the B/TT Judgment,
it was further found that:
"The methods employed to ezi^loit the resources
of the occuoied territories to the full varied from
country to country. In some of the occupied terri
tories in the east and the west this exploitation^
was carried out within the framework of the existing
economic structure. The local industries v;ere put
under German supervision, and the distribution of
war materials was rigidly controlled. The Industries
thought to be of value to the German war effort were
compelled to continue, an^^ most of the rest^were closed
» down altogether. Raw rr.aterials and the finished pro
ducts alike were confiscated for the needs of the
German industry. As early as 19 October 1939, the
Defendant Goering had issued a directive giving
detailed instructions for the administration of the
occupied territories,"
^•Te must analyze the charges and. the evidence as they
relate to each individual defendant, in order to determine
whether such defendants here charged participated in such
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progrPKEof ST)Oliption so as to be guilty of violating the
-nrovisions of the Hague Convention, ps hereinbefore set
forth. More snecifically, we met cleternine whether they,
or any of ther., rerticipateif. in the initiation or forxr.ula-
tion of such spoliation prograjn, or whether they, or any of
them, were vested with responsibility for eyecution thereof,
and in such positions of res-"onsibility,. Influencad or played
a directing role in the carrying out of such criminal program.
Before proceeding with such examination and analysis of the
charges and evidence, it seems necessary that the Tribunal
make some observations, with respect to the application of
the rrovisions of the Hague Convention, pnd with respect to
some of the general defenses interposed by the defendants to
the charges in this count.
The evidence adduced with respect to the charges of
spoliation, as made in this count, refers to the occur^ied
territories of Poland, Austria, Pussia, Bohemia-Moravia,
Sudetenland, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Nor^ '^ay and France.-
'fe hold that the charges of spoliation, with respect
to the Sudetenland, are not cognizable by this Tribunal, in
that the occupation of the territory by the Reich came as
a result of the Munich pact, which did not create a situa
tion of belligerent ocou^J^ncy subject to the restrictions of
the Hague Convention,
We need but briefly discuss the contention that the
charges of spoliation w/ith resnect to Austria are liot cog
nizable by this Tribunal, The IW O'udgment stated.
"The invasion of Austri'^ was a premeditated
aggressive step, and furthered the plan to wa^-
Rggressive wars against other countries.
It appears,however, that the defense insists that the
alleged pots of spoliation in Austria could not have been
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committe(^. in violatfion of the Hegae Convention, inasmuch
as Austria was not at the time of the allegec'. acts un(?er
belligerent occupation by Germany. In this connection, it
shoulc" be noted that, in the T'arben Case (Case 6) and in the
Frupp Case (Case 10), the Tribunals hearing such cases refused
to t'^'ke cognizance of alleged acts of s^noliation, charged to
have been committed in Austria. In the first mentioned of
such cases, the Tribunal, in an order made by it, expressed
a view in harmony with the contentions now advanced by the
defense in this case. In the instant case, it is not, however,
necessary to decision that this Tribunal express itself either
in accord with or in op"^osition to the position taken in this
matter by the Farben or the Krupp Tribunals, inasmuch as the
evidence introduced in this case, with respect to the charges
of spoliation in Austria would completely fail to establish
such charges, even though we were to find that, contrary to
the contention of defendants, Austria, during the time in
question, was under military occupation by Germany.
The evidence with respect to spoliation in Austria,
therefore, in no way has herein contributed to any findings
of guilt hereinafter made against any d.efendant in this count.
The further contention that certain occupied terri
tories were "incorporated'• by Germany, following its occupa
tion of such territories, making inani^iicable the rules of
warfare to such occupied and subsequently incorporated terri
tories is, in our view, untenable. Similar contentiors have
been submitted in the trials before other Furnberg tribunals,
with respect to some of the same territories involved in this
case. In this connection, we wish to make reference to the
statement of the IMT when ruch defense was inter-^osed before
that Tribunal with resrect to Bohem.ia and Moravia. It stated:
I
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"Tlie doctrine was never considered to be
applicable so long as there was an arny in the
field .attemptin/2; to restore the occanied coun
tries to their true owners, and in this case,
therefore, the doctrine would not apply to any
territory after 1 September 1939, As to war crimes
committed in Bohemia and Moravia it is sufficient
answer,that these territories were never added to
the Reich but a mere protectorate was established
over them#"
It should be noted that, notwithstanding such contention by
the defendants in the IMT case^ the Tfibhnal there found that
war crimes had been committed in Alsace-tofraine, France, in
Yugoslavia, in a portion of Poland allegedly incorporated, end
in the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia, Moreover, other mil
itary tribunals have subsequently refused to accept the defense
of "incorporation" as justification for acts of spoliation.
In the Flick Case (Case 5), charges of spoliation were found
to have beenrcommitted in Lorraine. In the.Farben Case (Case
6), the tribunal there stated, vith respect to this defense,
as follows:
"The IMT in its judgment found it unnecessary to
decide whether as a matter of law the
^subjugation^ by military conquest has
to subjugation resulting from
sive war. The doctrine was held to .
where there are armies in the field still S
to restore their occupied country to its .
owners. The Hague Regulations do not t or
applicable because the German Reich an ..
^incorporated* r>arts of the
into Germany as territory, v^ithin the | .
of the IMT, which we follow, there were in
the field attem.Dting to restore the
tries to their true owners. We adopt thi^ consider-
It will therefore, become unnecessary, in considiL RttL-pracL iA Poland and Alsace-Lorraine to
consider this discussion which has been urged y e
defense. "
And in the Krupp Case (Case 10), Tribunal III disposed
this defense with respect to French territory, allegedly
incoroorated into the Reich, as follows:
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^*Tb.is confiscation v'as based on the assumption
of the incorporation of Alsace into the Reich and
that property in Alsace owned by Frenchmen living
outside of Alsace could be treated in such manner
as to totally disregard the obligations owned by
a belligerent occupant. This attempted incorpora
tion of Alsace into the G-erman Reich was a nullity
under international law and consequently this inter
ference with the rights of nrivate property was a
violation of Article 46 of The Hague Regulations."
This Tribunal, as was done in the IMT Case, the Farben. Krupp
and Flick Gases, rejects the defense of incorporation, as
advanced in justification of spoliation.
The claim made In the course of argument that the
Justice Case (Case 3) made a ruling to the effect that Bohemia-
Moravia was legally incorporated into Germany is not a justi
fied claim in the light of a full and careful analysis of the
entire context of the judgment in said case.
The efforts here made to justify certain acts of
spoliation, on the sroune. that they were maae ourauant to
agreeraent with or following the consent of governments estab
lished in the territories ooou'^ ied by G-ermany, are, in our
ocinion, untenable, "ie make particular reference to the Vichy
Government in France. In the Farben Case, the tribunal there
refused to accent as a defense the fact that a certain agree
ment, annarently legal in forE, had. been entered into between
the Vichy Government and. a representative of the Farben inter
ests, and under which certain charges, acts of ^noliatio ,
allegedly had been committed. The Court stated.
•The essence of the_ offense ig^he use
resultin.'s' from the military occuv ^ ntter dis-
a means of acquiring owner "'e
regard of the rights and wishes .f
find the element of comoulsion ^j,„j^gpotion
in pn aggravptec degree in the . clearly
?^nd a violation of The Haf'ue Regul.'
established."
In the Krupp Case (Case 10), Tribunal III stated, in di p
ing of a. similar contentio-n in connection vith alleo
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agreement between the Vichy Government encl the Reich for the
use of Rrench prisoners of war in the armament industry:
^TVIoreover, if there was any such agre'ement it
was void under the law of nations. There was no
treaty of peace between Germany and France but
only an armistice, the validity of which for
present purposes only may be assum-ed. It did
not put an end to the war between those two coun
tries but was only intended to suspend hostilities
between them. This was not fully accomplished.
In France's overseas cossessions and on Allied
soil French armied forces, fighting under the
command of the Free French authorities, waged
war against Germany. In occupied France more
and more Frenchmen actively resisted the invader
and the overwhelming majority of the population
was in full sympathy with Germany's opponents.
Under such circumstances we have no hesitancy
in reaching the conclusion that if Laval or the
Vichy ambassador to Berlin made any agreement
such as they claimed with respect to the use of
French prisoners of war in German armament pro
duction it was manifestly contra bonos mores,
and hence void.." -
It is significant that in this case credible testimony
(Witness Hemmen) was introduced to the effect that in con
nection with promulgation of French .regulations and laws
for unoccupied France, which ostensibly was under the Vichy
Government, consent was necessary from the Reich authori
ties as a prerequisite to the establishment of such decrees
and-' regulSit ions in unoccupied France. This mi^ht well justi
fy a holding like that in Case 2 (Milch Case), which stated;
'•This contention entirely overlooks the fact that
the Vichy Government was a mere puppet set-up under
German domination which, in full collaboration with
Germany, took its orders from Berlin."
And finally in this connection, we call attention to the
judgm.ent rendered 30 June 1948 in the case of Hermann
Roechling and others, tried in Rastatt in the French Zone
of Occupation, by an international court under Control
Council law Hoo 10:
"...The defendant asserts that he
secured the agreement of a government which
considered as the legal government of
that he, however, could not fail to know tha
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this government, VJhether legal or not, applied
the German policy in France in a servile manner
and committed treason against its country in danc
ing to the tune of the enemy."
It is, of course, a matter of common knowledge that the lead
ing representatives of said Vichy Government were, subsequent
to the cessation of hostilities, hanged or imprisoned by the
French T^eople as traitors.
It has been earnestly contended by the defense that
the rules of belligerent occupation have, in fact, been
greatly relaxed and that the defendants could not properly
be convicted on the basis of the law in force at the time of
the alleged misdeeds. We have considered this defense and
the arguments urged in support thereof. We find no adequate
justification for the position thus taken. We are in complete
agreement with the statement of Tribunal VT in the Farben
Case (Case 6), relative to this defense-, and wherein they
cite an eminent authority in international law, Lauterpacht.
The statement follows:
*'It is further said that the Hague Regulations
are outmoded by the concept of total warfare; that
literal ap'^'^lication of the laws and customs of war
as codified in the Hague Regulations is no longer
possible; that the necessities of economic warfare
qualify and extinguish the old rules and^must be
held to justify the acts charged in keeping with
the new concept of total warfare. These conten
tions are unsound. It is obvious that acceptance
of these arguments VJould set at naught any rule
of international law and would place it within
"the power of each nation to be the exclusive ju^ge
of the applicability of international law. It is
beyond the authority of any nation to^authorize
citizens to commit acts in contravention of inter
national penal law. As custom is a source of
international law, customs and practices may change
and find such general acceptance in the community
of civilized nations as to alter the substantive
content of certain of its principles. But we are
unable to find that there has been a change in tne
basic concept of respect for property rights during
belligerent occupation of a character to give any
legal protection to the widespread acts of plunder
and spoliation committed by Nazi Germany during the
course of Woria War II, It must be admitted that
there exist m.8ny areas of grave uncertainty con
cerning the laws and customs of war, but these
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uncertainties have little application to the
basic principles relating to the lavv of belli
gerent occupation set forth in the Hague Regula
tions# Technical advancement in the weapons and
tactics used in the actual, waging of war may have
made obsolete, in some respects, or may have ren
dered inapplicable, some of the provisions of the
Hague Regulations having to do with the actual con
duct of hostilities and what is considered legiti
mate vjarfare. But these u.ncertainties relate prin
cipally to military and naval operations proper
and the manner in which they shall be conducted.
^•Te cannot read obliterating uncertainty into those
provisions and "nhases of international law having
to do with the conduct of the military occupant
toward inhabitants of occupied territory in time
• of war, regardless of how difficult may be the^
legal questions of interpretation and application
to particular facts. That grave uncertainties
exist as to the status of the law dealing with such
^ problems as bombings and reprisals and the like,
does not lead to the conclusion that provisions
of the Hague Regulations, protecting rights of
nublic and private property, may be ignored. A?
' a leading authority on international law has pu
it:
"'Moreover, it does not appear that the
difficulties arising out of any uncertain
ty as to the existing law have a direct
bearing unon those violations of the rules
of war which have provided the impetus for
4 the almost universal insistence on the
ishment of war crimes. Acts with regard to
which prosecution of individuals for war
crimes may appear improper owing to the
disputed nature of the rules in question
arise largely in connection with military,
naval and air operations proper. No such
reasonable degree of uncertainty exists as
a rule in the matter of misdeeds committed
in the course of military occupation of
enemy territory. Here the unchallenged
authority of a ruthless invader offers
opportunities for crimes the heinousness
of which is not attenuated by any possible
appeal to military necessity, to the uncer
tainty of the law, or to the operation oi
$ reprisals,*"
vre have also given attention to the defense of tu
. quoque, here presented, the gist of which is that the post
war occupation of Germany by the Allies has resulted in ac
tions which violate the Hague Convention with respect to
military occupation. This contention requires very little
dis'cassion. The content ion that the traditional American
view of the law of belligerent occupation permits any kind
of conduct in the occupied territories is not in fact true.
One basic error of the position taken in this respect lies
in the failure to recognize that there is a great difference
between the rights and powers of the Allied G-overnrD.ents in
the Heich today, and the rights and powers of the Eeich in
the territories that it belligerently occupied, following
its invasions and through the war years. The Allied occupa
tion of Germany following her unconditional surrender and
the disbanding of her armies, and the subsequent Allied
exaction of reparations to restore and rehabilitate in a
measure the territories devastated and despoiled by Germany
do not make a situation falling within the contemplation of
the provisions of the Hague Convention applicable to belli
gerent occupancy. The judgment in the Justice Case, Case No.
3, in the course of discussing this matter, points out:
"....that the four powers are not now in belli
gerent occupation or subject to the limitations set
forth in the rules of warfare. Bather, they havejustly and legally assumed the broader task in Ger
many which they have solemnly defined and declared...
We find, therefore, no justification for the contention that
the law of belligerent occupation has changed since 1945, or
that the policy of the Allied Governments during the postwar
occupation of Germany contravenes the Hague Convention, so
as to make applicable the defense of tu quoque, here sought
to be interposed.
We do not deem that the other general defenses
interposed require or justify a discussion by the Tribunal.
We will now proceed to a consideration of the charges
and the evidence relating to each individual defendant
charged under this count.
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WEIZSAEGKER
In^addition to the goncral charges hereinheiore
set forth; and which apply to all the defendants, it was
farther specifically charged that Defendant WEIZSAxjCKSR, as
State Secretary of the G-erman Foreign Office, received
reports from the representatives of the G-erman Foreign
Office concerning the planning and execution of the plans
and policies for the economic exploita.tion of various occu
pied countries, particularly in occupied territories in
the west, which programs it is alleged included exactions
of excessive occupation indemnities, establishment of the
so-called "clearing accounts", and the transfer to G-erman
ovjnership of industrial participations and foreign invest
ments, "by means of compulsory sales. It^is further specifi
cally charged thr.t Defendant WEIZSAEGKER, in his position in
the G-crman Foreign Office, received and acted upon reports ^
relative to seizures and looting of cultural and art treasures,
and that spolia.tion activities in the Sovipt Union were
Carried out in part by a special "battalion, which had "been
sent, to the east "by the G-crman Foreign Office to seize and
send to G-crmany objects of cultural and historical value.
In support of the chax'ges of this count, the prosecu
tion called as a witness one Hans Rich-rd Hommon, xvho had
been a member of the Foreign Office from 1933 to 1944. It
appears that in July 1940, while he was Chief of the Economic
Depaj?tment of the G-orman Logatlon at Berne,ho was appointed
Chief of the I'orcign Armistice Delegation for Economy, In
that capacity, it appears that ho played a leading role Tr/ith
respect to G-ermany* exploitation of the economy of the
occupied territories, particularly in the v/est.
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T.lio testimony of such, prosecution-vritnoss, as it
relates to the spoliation program of the Reich in the western
territories and the administration of such program, ^must be
accorded serious considerationo Among other- things, Hemmen
testified that, when appointed as Chief- of the Foreign Armis
tice Delegation for Economy, he v/as informed by Foreign
Minister Hibbontrop to go to Wiesbaden and take charge of
negotations thex'o with the French Delega.tion, which had
* asked for a reopening of economic relations between G-ermany
and Prancoo It is significa.nt thcat at this time Hemmen was
^ instructed to report to the Foreign Office and, more specifi
cally, ho was told to report to the Foreign Minister Ribben-
trop, Hemmen's testimony with respect thereto is as follows:
"The Minister emphasized that it was my duty
to take orders'and to report exclusively to the
Foreign Office, than is, to the Minister himself
or his roprcsentative, and to take orders from
nobody elso^ In addition he made me personally
responsible that none of the members of my deloga-j tion, who belonged to tho various economic and
. financial ministries, should report to their own
ministry or accept orders from their ministry,"
^ The foregoing would indicate a determination on the
part of Ribbcntrop that, in matters of policj'' or administra-
. tion relative to the spoliation program, authority and power
of decision should be held within a very small circle, very
near tho official top levels It is significant that Hemmen
also testified as follows, in connection with the handling
^ of the economic and financial questions in the occupied
territories:
'^ G-oering Was decisive in all economic'and
t financial questions in'the occupied zone, and
Ribbentfop's' influence, as against G-oering and
the OkW, Was,, I am afraid., not very groat."
it appears that another Reich agency that played an
important role in G-ermany's exploitation of occupied
territories was the Handelspoiltisohcr Aussohuss, fre-
quoJitly roforrod to as the HPA, in which the Roich ministers
of the 0ooT7.omic and financial ministries were represented.
This organization actually dates from a period prior to the
"beginning of the Nazi regime; but it continued as an orgo.ni-
zation co function through the Hazi period. Represented in
the H?A were OKVJ"; Four-Ye<ar Plan, Reich Finance Ministry,
' / ' i
Minister of Economics. Minister of Agriculture, and the
• Rcichsbanlc and, v/hcn occasion required it, other ministers., ^
lihe the Minister of Transport or the Minister of 'Munitions,
j v;erc c.alled in. The HPA handled all economic and financial
questions bctvrccn Crcrnany and foreigxi" countries; also the
• economic and financial questions between the G-orman govern
ment and the Vichy government after the Crcrman-Fronch armis
tice agreement. The director of the Economic Department
of the Foreign Office, a Mr, Wichl, was chairman of the HPA
^ during the times here under consideration.
It appears from tho testimony of Heramcn, which is
y borne out by recitals in the documentary exhibits intro
duced in connection with this count by the prosecution,
that whenever there \rcrc matters requiring a report to
superiors, Hemmcn transmitted such matters to tho Roich
Minister for Foreign Affa.irs, Rlbbentrop, such documents
sometimes containing a recital to the effect that they
were for the Minister of Foreign Affairs and wer^ routed ^
via the State Sooretaryo This apparently was fixed routine,
according to this prosecution vritness«
practically all the documentary evidence introduced
by tho prosecution in support of the allegations against
WEIZaASOiCEK under this count originated either vrith the
Foreign Armistice Delegation for Economy, headed by Hemmen,
r
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or in the HPA, which was headed by Wiehl. A considerable-
number of such documentary exhibits were introduced by the
Prosecution to substantiate the charges of this count.
Over thirty such exhibits were introduced and referred to
by the prosecution as applicable to the case of Defendant
WEIZ3AECKSR under this count. Such documents, for the most
part, consist of reports and memorandums by either Hemmen,
as head of the Foreign Armistice Delegation for Economy, or
from Wiehl, as head of the HPA. They were transmitted usually
to Ribbentrop, such transmission, as hereinbefore indicated,
sometimes being via the State Secretaj?y*s office.^ The
prosecution has called a.ttention to the fact that, although
b'EIZoAECKER is not the person to whom any of these documents
were in fact directed, his name appears on the distribution
list on some of such documents. This fact alone, however,
is not of decisive significance in determining the responsi
bility of the defendant, with respect to the formulation or
the carrying out or furtherance of said spoliation program.
It was established by competent evidence, during the course
of this trial, tha.t the mere appearance of an official* s name
on a distribution list attached to an official document might
mean only that it was intended that such official should be
advised of the matter involved. It cannot of itself be
taken to mean that those whose names aopear on such distri-
bution list have responsibility for, or power and right of
decision vjith respect to the subject matter of such docut-
ment.
^ •»
The documents in question, for the most part, dealt
with the 9coupation costs in France, the seizure of art
treasures, and the acquisition of securities and gold from
western occupied territories. In not a single one of such
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documents, hov;ovcr, does it appear that Defend.ant l/TEIZSAECKSR
"bore responsibility for the spoliation program in the west,
or took such part in the administration thercdf a.s to make
him criminally lia.ble,- Only tv/o affirmative acts of
'^fEIZS^CKSH, revealed by any of the documents thus intro
duced, and which in any way touch the spoliration program,
are found, the first being in the form of a memorandum
dated 21 July 1940, sent to ivEIZSAECKER by German Legation ^
' Secretary, Major von Kucnsborg, which memorandum is entitled,
"Safeguarding Art Treasures in France#" Such momora.ndum
.T ' called VEIZSAECKEFi's attention to the fact that Foreign
Minister Ribbontrop had ordered the Reich Plenipotenti.ary
Abctz " to ha.vc all oxt tre.asures in the occupied French •
territory, belonging to the State and to Jews, safeguarded#"
The memorandum indicated that, inasmuch as this was a largo
assignment, it v^as highly desirable to have military coop-
* oration, but that it was difficult to secure cooperation
from the military, as the military apparently.desired to
k ^
carry out the safeguarding program themselves. The memor-n-
dum then stetcs that the Reich Foreign Minister requests
that the State Secret-'ry sec to it thrt any misunderstand
ing, which might exist on the part of the military commander,
bo removed.^ It appears tha.t in response to such request,
WEIZoAECtER, under date of 22 July 1940, prepared a mcmoran^;.;
i dum stating that he had talked to Field Marshal Keitol aeout
the Fuehpor order, transmitted to Ambassador Abota by the
' ' t
^ Reich Foreign Minister, concerning the*making secure of the
entire public and Jewish art treasures in the occupied terri
tories of Franco, and that Kcltcl had indicated that he had,
at an earlier da.te, instructed the Military Governor of
Paris "to safeguard these art treasures from being carried
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1off illegally." VJEIZSAECKSR's memoranduni concludes "by say
ing that Keitel had given assurance that he vfould instruct
the Military G-overnor of Paris to give the necessary assis
tance to A'betz to Carry out the assignment given himj with
respect to such art tron.suro.
The second instance of affirmative action "by WSIZ-
3AECKER is found in his propara,tion of a document relating
to the matter of a report received from Abetz' deputy in
Prance for the Foreign Office, and of which T^EIZSAECKER
apparently received a copy. Such^report reveals sPizure
of Jewish art treasures in Fra.nc'o, and their storage in a
building near the- embassy there# Such report vas dated 31
July 1942.. It appears that on 10 August 1942, \fEIZSAECICER
directed a letter to the personnel division and the Division
G-ermany, making inquiry as to whether they had examined the
legal aspects of the seizure of such art treasures. He made
reference to the report of 31 July 1942, received from the
deputy of Abetz# WEIZSAECKEH asked that the matter bo re-
submitted to him in a month. No evidence was introduced to
indicate the results of such inquiry.
Neither of the above two instances indicate such
participation by WSIZSAECKER in the spolia.tion program of
the G-ermon Reich in the occupied territories in the west
as to render him guilty under this count,
A few documents were introduced, dealing with seizure^
of art treasures in Russia. Tlrat need not be. discussed here,
Insofar as the charges ag,*'.inst '.•(SIZoAECKSR arc concerned, as
they do not involve him in the events alluded to in such
documents.
4
On.the evidence presentod, in connection with the
charges in this count against Defendant V/EIZSAECEER, we
must and do find the defendant NOT C-UILTY.
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KEPPLER
In addition to the general charges made against all
the- defendants in this count, Defendant KEPPLEH is also
specifically charged with having boon a loading figure in
the Continental Oil Company, A»G-., which was designated to
exploit the oil resources of the Soviet Union and other
territory which fell into G-crman hands, and it is asserted
that he also participated in the exploitation of Poland,
through his position and activity in the various spoliation ^
agencies, including Deutscho Umsiedlungs-Trcuhandgcscllschaft,
known as the DUT.
The evidence vjith respect to this count, and the find
ings of the IMT, amply establish that two organisations or
agencies wore active^in exploitation and spoliation of the
occupied territories, and ospocially the occupied Eastern
territories. One such organization was the Continental Oil
Company, which had been assigned the particala.r task to
exploit oil resources, and the Dcutschc Umsiedlungs-
Treuhandgcscllschaft, known as the DUT, an orga.nization
actively connected with the resettlement program, part of
which involved a ruthless spoliation of the economy of some
of tho occupied territories.
The prosecution places pai''tioular stress upon the
fact that Dcfondant KEPPLER was made a deputy chairman of
the Aufsichtsrat of the Continental Oil Company. This
appears to have been in January 1942. It further appears,
however, that in Karch 1945, KEPPLER ceased to hold this
position with tho Continental Oil. It appears that the
meetings of the Aufsichtsrat were not held more than twice '
a year. It further appears that it was tho duty of the
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4deputj^ clir.ii^mr.n to act in the r.osoncc of the cho.irrao.n.
Thene is evidence to tlie effect tnc.t such on£;.^ni2r.tion
met only tuicc each year.
Ihere is consicleraole toctimony in the record in
dicating' that IdlrLh-'; vas active in research and develop
ment of oil reso:urces and suppli s for the ?iOioh at an
early date, doinr, as far bach as 193b, and^durina suocced-
in^ year.s. i-iuch of such cvidonce, houcver, reletes to a
period lone before the tine covered by the chrd^pes in this
count. From the evidence, v;e cannot drn:: the conclusion
that he participated or directed the Oontinental Cil Com
pany in its spoliation activities or programs, The Tribunal
is of the opinion that no showing has been made of such
a.ctivity or participation on the part of OfPLlTl in the
Ocntinenta.! Oil Company as to justify a finding that he is
guilty of spoliation, by reason of his affiliation and t/ork
in sa.id company.
The prosecution quite correctly insists thr.t
E??Ijhn's activities a.nd participation in the operations
and programis of thq PUT vrore such as to render him crl.).-
inally liable therefor. The evidence ?.mply shows the ruth
less policy and practices of the BUT, vith respect to
spoliation incident to resettlement.
The scope and s.ctivitles of the BUT have been treated
at some length in the discussion of Count Five, and will be
but briefly treated her.. The Befendcant in the
course of his examination before the Tribunal, admitted ^
that it v.-as on his sugg,:scion that the BUT v?a.s o:.ganized,
that he first suggested it to Einmiler, vhc requested^ that
KhPrL.1-. ta.he the matter up \.*ith the Finance l-iinister, v^ho
approved of the proposition. T ais then reported to
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tHlmmler, vAth the result that the orsanization was OKeated
and that KEPPLSR hecsjae chairman of the Aufslchtsrau of
the organization. It further appears that the Defendant
KEPPLiE?-> under date of 3 Novemher 1939, directed a lettex
to Himmler, with a list of prospective members for the _
Aufsichtsrat of the DUT, Under date of 7 Hovemher 1939,
it appears that Kimmler sent a letter to KEPPLER, advisin^
that he was "fully in agreement" vAth KEPPLER's proposed •
list of momhers for the Aufsichtsrat of the DUT. It may oe
noted in passing that Defendant Hans KEHRL was one of the
names proposed by KEPPLER for the said board and approved
"by Himniler.
It appears from the evidence also tlir.t, in the summer
of 1940, a working committee was appointed by the Aufsichtsrat.
Its members were Defendant KEPPLER and. tliree, others, among
them the Defendant KEHRL. Defendant KErPLER, on the s ,
insisted the.t the DUT was only concerned with the "matter
of property compensation, because the DUT itself was never
concsrhed uith evacuation^"
One Metzger, who had been the head of the legal
division of the branch office of the DUT in Luxembourg>n
1945 and 1944, and who had an office in Alsace in 194-,
described to the Tribunal how the DUT actually handled the
property of Alsatian deportees* He stated that the DUi
"had to administer the property of the deportees • He
indicated that the deportees, before departure, were
obliged to list their property with the DUT, and to
appoint "authorized agents, who had the authority to
receive the movable property, e^specially th-c furniouie.
He stated that, in most cases, the furniture was stoied in
Luxembourg, either by authorized egcnts or by acquaintc.nces*
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He then stated:
"For th^ rest, the property X'^ as administered
by BUT in such a way that, vrherever possible,
rescttlers,^that is people who came from the
South Tyrol'or Roumania, but especically the
South Tyrol, to work, were put in industry or
agriculture. Their assignment to industry was
carried out by the Industrial Department of the
DUT,
"Pox the rest, the property was controlled by
the DUT,.."
In response to a question as to x^hethcr the evacuees,
that is, the deportees, ever rocoivcd their business properties
or real estate, the defendant answered tha.t furniture was
handed over to authorized agents who would dispose of it in
accordance with the authority given them by the evacuees.
Hp stated a.lso that small sums of money, perha.ps "between
two or three hundred marks" wore sent to the evacuees
4 4 ^
monthly, pursuant to their application, if they desired,
"but the remainder of the property remained blocked."
\
This witness -.also testified that he had actually seen depor
tations, and the evacuees being questioned by DUT employees.
He also testified, vdth respect to the so-called evacuees,
that "there is no doubt th.'-t^thoy did not go voluntarily."
The Defendant KEPPLER, on the stand, indicated that
ho could not remember whether he \ir.as concerned vrith the
/ i
matters referred to by Metzger, stating, "...I cannot
remember for certain, but I imagine not, in view of the
unimportance of the subject."
In vievj of the evidence vjhich indicates the great
scope of the resettlement program, xdth the resulting innum
erable confiscations of the typo referred to, in^Poland, in
eastern as well as western .oocupiod territories, it is in—
c.onceivablc that a man in KEPPLER* s position, as head of the
i^ufsiehtsrat, to^which office he admitted he gave consid
erable attention, would not have found this part of the
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p.ctivitios of the DUT ci consideraDle paft of their 'businoss,
so as to make one in KSPPLEH^s position thoroughly conversant
with its true nature and ramifications. There is other cvi-
dence in the record corroborative of that, hereinbefore re
ferred to.
The seizures and the subseg[uent administration by
the DUT of the evacuees' property, in the manner described
by the former DUT- official, Motzger, was clearly such an
I activity in implementation of the confiscatory and otherwise
illegal program of such resettlement project, as to fall
♦ within the prohibitions of Article 46 of the Hague Oonven-
tion, with respect to bolligercntly occupied territories.
KEPPLEiR's participation therein and responsibility therefor
render him guilty under Count Six.
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DARHE
In addition to the general charges made against
Defendant DARRE in the indictment as hereinbefore set
forth, it is specifically alleged against him that as
the Reich Minister of Food and Agi''iculture he had an
active representative from such ministry in the office
of the Pour-Year Plan in connection with the setting up
of foodstuff quotas for occupied areas. It is alleged
that orders for fulfillment of these quotas were trans
mitted by the Ministry of Pood and Agriculture to compe
tent officials in the occupied areas with the various
agencies directed by the Defendant DARRE -participating in
the acquisition of such agricultural products and in thcir
s torage and distribution within G-ermany.
The prosecution has called attention to, eind the
Tribunal has tahcn judicial notice of various excerpts
from the findings in the Judgment of the International
Military Tribunal. Among such excerpts the follo-c^ing are
particularly pertinent:
"In many of the occupied countries of the
East and the West, the authorities maintained
the pretense of paying for all the property which
they seized. This elaborate pretense of payment
merely disguised the fa.ct that the goods^sent to
G-ermany from these occupied countries were paid
for by the occupied countries themselves, either
by the device of excessive occupation costs or by
forced loans in return for a credit balance on a
'clearing accountwhich was an account merelj''
in name.
"In most of the occupied countries of the East
even this pretense of legality was not maintained;
economic exploitation became deliberate plunder.
This policy was first put into effect in the ad
ministration of the G-overnment G-eneial in Poland.
The main exploitation of the raw materials in
the East was centered on agricultural products
and Very large amounts of food were shipped from
the G-overnment General to G'erma.ny.
"Tlie evidence of the viidesprend starvation
among the Polish people in the G-overnment G-eneral
indicates the ruthlessness and severity vjith which
the policy of exploitation was carried out."
^5- ^ ^ "ifr
She economic demands made on the G-eneral G-overn
ment were far in excess of the needs of the army of
occupation; and were out of all proportion to the
resources of the country. The food raised in
Poland was shipped to G-ermany on such a vjlde scale
that the rations of the population of the occupied
territories were reduced to the starvation levels
and epidemics were widespread. Some steps were
taken' to provide for the feeding of the agricul
tural workers who were used to raise the crops,
but the requirements of the rest of the population
were disregarded. "* * •
The prosecution, in connection v/ijih the charges
a.ga.inst Defendant DABRE under this count, in their case
in chief relied largely upon two documentary exhibits and
o
two witnesses. Such^testimony was directed towards proving
that Defenda,nt DAHRE| in his capacity as Reich Minister of
Pood and Agriculture, actively participated in the formula.-
tion and carrying out of the Reich program of spoliation
and plunder with respect to food and agricultural products
in the occupied territories. The findings of the IMT seem
'to establish conclusively the fact that there was being
carried out, from the time of their occupation until the
end. of the war, a program of ruthless spoliation and plunder
of food and agricultural products in the occupied terri
tories, particularly in the occupied Ea.stcrn territories.
Prom the direct evidoncp presented it appears that from
1939 to 1942, inclusive, which was during DAElRE's term of
office as Reich Minister of Pood and Agriculture, a corv-
siderable amount of food and agricultural products wa.s
brought from occupied territories to the Reich, despite
the fact tha.t the inhabitants of those occupied territories
were starving. The effort of the defense to minimize the
extent of this exploitation by indicating that the program
inaugurated by the G-orman Reich in the occupied territories
was in fact beneficial to the inhabitants thereof, we regard
as entirely untenable© With respect to the authority and
responsibility of the Defendant DARRE in these transactions
we find adequate and convincing proof in the tostimonj^ of
the witnesses called by the prosecution in connection with
this matter.
Kurt Dietrich, former Ministcria.lrat in the Reich
Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Division II, which depart
ment bore considerable responsibility for the procurement
of foodstuffs for the people, testified before the Tribunal
on 25 March 1948, and his testimony in the opinion of the
Tribunal is entitled to considerable weight. Upon being
asked a.s to the role played by such Division II in the
establishment of foodstuff quotas to be imported from the
occupied countries of Franco, Holland, Belgium, Poland and
Russia during the years 1939 to 1942, the period which is
covered by DARRE's term in office a.s Reich Minister of Food
and Agriculture, the witness stated that the Ministry of
Food and Agriculture in general did not participate in^the
administration of the occupied territories. He stated, how
ever, that the Division of Food and Nourishment in the Four-
Year Plan, which division wp.s also under Stcate Secretary
Backe of the Ministry of Food aud Agriculture, submitted
to the Ministry of Food and Agriculture "various reports
about the situation in nourishment in the occupied terri
tories," and. that the Ministry of Food and Agriculture was
then ordered to preprjpe a plan for the feeding of G-ermany
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and the occupied territories* The viitness stated:
"In this connection so—called food surveys were
planned and these graphs, would show^ the addi
tional quantities and surplus quantities which
vrcrc needed to fill the lacks in the home terri
tory and in the occupied countries*"
He stated that the final decision as to vjhat "surpluses"
from the occupied territories would be sent to the Reich
proper was made by the Four-Yeoj? vPlan, In the course of
his examination the witness was asked the question:
"Q Did the Division II, after a study of the
food available in the occupied countries
and after.consideration of the need for
foodstuffs within the Reich, determine
upon the amount of foodstuffs that they
would import or that they recommended to
be imported to the Reich?
To this the witness answered:
"A Division II only made the corresponding
recommendations as to which foodstuffs were
to be imported so tho.t the G-erman people
could be fedo"
Upon being asked whether these imported foods, upon
reaching the Reich, would go to the Reich Ministry (Food
and Agriculture) the witness str.ted:
"A The Ministry disposed of these foodstuffs
with the help of the various Reich .agency
officoso"
It may be of some significance that while the
persons who were in charge^of the agricultural departments
in the occupied rjrcas were, as such, subordinate to the
military commander or commissar therein^ they had gen
erally been recruited frorti the Reich Food Estfte and vrcre
former members thereof* It is to be observed that the
Reich Food Estate was under the control and domination of
the Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture,
The witness Dietrich further testified that in
all matters pertaining to the Reich Ministry of Food and
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Agricalture and the Reich Food Estate "it was the Minister
who was the responsible man."
Another prosecution witness in this connection was
one VJalter Pflaumbaum, who Tormerly held a position within
the Reich Ministry of Pood and Agriculture as head of the
division for livestock raising and animal products« Ho
stated that it was the duty of such department "to take
over surplus animal products in the Reich, to stock them
up, and to distribute in case of want p.nd also to see to
it tha.t the imports of meat and animal products from abroad
to the Reich vxere carried out»" He further stated:
"The amounts of livestock and moat that were to oe
imported were told us by the Reich Ministry for
Food a.nd Agriculture® The technica.1 carrying out
of the taking over of these products formed the
competency of the Reich offices®"
We further quote the follox^jing from his examination
before the Tribunals
"Q Now, in the Reich office, you were directly
subordinate to the Reich" Minister?
"a The Reichstelle was subordin.ate to the Ministry
for Food and Agriculture and received its direc
tives from -there®
"Q You had a.irect contact with Division II of the
Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture?
/
"A Yes, the directives in general came from the
referents who vxere competent for livestock an
mccat economy in the Ministry®
"Q As to the'aistrlbution of the foodstuffs wltWn
tho Reich, you followed the orders of the Hoicn
Ministry?
"A Tho directives came from the Reich Food Estate
which since the beginning of the war was su ^
ordina.te to the Reich Ministry®
Further evidence of the fact that DAHRE substantially
contributed, to the formula.tion and implementation of th^..
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Reich-s progran of spolirution in the occupied territories
appears from the fact ti:a,t on 10 O'anuary 19^0 he, as the
Reich Hiniscer of Pood and Agriculture,^signed and issued
a decree effective as of 1 January 1940, making applicable
in the so-callod "'incprporatod" P.<astcrn terrj.torics the
Eeicn Peed Rotate Law, which laxir dated from Septcmljer 1933
and gave to the Reich ilj.nister of Food and Agriculture exten
sive pov/ers to settle a wide range of agricultural questions
including matters relating to production, saJo and prices
of agricultiu a.l products and power to issue implomonting
doerecso It is obvious that such a. mca.sure wc.s made
applicaible to further subjecc and dosigna.tod occupied
territories to the requm remonts and demands cf the Ocrman
economy in utter disregard of the provisions of Article
52 of the Ha.gue Oonvontion- as hcrcinbefcro sot for uh«
Also vtela.uive of the provisions of said Article 52 would
be the impo.abati3iis of foodstuff s, from the oooupiod terri
tories as hoj^einoof ore :d.luded co_ irrospccoj ve of wheDher
or not the/ ha.d boon subjeoccd to 'che so-called Reich Pood
Estate JjauJc-
Prom the testimony adduced x/ith respect to the
crxargOR agiinst Defendant DnPRE in Count Six,- we must and
d:) find Defendant LARRE C-UIl/fy thereunder^
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LAMMSRS
¥e come now to a consideration of the part"that
Defendant LAx-!!!4£jRS as Reich Minister and Chief of the Reich
Chancellery is alleged to have taken in said prograjn of
plunder and spoliation. In addition to the general charges
made against him and other defendants, it is specific^^lly
asserted in this count that he participated in, and formu
lated and signed various decrees authorizing confiscations
of property in the occupied countries and that he attended
meetings rt which occupational policies were d.iscussed and
formulated and received reports relating to the execution
of such policies and participated in a wide variety of ways
in furtherance of such policies.
The prosecution introduced considerable evidence to
show the defendant held high and strategic positions in the
Third Reich during the times covered by the charges in this
count and that in such positions he exercised ^^is oowers in
the formulation, implementation and furf^eronce of the
spoliation orogram in the occupied territories.
The defendant, a man of capacity, learned in the law
and possessed, of wide experience in governmental and legal
spheres, testified at great length, and sweepingly denied
that the positions held by him in the Third Reich actually
vested him with any real power and authority with respect
to the matters concerning w.hich he is charged in this count.
He denied any guilty knowledge or intent in the numerous
activities attributed to him in the chorges and evidence.
Before proceedirg to a general consid.eration of the evidence
introduced with respect to the charges made ag'^inst the
defcnd.a.nt in t^is and the succeeding count it seems desirable
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to first briefly examine the position of iniporta.nce held
by him in the Third Heich as involved in many of the inci
dents which are the bp.sis of the charges against defendant
in this count. It may be noted that in the treatment of
preceding counts reference has been made to the defenda.nt's
position of responsibility and authority in the Heich G-overn-
ment during the times covered b5a the charges, and to the
scope of his activities in such position during such period,
v/nile we do not x/ish to unnecessarily repeat what heretofore
may have been touched upon, we deem it essential to a proper
app^^aisal of much of the evidence in this and the next succeed
ing count that defendant's qualification, and his position
and activities in the government of the Third Reich during
the period in question should be further elaborated upon
and emphasized.
The most prominent position held by the def-^ndant
xvaa that of Chief of the Reich Chancellery. It convincingly
appears that the authority and functions of the Reich Chan
cellery reached into praotioally all fielr"'s of governmental
business or activity and that it maintained contacts with
the principal depaj-'-tments of the civil government, Evidence
introduced vjith respect to the authority and functions of
tne Reich Chancellery was contained in an official publica
tion of the Reich of 1935 which states:
"The Reich Chancell.ery established the'contact
between the Fuehrer, the Reich ministries, and
Various other agencies. The State Secretary
and Chief of the Heich Chancelleiy keeps the
Fuei^er and Reich Chancellor informed about the
current questions of general policy and prepares
the decisions to be taken,"
And further:
"The Reich Cha.noellery also conducts the current
ousinesB of the Reich Government and attends to the
preparation of questions of protocol of the ministers'
confei'enaes and cabinet meetings,"
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Further evidence introduced on this question a.lso
indicates that the office of the Reich Chancellery was in
fact a "key" position in the Reich Governments In the
course of the ,trial Otto HSISSNER, one of the defendants
in the case, in the course of an examination by the counsel
of Defendant LAifl-IERS, in d.iscussing the office of the Reich
Chancellery, stated in part; ^
"The center of gravity, tfie main part of pol
itical influence and work, lay with the Reich
Chancelleryo"
In the course of the same examination the witness l-lilSSNSR
stated further:
"The actual sphere of activity of the^Reich
Chancellery was the preparation of decisions
of the Reich Government - legislation, etc®"
Drs i^IEISSNBR also indicated that Dr^ LiAllSRS, in his position
as Chief of the Reich Chancellery, sometimes acted under
special assignments from Hitler.
Despite the general tenor of defendant's own testi
mony, v/hich was to the effect that in his position he did
little more than act as a conduit, with no authority to
initiate or to formulate policy or make decisions, he did
make some rather significant admissions with respect to his
duties and activities<, He was asked the follcn-jing question
by his own counsel; ^
"Q, To make it quite clear, vjhat responsibility'
did you have in the case of Fuehrer decrees,'
first, before you co-signed them, and second,
after'you had been authorized to co-sign them?" *
The pertinent part of the defendant's answer to such question
was as follows:
"A ...cl was responsible for seeing to it that
the Fuehrer's wishes were properly and suitably
formulated, and secondly, I had to see to it
that as far as the contents of the law went,
the ministers concerned had been heard."
(Underscoring supplied).
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%Defense counsel asked him the following question:
"Q But surely^you had a certain influence on factual
contents oi" the Fuehrer decrees and Fuehrer
ordinances, or was that not the case?"
To this question the defendant made the following answer;
"A As far as the legal formulation of the Fuelirer's
desire went'and the number of the formal regula
tions there, of course. I had a certain influence,"
(Underscoring supplied).
Again defendant's counsel asked defendcant the following ques-
.tion:
"Q i'lr® Witness, the prosecution in the indictment
charge that you had exercised a coordinating
function at the top authority and embracing nearly
all spheres. Now, how about it?"
The pertinent part of the defendant's answer to such ciuestion
was as f ollov7s :
"A In the majority of the cases enumerated by the
prosecution I either did not exercise any co
ordinating function'at all, at any rate not to
the extent asserted, and partly I had not been
concerned'at all with the laws or ordinances
concerned, nor did I co-sign them, I did not
participate at all in a large part of the measures
adduced by the prosecution, I didn't know the
programs that have been mentioned and did not
take part in their formulation, I did not re
ceive the reports submitted. All this will
only be clarified by the evidence. As far as
I did exercise a coordinating: function it vjas
confined in the case of lavrs and ordinances
to matters of form." ^Under scoring supplied.),
Then apparently for the purposes of illustrating such "matters
of form" the defense counsel propounded the following question
to the defendant:
"Q Mr, Witness, I will single out a few instances
from the wealth of charges made against you in
the indictment., V/e will get into the details
later in discussing the documents. For instance,
you ai-'e made responsible for the appointment of
G-aulelter Sauckel as Plenipotentiary General
for the direction of labor. Now, what can you
tell us about it In a few brief sentences?"
The defendant's answer is bo revealing that although rather
lengthy it is quoted here in full as follows:
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"A In fact, this is a typical case, to wit, that'
of tfie Fuehrer decree dated the'21st of March,
1942, on the Plenipotentiary General for the
direction of lahor. When the Fuehrer decided
to appoint such a Plenipotentiary General for
the direction of labor in the person of Gau
leiter SaucMel, then it was the Fuehrer who
alone, by virtue of his prerogatives as head
of the state, could settle the organizational
rights® He alone could lay down, could ox'der
that such a Plenipotentiary General was insti
tuted at all and it was only he who could order
as to who should be this Plenipotentiary General
and to whom he was to be subordinate and vxhat
authorities v/ere to be delegated to the Pleni
potentiary General in his relation with the
Reich Ministers and hov: in particular his rela
tions should be to the Minister of Labor who
had so far settled labor allocation® This was
departmental coordination^which'v;as necessitated
by the case in vjiiich I, ho-'jever, was merely charged
with formulating, that is, the task vdiich the
Fuehrer wanted to assign to the Plenipotentiary
General for the direction of labor had to be
phrased prooerly in the constitutional'sense®
in addition, and this is typical again, I
insured that the decree^ because it also dealt
with prisoners of war; received the concept or
participation of the OKW® In addition X saw
to it, because it was a problem touching: upon
international law> that the Foreign Minister
be consulted, and then Hitler's will was
formulated and co-signed by me® Thereupon I
had to promulgate the decree to the agencies
concerned and its publication in the Reich Law
Gazette® My instrumentality thus consisted in
my coordination in substance merely a matter of
form. However, it continued as an independent
activity with its own responsibility in the
further execution. This again is typical in
this respect because the decree states that
departments 3 and 5 of the Ministry of Labor
were to be available to the Gauleiter Sauckel,
to the Plenipotentiary General, This regula
tion was also inserted into the decree itself.
It was not ordered by mo but upon my suggestion
because I didn't think it proper that the Pleni
potentiary General for the direction of labor
should set up a new authority. It was because I
thought it proper that he utilized the depart
ments available of the Reich Ministry of Labor.
Now, of course, this had to be distinguished,
how the utilization of these departments was to
take place and there I myself took the initiative,
but the ultimate decision, could not be made by
me. However, it vjas possible for me to get the
Plenipotentiary General for labor direction
Sauckel and the Reich Minister for Labor to a
common denominator and to effect the proper co
operation of these agencies. Had such an agree
ment not been possible, then I would not have
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been able to decide this formal case. Then in
this case I myself would have had to secure the
Fuehrer's decision. I think this case is typical
and very much so for what I have testified as my
coordinating functions in the realm of administra
tive organization. (Underscoring supplied).
From the foregoing statements made by the defendant him
self in respect to the part he played in the making of laws,
decrees and ordinances, it seems very clear that vital and
extremely important assistance was given by defendant in trans
lating into law the various programs decided upon by the Reich
G-overnment. The fact that defendant persists in his effort
to minimize the significance of his work in this matter by
Xeferring to his actions in connection therewith as being
only formal" does not reduce in the slightest degree the
significance of what was in fact done.
As bearing on the question as to x^diether defendant's
activities in legislation were onljr formal and.did not involve
the exercise of initiative or discretion, the legal background
and experience as given by the defendant himself while on
the stand ^y well be noted. It appears that he was trained
in the law, that he became district judge in 1912, that he
became a senior government counsellor with the Ministry of
the Interior in 1921; tha.t in 1922 he became a Ministerial
Councillor, in which capacity he remained until 1933. In
this position he handled matters of constitutional and ad
ministrative lavj generally, in particular in such position he
dealt with matters concerning the Reichstag and the Reich
Council which was described by him as the "organ of the states
of the Reich, an organ of the Reich which in the main handled
factual legislative work", it appears that in such position
he also dealt with constitutional disputes which were disputes
between the Reich and. the Laender, between the various Laender,
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and the constitutional disputes within a land. Ho states:
"i.ll these questions were decided either be
fore the constitutional court or before the Reich
Supremo Court. I handled those matters, end I,
myseir, drafted the constitutional law of the con
stitutional court before the -^^eichstag adopted it,
and these disputes were in writing and sometimes
verballjr represented by mo before the constitu
tional and Reich Supremo Courts. I'd like to em
phasize here that there was another t5'-pe of con
stitutional dispute which occupied me" far more and
these were the constitutionc^l disputes within the
Reich."
And further on he continued:
"Then I was concerned with frequently giving
opinions on drafts of laws by tho ministries,
usually from the point of view of the constitu
tion, furthvjr, questions as to whether ordinances
wore legally valid or not, and, to bring this
list to an end, I can only say that my work v;as
mainly of a legal nature. Although, of course,
those matters alwaj-s have a certain political
content, they were, to a very large extent, of
a legal nature."
And finally as further emphasis to his eminent qualifications
in legal and .governmental spheres, the following evidence as
given by him on the stand must be noted:
"I wrote a number of books. First of all, a
commentary on the law, which I mentioned just now,
about the Constitutional Court, in 1922, a law
which I had drafted and had handled myself. Then
I V'/rote a book about tho Reich Constitution and
Reich Administration. Then I wrote a catechism
of the Reich Constitution; that was a little book
which was to bo used in schools for civil law
classes. Then I collaborated on articles for
various periodicals, for instance, the handbook
of i^nschuetz-Thoma, which ha.s boon frequently men
tioned hero. For this I supplied two lengthy arti
cles, one about parliamentary investigation commit
tees, and the other about some question that I have
forgotten. Then, I collabora.tod in the big hand dic
tionary of legal science by Stier, Vomlo and Elster,
ulso with tm fairly lengthy articles. One was
called 'Law and Legislation' and the other dealt with
the Reichstag. Then, I published six volumes of de
cisions of the Constitutional Court of the Gorman
Reich and the Constitutional Court of the Cerman Prov
inces, together vi/ith the Icto former President of the
Reich Supremo Court, Dr. Simons. Then, I wrote masses
of articles and theses for legal periodicals, dis
cussed sentences, and so on. These were not politi
cal matters, they were all purely academic. Of
course, there was a^ certain political aspect, a.nd
sometimes I had some difficulties, and, finally, I
withdrew more and more to my writing and to purely
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leporting worfcy and not so much to creative x^ork.
That IS.shown, for instance, by the six-volume
collection of decisions of the Reich Constitution-
is more in the nature of a comrnen-arj, where these decisions are put in the oroper
tic^ordfr^^^ iiead.ings, and put in a certain systema-
tn conclude my answer, there is one thing I wish
^ rese^^ch x^ork is quoted in almost all
? Reich Constitution; and, in
C^stltnHAn w commentary on the ReichAnschuetz, makes reference to my
thom^"^ '^ usually ooing in complete .agreement v/ith
The claim that the office of Chief of the Reich Chan-
oellery when occupied by Pefendant LAIflSHS was held by a sort
of legal automaton v;ho took care only of!^ "formal" matters
within the usual acceptance of that term, and was not vested
wiuh powers of initiative and discretion in the shaping of
legislation is too great a strain upon the TribunalIs credu-
lity.
We will now turn to a consideration of the evidence
introduced to show dofendantJs participation in the creation
of laws and decrees and in other alleged acts of participa
tion in the crime of spoliation as charged in this count,
We will first consider evidence relating to spoliation in
ths Netherlands•
It appears that a ruthless program of spoliation v/as
carried out in the occupied Netherlands. Areference to find
ings of the IMT with respect to the Reich^s cconemic adminis
tration of the Netherlands is here pertinent:
tration^of^the Nethpri" economic adminis-
rule^of iie vdthout regard for the
obsolete Inqtfafl Convention x;.iich he described as
maximum utilizatioA of^tho^LonL?'^ "^^?'''
. the Netherlands and executpd tt??? potential ofits effect on the inbSlt«nt= regard for
pillage of public and orivnte'nrn t was ^ddespreadIf c.iiu pxivate property x^hich was
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given color of legality hy Seyss-Inquart's •
regulations and assisted by manipulrtions of
the financial institutions of the Netherlands
under his control,"
The IMT also described G-oering as the "active authority
in the spoliation of -conquered territory "
The evidence discloses that on May 21, 1940, Defendant
LAliiERS sent to the Reich ministers a. docL^uaent Trhich he trans
mitted as a "top secret". It xiv.s an unpublished Hitler decree
signed by Hitler a.nd LAiyliiSRS, dated May 19, 1940, which decree
calls, attention to the fact that by a decree of 16 May 1940
Dr. Seyss-Inquart had been appointed as Reich Commissioner for
the occupied Netherlands, which decree indicated that Seyss-
Inquart V7as accountable to Hitler, but it also provided that
Gooring might issue orders to the Reich Commissioner within
the framework of his tasks in his capacity for the Four-Year
Plan- .
Next liAlii-IERS advises that the decree submitted is an
amendment of the earlier decree of 18 May 1940, From this
it can be seen that Goering thus gets specific authority to
extend his spoliation activities a.nd sphere into the
Netherlands,
It ia significant that a report covering from 29 Ma,y
to 19 July 1940 comes to LAI-QZEMS in which report, which is
designated "top secret", Soyss-Inquort reports vrith respect
to the, situation in the Netherlands and the economic exploi
tation of such territory. Such report states in part:
"It was obvious that the occupation of the
Netherlands necessitated a large number of
economic and police'measures; the economic
measures were aimed, on the one hand, at reduc
ing the consumption of the population ,in order
to^ gain supplies for the Reich, and, on the
other hand, in safeguarding the equlta.ble dis
tribution of the remaining supplies,"
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The report continues further on as follows:
"In fact the follovjing regulations have up to
novj "been cited by tho Dutch Secretaries G-oneral
or the competent economic official so that all
these measures appear to "bo voluntary; AH regu
lations with respect to the collection and distri
bution of supplies to the population, regulations
with respect to restrictions on the forming of
public opinion, and also agreements with respect
to the requisition of extremely large supplies for
tho Hcich>" (Underscoring supplied).
This report was in August, 1940, transmitted by LAI-IISRS to
Rosenborg.
It appears that on 22 October 1944 a decree was is
sued, signed by Soyss-Inquart, which provided for registra-
^ tion of the Jewish business enterprises in Holland, This vras
an iiirplemchtation of tho earlier .decree signed by Hitler a.nd
Defendant LAll-iERS, 18 tiay 1940.
It appears that Defendant UAl'SiSnS, on 18 October 1941,
reported to the Commissioner for tho Four-Year Plan, the
Reich Minister of Economy, the Reich Kinister for Food and
/ Agriculture, and to the Chief ^of tho OKIV concerning a con
ference had between defendant, Seyss-Inquart, and Hitler
^ relative to the food situation and the economic conditions
in the occupied Netherland territories# Here LAHliSHS passes
on to the "competent Rcicli ministers" such report with a re
quest that they follow up the v/ishcs of the Fuehrer, that
cooperation with the Reich Commissioner Scyss-Inquart be
given#
V *
It appears that on August 89, 1941, LAll^ZSRo received
G-oering's so-callcd "green folder"'which was the guide for
the concrol of economy in the newly occupied Eastern terri
tories and V:7i.iich sot up an Economic Executive Staff East.'
this directive, vjhich is elsewhere in the discussion
of this count also referred, to, provided for "plundering
and abandonment of all industry in the food-deficient regions
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and from tlio food-surplus regions a diversion of foods to
G-erman needs," and further stated;
"In accordance with orders issued by the Fuehrer
all measures must be tahen to achieve immediate and
most intensive utilization of the occupied territor^-
ies for G-ermanj^^s benefit* Thus, all measures which
may endanger this aim must be omitted or postponed."
There was some evidence adduced with a view to sho\ring
that Defendant LA14IiEHS had participated in the spoliation of
Luxembourg in connection with the Hermann G-oering Works tak
ing over certain Luxembourg iron vjorks. It docs not appear
to the Tribunal, hawover, that the evidence presented on
that point is sufficient to indicate any real participation
by LAliiSRS.
Wo v/ill now consider the charges of spoliation with
respect to Poland. In this connection we first wish to call
attention to the following findings of the IMT with respect
to spoliation in Poland:
"In most of the occupied countries of the East
even this pretense of legality was not maintained;
economic exploitation became deliberate plunder.
This policy was first put into effect in the ad
ministration of the G-overruTient G-eneral in Poland.
The main exploitation of the raw materials in the
East was centered on agricultural products and
very large amounts of food were shipped from the
- G-ovcrnment G-encral to G-ermany.
"The evidence of the widespread starvation among
the Polish People in the Government G-eneral indicates
the ruthlessness and the severity- with which the
policy of exploitation was carried out*
"The occupation of the territories of the U.S.3.R*
was characterized by premeditated and systematic
looting*.*"
It Was with Poland in mind that on 19 October 1939
G-oering issued a directive, which hereinbefore also has been
discussed, and which provided for the exploitation of tho
occupied territories and announced the creation of the Main
Trustee Office East*
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It appears that one of Defendant LAl^liERS' suhordino.tcs,
Willuhn, later, upon the Invitation of the i-ia-in Irastco Office
East, made a visit to the Eastern occupied territories "for
the pui^pose of prep.-ring a decision caffecting property rights
of some mines and foundries", A full report thereof x/as made
to lAllSlS, The Defcn-'ant LAi-Q-iElS indie-ted in his testimony
that he had no prjrticular interest in this trip hut th-'t he
permitted Willuiin to make it because Ivilluhn so requested.
This report, xrhich indicates clearly that it vias in line x:ith
the usual exploitation purposes of the Main Trustee Office
East, vjas hnov/n to the Defendant LAl€Iul3,
' / i
On May 29, 1941, Hitler cand LAii.E13 issued a decree
providing for the confisca.tion of property of enemies of the
Reich, This vras an obvious device to give a form of legality
to illegal seizure of property^ Under date of 12 April 1915
a rci^ort v/as made by 33 G-cneral Krucgor and Defendant LAliMEdS
to Himmlcr regarding the situation in roland. Under date of
17 April 1945 IA1-0®RS transmitted such report to Himmlcr, It
is to be noted that with respect to the economic tasks in
Poland the report said:
"1,) For the purpose of securing food for the
Uerman^people, to increase agricultural
production and utilize it to the fullest
extent, to a.llot sufficient rations to
the native •oo-oulction occuoicd with work
cscential for the xrar effort a.nd to deliver
the rest to the Armed Forces and the Homo-
land. " (Underscoring su;plicd), "
The ^cneral contention of lack of knoT'lo''^gc and lack of
participation in the spolirtion -orogram crnnot bo sustained
in the face of such evidence,
Uo come now to the question of spolia':ion in Russia.
On 29 June 1941, ^ust a fcx; days after the invasion of
Russia, by Germany, a decree v/as issued, signed by Hitler,
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LAlIiX-lS and Kcitel, vesting G-oering with all neccssrry
anthori-jv to institute all measures in the territory oc-
cu;^iod "to a.ssurc the highest utilization and develoomciit
of e:isting stores and capacities of domestic econom^^ in
hehalf of the C-erman hai' economy". In considering the
question of Defendant LAUGHS' participa.tion in che ex
ploitation of Russia it must not be overlooked that he
wa'. one of the small group asscmolcd "by Hitler on IS
July 1941 a.t a policj^'-making conference with respect to
Russia. Those present vrere Hitler, Rosenberg, Kcitcl,
G-ooiing, Bormann and LAI-il'iERS. That LAIl-EHS took a.n ac
tive oart in such a conference there is no doubt. It was
at this meeting that Hitler stated that with respect bO
Russia:
"On principle \jq have now to fa,ce the ^task oi^
cutting up the groat cake according to our needs
in order to be aole first to dominace ic, sowond,
to administer it, and third, to exploit it.'
The evidence shows bej '^ond a reasonable doubt 'cha.t LAx*:-Jiixi.3,
with full knowledge of the ruthless program planned for
/
Russia, actively entered into the formulation -chercof and
si^^ned a number of decrees designed to implement and carry
out such program. Among them, for instance, was a decree
appointing Rosenberg as Reich liinistor for the Occupied
Sastern Terricories. It appears conclusively from cho evi
dence that as to Russia Defendant LA1R-"RR3 participated in
the formulation an" e:^a3Cution of the program of spoliacion
carried tln^ough in the occupied territory of tnat country.
A field of spolication in which Defonc'a.nt LAi-i^iit...b
particip tod a.nd irhich he furthered was the plunfcr oi art
a.nd cultural treasures in the occupied tcr. itorics. T--c
importo.nt correspondence car'ried on by him with I'cspcot to
this matter needs but little disoussiono That LAI'^IE..S'
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activities in this connection definitely was one of
collaboration and furtherance is clear. The plunder of /
a.rt treasures by the Reich was discussed at some length
in the findings of the IMT. There the scope and extent of
such program is touched upon. One passage from such judg~
• •
racnt is very pertinent here.
"ifith regard to the suggestion that the purpose
of 'the seizure of art treasures xjas protective and
meant for their preservation, it is necessary -to
say a few words. On 1 December 1939 Hiramler, a.s
the Reich Commissioner for the 'strengthening of
G-ermanismissued a decree to the regional offi
cers of the'secret police in the annexed eastern
territories, and'to the commanders of the security
service in Radom, Warsaw, and Lublin, This decree
contained administrative directions for carrying
out the art seizure program, and in "Clause 1 it is'
stated;
"'To strengthen Gcj-''iiic,nism in the defense of
the Reich, all articles mentioned in Section
2 of this dcpreo are hereby confiscated...
Ihey a.rc confiscated for the benefit of the
German x^oich, and are at the disposal of the
Reich Commissioner for the strengthening of
Germanism.'"
It-appears from the evidence that the office of the
Reich Ghancollcry and LA.j>£.IIlRS cooperated- in the carrj^'ing out
of such confiscation of art treasures in the occupied tcrri-
I
tox'ios. It also appepxs that in connection with the plunder
of art treasures LAlCiERS was in contact with the director
of the sta.oe picture gallery in Dresden, one, Dr. Fosse.
It is interesting to note that in respect to the sa.mc Posse
the II-IT made the following statement in its judgment:
^"The inocntion to onricii Gcrmcany by the
seizures, rather than to protect the seized
objects, is indicated in an undated report
by Dr. Hans Posse, director of the Dresden
Doa.te Picture Gallery;
111 I was able to gain some knowledge on the
puDlic^ and private collections, as well
as clerical preperty, in Cra.oow a.nd Warsax-/,
It is true tha.t we cannot hope too much to
enrich ourselves from the acquisition of
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great art works of paintings and sculptures,
i;ith the exception of the Voit-Stoss altar,
and the plates of Hans von Kulnbaok in the
Church of Maria in CracoWo.oand several other
works from the National Museum in Ivarsaw.
On 5 July 1942 Defendant LAIl'IERS informed all Supreme
Reich authorities and officers directly subordinate to the
Fueiirer that Hitler had authorized Rosenberg to search
libraries, lodges, a.nd cultural institutions for the pur
pose of seizing m-terial from those establishments, as well
as cultural treasures owned by Jews* The commanication con
cluded:
"I inform you of this order of the Fuehrer a.nd
request you to support Reichsleiter Rosenberg in
the fulfillment of his task."
It is significant that a Holland Einsatzstab report
of the bureau of Reichsleiter Rosenberg for the occupied
VJestern territories in the Netherlands gave a comprehen
sive CvCCount of the results of the execution of the plun
der program of the Reich with respect to art and cufltural
treasures in the Netherlands. Such reeort details and
4
catalogues the. many items removed from clubs, lodges and
libraries. The following sentence gives an indication of
the magnitude of such confisca.tions:
I
"Altogether 470 cases combining material from
the aforementioned lodges and from organizations
of a similar status vjerc packed and transported
to G-ermany. "
A report with respect to treasures taken from occupied
territories is also in evidence-which covers a period
from October, 1940, to July, 1944. As an indication of
the magnitude of the seizures there made the following
N
sentence from the report is of interest:
"Twenty-nine large shipments including 137
freight cars with 4,174 cases of art works."
It appears that 25 portfolios of pictures, containing the
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most vnluable works of the art collections seized in the
West wcr.. presented to the Fuehrer on 20 April 1943. Deal
ing with activities in the Eastern ter:/itorics the report
states:
"In the course of the evacuation of the territory
several hundred most valuable Russian Ikons, several
hundred Kussia.n paintings of the ISth and 19th cen
turies, individual articles of furniture and furni-
tui'c from Castles were' saved in cooperation with the
individua.1 ajrmj'' grouos, a.nd brought to a. shelter in
the Reich,"
The findings of the IHT show tha,t Rosenborg particl-
pe.ted in the i)illagc of private houses in France, It appears
that Defendant LAl-il^iERS also became involved in such pi-'ogram.
It appears that on 18 December 1941 Rosenberg had requested
Hitler* s o.uthorisation "for the confiscation of all house-
4
j-iold. goods of Jews in P^ris v;ho had fled or v;ill flee, as
i '
well as in all occupied Western territories, in order to
assist tne administration in procuring household furnish
ings for the Sas-torn territories." On 51 December 1941
LAI'il-^_'.S referred to the 18 December 1941 request made by
Rosenberg to the Fuehrer. The letter continues:
"The Fuehrer, in principle, agreed to the
proposal as made under paragraph 1, Together
with the letter enclosed in copy, a. copy of
th,y£;^part of your memorandum which d.eals with
utilizo-tion of Jewish household furnishing was
forwarded by mo to the Chief QKW and to the
Reich Commissioner for the Occuoicd Territories
of thc^ Netherlands, May I cask you to contact
the other interested offices for the execution
of your proposal."
It appears that at the sane time LAillERS informed Kcitcl
with respect to this matter in the following vjords:
"•••I have asked the Reich Minister for the
occupied Eastern territories to contact you;
cliQ Reich Commissioner for the occupied terri
tories in the Netherlands and the other inter
ested parties for the cxocution of the proposal,
I ha.vo ^forv7cardod a. copy of this letter to the
Reich Minister for the occupied Eastern torri-
torios and the Reich Commissioner for the
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occupiod territories in the Netherlf^.nds has. lihe-
v/iso been informed by mo. "
It is to be noted that under dote of 16 June 194E a letter
from the Reich Chancellery signed by Stuttorhcim, a subor
dinate of LAL '^iSRS; to the Foreign Office stoted in p*"rt as
follows:
"l) The seizure of household effects owned
by Jews is to be carried out as inconspicu
ously as possible. No spccir^l ordin.ancc is
necessary."
'H- « #
4) lieasure is to bo presented,, wherecver possible,
as requisitioning or retribution measure.
The Reich Plinistcr for the Occuoied Eastern
Territories has been informed of these Fuohrcx*
directives."
During a conference on 15 and 17 November, 1943, which was
attended by Hitler, Bormann, Himmler, LAM^SRS, Lohso, and
Rosenborg, a report was made by Rosenberg as to the program
of tne confiscation of Jewish homes and furniture and their
transpoi t to G-ci'many. In a subsequent r eport of November
4, 1943, Rosenberg amplifies the earlier report by stating
that it^tooh 19,334 railroad c.^rs to take the ha.ul to
Germany, and that several million Roiclismarks and 636,000
kilos of scrap material and spinning material were .also
seized under this progra.m.
In the light of the evidence the Tribunal finds that




It is spccificnlly alleged against Defendant oIUGICART,
in a,ddition to the general charges made against hin in- this
count, th-t he formulated and signed various decrees author
izing confiscations of the property in the occupied uorri-
torics and that he attended various meetings^and conferences
at which occupation policies were formulated, and received
reports concerning the carrying out of such policies, and
that he participated in various vraye in the furthora.ncc oi
such policies. It is fui-'ther specifically alleged that
Defendant STUCKA3.T was active in tho affairs of the iiain
Trustee Office East, an agency active in tnc formulaoion
and execution of tho program of spoliation in Poland. lb
is further asserted that 3TUCKART assisted in tho formula
tion of a program for the fullest possible c^loitation of
the ;jovict economic rosoui^ccs before and after G-crmany's
attach on tho Soviet Union,^and finally it is assorted
that tho Defendant 3TUCiC\RT, with other defendants, toolc
part in numerous meetings at which exploitation policies
wore discussed "nd plans wore made with respect to spolia
tion in thu East.
As heretofore pointed out-in our discussion of Count
Five, STUCKART became associated v-rith and active in N.azi
affairs at -n early date.
The ovidcnco further shoxjs that in 1935 Hitler
appointed STUCKA--T to a position in tho llipisti-y of the
Interioi-,whore ho had chargo of Division 1, which division
thon had, or subsequontly, dunging STUCKART' s incumbcnoy,
was given jurisdiction of tho followins natters;
Constitution and organization.
Legislation and acijninlstration laxir.
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Citizonship and rn.co.
New ore:anization in the Soutiioast.
Protectorate, Bohemia 4and Horaviao
New organization in the East.
New organization in the West.
%
Reich dcfonso.
ililitary law and military policy.
VJar damage s»
In 1943 when Himmlcr "becamo Minister of the Interior
Defendant STUOKART was a5)pointed State Secrctr>ry in the
Ministry of the Interior, which position he hold until May
1945 when he hocamo Minister of the Interior.
Many other positions of responsibility and authority,
each apparently created to implement successive steps of
the Reich in.its program of invasion and aggression, were
given to Defendant ST'UCKARTt On 24 March 1938 3TUCKART
was appointed as Chief of the Central Office for- Incorpor
ation of Austria* On 1 October 1938 STUCKAj-.T wa,s appointed
Chief of the Central Office for the incorporation of the
Sudetcnland. On 22 March 1939 Hitler appointed STUCKART
as Chief of the Central Office "For the Implementation of
the Decree Concerning the Protectorate of Bohemia and
Moravia"* On 9 August 1940 it vras announced that Hitler
had appointed STUCKART as Chief of the Central Office for
Alsace-Lorraine and Luxembourg* On 12 December 1941 STUoKART
was appointed Head of the Central Office for Norway* On 22
Apr-il 1941 it was announced that Hitler had appointed STUCKART
as Chief of the Central Office for the Occupied Southeastern
Territories* it further apponrs from the evidence tnat on
30 August 1939 STUCKART was appointed Chief of Staff for
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Reichi Minister Fricli; Plonipotontirjry for Hoich. Administra
tion in the Ministerial Couinoil for Defense of the Reich.
At the same time it appears Himmlcr was appointed a,s Prick^s
deputy. On 30 December 1939 Marshal Goering appointed
STUCKART to the General Council for the Four-Year Plan.
It v;ould be difficult to believe that in the course
of holding the ma.ny important offices n,bovo referred to
^ STUCKART did not become well informed concerning the
economic and administration policies such offices xrerc in
fact created to further and implement. That he xja.s thorough
ly conversant with such economic and administrative programs
and that he exercised wide poX'Tors and prerogatives in scvora.1
of the offices thus established appears conclusively from
the evidence. It further appears that in the exorcise of
the powers thus vested in him the defendant participated in
the violation of the Ha^^uc Convention with respect to the
r
military occupation of the occupied territories here under
consia.eration. As will later appc^J', the defendant denied
criminal pajcticipation in such spoliation program. In view
of this it is desirable that vro discuss in some detail the
evidence presented in connection with this count.
It appears tha.t on May 30, 1939, a. conference wa,s
held relative to vjar financing attended by representaGives
• from the following ministries and agencies of the Reich:
4 Ministry of Economics, Ministerial Council for Defense of
the Reich, Reich Finance Ministry'', Four-Year Plan, Heichs-
bank, Supreme Command of the Armed Forces, and the Reich
lanistry of the Interior. The Reich Ministry of the Inter^
representatives at such conference wore Dr. Dancnwerts and
one Jacobi. They apparently roprcsontod STUCKART -as their
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report of such meeting to the G-encrnl Plenipotentiary for
the Reich Administration in the Reich 14inistry of the
Interior indicates that attention thereto should be given
by Under-Secretary Dr« STUCKART or his deputy^ The report
thus submitted to STUCKART among other things stated:
"First,'as concerns the scope of the total
production, it is cleej?^ that tho economic power
of the Protectorate and'of other territories*
possibly to be acquired, must of course be
completely exhausted for the purposes of the
conduct of the war* It is, hovjcvcr, just as
clear tha.t these territories cannot obtain
any compensation from the economy of G-reater
^ G-crmany for the products which thoj'- will have to
give us during the war, because their power must
be used fully for the wa.r and for supplying the
civilian home popul-^.tion* It is therefore super
fluous to add any rmount for such compensation to
the debt of the domestic G-erman war financing*"
It is stated further that:
"It goes without saying tha.t the question of
covering the minimum requirements of the civilian
population during the war in'the countries coming
into our scope of G-overnmont, v;ill remain a domes
tic task of such countries."
It is significant that on 12 July 1959 a decree was
issued by the Reich Minister of the Interior, signed by
one Pfundter, vjhich decreed that:
"All real estate and personal chattels in the
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia which were the
property of the former Czechoslovak Republic, at
6 o'clock on 15 March 1959, and which vjcre meant
entirely or partly for the purposes of the Gzecho-
7 slovr'l: Wehrmacht, Air Force, and the Meteorological
^ Service, are transferred as from that date to the
ownership of the-Reich* . •
In this connection it must be remembered that it vras
i
STUCKART who in March 1959 had been appointed Chief of
the Central Office "For the Implementation of the Decree
Concerning the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia"* On
3 October 1959 an ordinance was issued relating to the loss
of citizenship in tho Protectorate, such ordinance being an
implementation of the decree of tho Fuehrer and the Reich
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Chancellor of 16 March 1939 concerning Bohemia and Moravia.
This ordinance provided for revocation of the citizenship
of members of the Protectorate who were living abroad if
they had "axted in a ma,nner detrimental to the interests of
the Reich or damaging to the reputation of the Reich". Loss
of citizenship would a.lso be suffered bj'" members of the
Prot.^ctora,tc who did not return home on request of the Reich
Minister of the Interior, It vja.s provided that the property
of persons thus losing their citizenship would be fox'^ feited
to the Reich, Such ordinance was signed by the Minister of
the Interior and by Ribbcntrop and SCrRrRHIN VON^KROoIG-K. In
October 1939 another decree was signed^by Frick, Minister of
the Interior, and SCHl'/ERIN VON KP.OSI&K, which provided for
the confiscation of property of persons living within tne
Protectorate who had committed axts hostile to ohe Reich#
The Minister^of the Interior and the Reich Protectorate for
Bohemia viere, by the terms of such decree, authorized to
determine what tendencies were to be considered "deleterious
to the Reich.
It must here be noted that the evidence shows tha.t a
series of meetings of the Reich Defense Council, undex* theO f
cha,irmanship of G-oering, wcx'e held between 1 September 1939
and 15 November 1939, both inclusive. It appears from che
evidence that Defendant STUCKx\RT attended all of the meetings.
It appears th.at at such meetings a x:ide range of important
matters irere prone into and considered, examples of vrhich are
o y
ratification of decrees, such as Decree for War Rconomy, Decree
for Change of the Military Service Lavr, decree about bho organ-
iza.tion of the Administra.tion and r>bout the German Sa.foty
Police in the Protectorate of Bohemia and Morpvia, decree
about appointment of Reich Defense Commissars, .and cuestions
11
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relating to the civil administration in the occupied Polish
territory,, and particularly concerning the economic evacua
tion measures in that territory. It is important at this
point to take note of the general policy of the Reich with
respect to the economy of the occupied territories as
announced by G-oering on 19 October 1939^ in a letter directed
to the Reich Ministers, business groups, and G-oneral Pleni
potentiaries for the Four-Year Plan. In such letter G-ocring
states that:
"The task for the economic treatment of the
various administrative regions is different,
depending on whether a country is involved
which will be incorporated politically into
the G-crman Reich, or whether the G-ovornnont
G-eneral is involved, which in all proba,bility
will not be made a part of fecrmany. In the
first mentioned territoriest the reconstruction
development and safeguarding of all their produc
tive facilities and supplies must be aimed at, as
well as a complete incorporation into the G-reater
G-erman economic system, at the earliest possible
time. On the other hand, there must be removed
from the territories of the G-overnment-G'eneral
all rp.w material» scrap materials, machines, etc.,
which are of use for the G-erma.n war economy.
Enterprises which are not absolutely necessary
for the meager maintenance of the naked exist ©ice
o-f the population must be transferred to G-erm.jiy,
unless such transfer would require an unreasonably
long period of time....."
In order to carry out the policy thus announced, he
also announced the founding of M^in Trustee Office East which ^
would be under his own authority, and the purpose of v/hich was,
among other things, to register the property of the Polish
State, and also private Polish and Jewish^property within
the territories occupied by G-orman troops, and the safeguard
ing of an orderly administration, and further for the regula
tion of economic measures which wore doomed necessary for the
transfer of the economic direction to the various a.dministra—
*
tive territories, and the scttlemont of all disputes and
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accounts in connection therewith^ It was provided that
the principal trustee office was to he located in Berlin,
but separate trustee offices for the various administrative
regions included were to^be established. Subsequently, and
prior to January 5, 1940, G-oering issued a series of decrees
and ordinances in connection with the said office. It is
4
significant that under date of 5 Januany 1940, Defendant
STUCKART issued a letter, directed to various Reich ministers,
sta.ting that the Director of the Main Trustee Office East
had expressed to STUCKART a wish that before any laws or
decrees or other legal provisions were issued affecting the
tasks of an office the Ma.in Trustee Office Ea.st vjould be
given opportunity for comment. STUCKART, in this manner,
calls attention to the fact that the duties of the Main
Trustee Office East were established by G-oering in that
official's letter of 19 Octobex' 1939, and then concludes:
"In the interest of the unified execution of
. possible legisla,tivc measures, I ask that the
wish of the Main Trustee Office East bo taken
into consideration."
This clearly demonstrates that STUCKART at such early date,
was actively engaged in securing full cooperation from
other Reich officials and agencies for the Main Trustee
Office East and its announced purposes and program..
On 12 February 1940, a decree which therein stated to
be in accordance with Article VIII of a decree of 8 October
1939, issued by the Fuehrer and Reich Chancellor, relative to
the structure and administration of the Eastern Territories,
was signed by the Reich Minister of Economy and by STUCKART
for the Reich Minister of the Interior. Such decree provided
for the assignment of the coal mines for the so-called Incor
porated Eastern Territories to the district of the Upper
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Silesian Coal Managoment, and gave the Reich Minister* of
Economy wide and arbitrary powers with respect to the coal
industry thus talien over. It further appears that on 1-ia.y 6,
1940, Defendant STUGKAHT signed a decree of the Reich Minister
of the Interior whereby it was provided that through agreement-
with the Main Trustee Office East^ G-erma-n communiuies in
occupied pastern territory should, without further legal
formality, become the owners of the property of the Polish
community. Again on June 12, 1940, Defendant STUCKAHT signed
a decree of the Reich Minister of the Interior wnich pro
vided that property seized^from the former polish St'^te, irolish
nationals, and Polish Jews, by police and other authorities,
should be registered with the Main Trustee Office East by
1 July 1940, The decree also states in part:
"I respectfully request to take all necessary
measures immediately a,nd to instruct the Landsrat,
Lord Mayors, Mayors and local police ©.uthorities
to hand over the seized and safeguarded assets
on request of the Main Trustee Office East,"
It appears from the terms of the decree that the property
in contemplation v/as as follovrs: Money, specie and bills,
stocks and other securities of all kinds; bills of exchange
and checks; mortgages and land charge deeds; unclaimed gold^
and silver; foreign exchange; cut and uncut precious stones,
and other valuables.
The evidence further discloses that on 24 September
1940 a meeting of a committee, called Political Trade Commit
tee, was held in Berlin, attended by high Reich ministers.
The Reich Ministry of the Interior was represented at said
meeting by Ministerialdirektor Ehrensberger who was STUCKART^s
deputy. The minutes of such meeting disclose that consider
ation Was given to the questions of confiscating Frencn,
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Belgian, a,nd Polish gold, and the taking over of shares
of stock in Rumanian oil' companies owned hy the French.
While such evidence does not affirmatively show •
that the report was read or seen by Defendant STUCICART, it
is to be noted tha.t on 19 November 1940 Senior Councillor
Jacobi of the Ministry of the Interior, and in fact a sub
ordinate of STUCKART, transmitted to the Foreign Office a.
copy of a report of the Military Commander of Belgium a.nd
Northern France. Such report detailed the spoliation acti
vities in Belgium and north France, and described the hard
ships resulting therefrom to the inhabitants of the terri
tories affected. That this highly important informa.tion
would be handled by a subordinate and transmitted on to the
Foreign Office without STUCKART's receiving information as
to the contents may be possible but highly improbable.
The evidence further shows that between 20 December
1939 and 24 June 1941 several important meetings of the
Oeneral Council for the Four—Year Plan were held and that
at practically all of these STUCKART was present or was
represented by deputy. At such meetings extended discussions
were had concerning a wide range of subjects relating to the
prosecution of the war. Particularly significant is the top-
secret meeting of 24 June 1941 attended by the Defendant
STUCKART and^presided over by State Secretary KOERNSR. In
this^meeting, among the many discussions had and reports
made, the minutes indicate that KOERNER stated that:
"The entire Eoonomic Command in the newly occu
pied Eastern Territories is in the hands of the
Reichsmarsohall as Plenipotentiary for the Four
Year Plan. The Reichsmarsohall is to make use of
the services of the Eoonomic Operations Staff East
which consists of the representatives of the lead
ing departments. The measures are to be carried
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foat by the Economic Staff East under the leader
ship of Lieutenant G-eneral Schubert, who is sup
ported for the industrial sector by Ministerial-
dirigent Dr. Schlotterer, and for the agricultural
sector by Ministerialdirektor Riecke.
"The Economic Command in the newly occupied
territories should direct its activities to ex
tracting the maximum quantities of goods required
for the war effort, particularly steel, mineral
oil and feed. All other points of view should
take second place."
It appesvrs that STUCKAHT' s Division I, Southeast, in
the Ministry of the Interior exerted influence in shaping
policy with respect to the exploitation of property of
former Yugoslavia, for this department, in a letter dated
23 August 1941, suggested that the pattern follovxed in the
former Czechoslovakionstate with respect to the territories
incorporated with the Sudentenland be used with respect to
Yugoslavia.
The active participation by STUCKART in the program
of spoliation in the Southeastern territories is clerrly
demonstrated in an exchange of correspondence between him
and other high Reich officials with respect to the confis
cation and seizure of property belonging to nationals and
juristic persons of the former Yugoslavian state. Such cor-
respondence shows that STUCKART made recommendations and
STUCKART reported to Uoering and SCHIVERIN VON KHOSIGK the
decision finally made with respect to such matter at. "a
discussion which took place in my ministry of 18 September
1941
The evidence discloses that Ooering^s economic man
agement staff for the East took an important part in the
spoliation program in the East, and that STUCKART was
invited to the meetings of this body. On 18 November 1941
a secret memorandum of a meeting of the Four-Year Plan,
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Economic Management East, was transmitted to the Ministr^?"
of the Interior, This enunciated some of the principles for
the economic policy to be pursued in the recently occupied
Eastern territories. One principle was that such occupied
Eastern territories were to be economically exploited from
colonial views and by colonial methods. This memorandum
indicated, among other things, that only the G-ermans located
or to be settled there and the elements to be Germanized
were to be assured adequate living standards,^
Under date of 24 October 1942 a^decree, signed by
STUOKART and State Secretary Reinhardt, deals with the
confiscation of propex'ty in the, Protectorate of Bohemia
and Moravia, It defined the cases in which the Ministry
of the Interior vrould decide what property was to be deemed
enemy property.
As hereinbefore indicated, Defendant STUOKART, in
testifying in his ov/n behalf, denied criminal participation
in the spoliation charges made in this count. In support of
this position evidence was adduced from other witnesses, some
of whom had been associated with him in the Ministry of the
4
Interior, Explanations, all inclusive in their scope, were
made tiirough such testimony to show that the defendant know
ingly did not participate in the acts of spoliation charged
against him. Such explanations to be^accepted as true would
mean that Defendant STUOKART occupied, in the various im
portant positions which he held, offices without any author
ity to shape policy or to implement the exe cution of Reich
programs and legislation. Such a conclusion, however, is
completely out of harmony with the nature of the offices
held by the defendant and with the evidence which over
whelmingly demonstrates that Reich officials repeatedly
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looked to and called upon Defendant STUCKART for parti
cipation and help, Furthermore, the record discloses that
Defendant STUCKART was a man of large capacities and came
to the various offices after he had demonstrated capacity
which made him a fit incumbent for the offices given him
by the Reich G-overnment from time to time. He certainly
Was not the innocuous figurehea.d official that the explan
ations offered in evidence would tend to make him seem.
That Defendant STUCKART himself indicated that he
had taken active part in the program of economic spolia
tion of the occupied territories and tha.t he had ambitious
pla.ns for the extension of said program is amply indicated
in a letter by him to Heinrich Himmler under date of 16
4
June 1942, concerning the founding of aJi "Internationa,l
Academy for Political and Administrative Sciences," In
such letter STUCKART states in part;
"...Already last year, I closed the Brussels
. Institute in a manner which will secure the trans
fer of its research materia.1, its library, and
oersonnel card—index, and the scientific card-
indexes to an institution serving the interests
of the Reich, All documents are in my custody,
"The securing of the Cerman claim for leader
ship of Europe v/ill essentially depend on winning
over the politica.lly active and intellectually
dominant forces of the important European nauions
for a continent under the leadership of the Reicn.
In this connection and in view of the task of poli
tical, economic and social reformation of Europe,
which has fallen to G-ermany through the vjar events,
special significance must be attached to the pene
tration of the economy and administration of the
European people in the disguise of political and
administrative sciences,"




In addition to the general charges made against
Defendant BDRGER imoer this Count it is also specifically
alleged therein that the Defendant BERdllR, as liaison offi
cer betveen Rosenberg, Reich I'inister for the occupied Eastern
territorica, and Himmler, vas active in the execution of tne
various "arts of the plans for spoliation in the East, ano
that PfJRGER, as Chief of tha Political Directing Staff of
the licich I.inistry for the occupied Eastern territories,
assiirned charge in 1943 of the central office for the collec
tion of cultural objects, and that thus he v^as an a.otivc
participant in the transfer to Ccrmany of a vast number of
art treasures and other articles seized in the East.
Evidence adduced; by the prosecution vas directed to
prove that, in his capacity as liaison officer bbtv/een
Hirnniler and Rosenberg, Defendant BERCER coordinated the v.ork
and authority of Himmler and Rosenberg in the c;trryl.ng out
of the spoliation program in the Eastern territories, uith
respect to food and agricultural products. A number of itoms
of documentary evidence v/ore introduced by the prosecution,
shov/ing th.a.t Himmler transmitted directives relating to the
collection of rav mctcri':>ls in the Eastern territories to
BERE.JR^ and requested that such natters be brought to cne
attention of Rosenborg, head of the Rcicli l.inistry xor tne
occupied Eastern temitorioe. Rovhere does "it appear, how
ever, that defendant transriiittcd such documents or oraers to
Rosenberg. Ilov/here do we f ind an acknovaedgment from EERGER
indicating his cooperation v/ltli Himmler in this connection,
'"itnosses called by the mosecution also failed to show a
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real loar'bicipa'fcion by in scici prof^rcm ox spoliaoiLon#
One nrosccu1r.ion v^itness "fcesciixied tliot lie nad not seen any
orders or directives, i'ssued by .JCRvj.j'.i in connection •'..xgIi
the execution of the spoliation prosram relating to food
and agricultural "products in "cpe .jCstern occupied torii*"
torios, but stated that he had been told by another that
3I1RG-IIR issued such diroctivas and orders.
In ansv;er to such testimony and c ontentions of the
prosocv.tion, re havo the tsstimony of t-o v.-itnesses v,-ho rerc,
by person of their position, conversant v;ith the food yrocure-
mont -ro-^rrni in the Srstorn territories during the tines in
Question. Oneas Hans Joachim Tiiecke rho, from Au-ust 193S
pntii ra"^ i942, \ras employed in the Reich liinistry for i'ood
and A.'^riculture, f5.rst as Ministerial Director, and laoer
as State Secretary. It appears that he o_lso vras head oi the
Sxeoutivo Group A, Pood and Agriculture, in the Economic
Staff hast, and in the Ministry for the Sastcrn territories.
Ilis testimony ras to the effect tnat ^iiiruilor hod ^e^n ^.sMod
to make guard pePsonnol avcilahle, in connection v.-ith the
procurement of certain foodstuXfs, and that in issuing an
order indicating that ho had charsc of the collection of
food, v/Viich he sought to transmit through BSRGER, as liaison
officer, to Rosenberg, hovns overreaching his authority,
^ jA. b. I---" i-»n pf"Pcct v/hitsocver nnd did not
and that such order h. o no
TT ->jr» 1. 1 ^r^-p hiTPT'^d'iction. md that tnc c r0*0really affect spheres 01 ^urisoxouxun,
nn , , ., «,-N-T^TYinor' «5 boforc in the hands of
collection thereafter co.aoinuoc. c,s jt.xu
the agriculture agencies, fv a is, xn the control office
of Executive Iroup A for "':'ocd and Agriculture of the ._.conomy
Staff last and of the I inistry for t-e r.astern territories,
and re .ionall^T wpth the economy inspectorates and Reicn
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comnisscsrs, respectively, This vitness concluded his
testimony thct, beccuse of such spheres of jurisdiction
v/hich hrd boon clearly defined for this field,
could not hove had anythin"; to do '-.Ith the collection of
the harvest, and fhat he, the witness, had never heard of
any such thing during his term of office.
The other defense witness on this uhase of the
^ - charges against BfRG-TR was one Ilelmuth Iloerner, who,
apparently, was director of tho fxecutivo Group for Agri
culture of the Economic Inspectorate South from June 1941,
and from October 1941 to the end of the >"ar he also vj as
director of the rain Food and Agriculture Department under
the Asich Commissar for the Fliraine, This witness states
that ho-as advised that one 38 Police Leader Preussner
had received an order from Ilimmler, concerning th<e securing
of the harvest, but that this did not change the spheres of
I
jurisdiction as theretofore existing, and that the seizure
of harvest remained the tasl: of the Economic Inspectorate
South and the related offices of the Reich Commissar for
the Tjhraine.
This witness also testified that he did not come
across the name of MLRGTR durin; his entire period of
' activity in the area of his jurisdiction in the East.
The Tribunal is of the opinion that it has not been
* proved beyond a reasonable coiibt that Defendant BERGER did
participate in the spoliation of food and agricultural prod
ucts in the Eastern territories, as charged in this count,
V/ith respect to the accusation thatBERGER participat-
cd in th.e looting of art treasures in the occupied Eastern
territories, considerable evidence v/as adduced by the prosc-
cu.tion. Reference is made to the findings of the II'T, which
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ssho'-ed that a pro::;rcni of the Third Reich v;as beinp carried
out, v.'hich d etailed an extensive seizure of art treasinres
♦
anci scientific apparatus in the occupied Eastern territories
That such program vrs hcinp carried out, there is no doubt.
It apooars from the evidence that on 7 April 1942, Dr,
C^eor^o Leibhrondt, vhile he hold the position of Chief of
the Ilain Department for Politics, issued an order directed
to the Reich Comnissioner for Cstland,Ripa, end to the
Reich Commissioner for t'^e Ukraine, Rotoo, placing the
task and responsibility for the seizure of art treasures
in the Eastern occupied territories exclusively in the hands
of Rosenborg's Einsatzstab. 3uch order stated in parts
"I have assigned PtOichleiter Rosenberg's
Einsatzstab for the occupied territories vlth
the seizure and competent handling of cultural
goods, research material^ and'scientific appar
atus from libraries, archives, scientific insti
tutions, museums, otc., v/hich are found^in public,
pqUccIous , or rrivato ouiloin"]|s. The Einsatzstab
begins its \^^ork, as recently directed by the Fuehrer
DGcreo of 1 Uarch 1942, immediately after occupa
tion of the territories by the combat troops,^ in
agreement v/ith the j.Toruhcrn High general of tnc
Arm*^-^ and Engineers there in agreemen« vi oh tne
competent Reich Commissars, after civil admin
istration has been established, I request all
authorities of my administration to support,Qg qg "nossible, the members of the Einsatz
stab in carrving out all measures and in giving
all necessary information, especially in rog^-ro
to objects uhich may have been already seized
from the occupied Eastern territories and removed
from their previous location, and informatj.on as
to \^erc this material is located at the present
t imo."
Further on the order recites;
"All authorities of my administration are
hereby instructed that objects of the afore
mentioned tyne vrill be seized only by Heich-
leiter Rosenberg's Einsatzstab, and to stop
from arbitrary handling as a matter of prin
ciple,"
It appears that Leibbi^andt ceased to bo such Chief
of the Fain Department for Politics in August 1943, ana
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Deferdcnt: BLRGSR became charsed rdth the direction of the
political Directins Staff in the territories under considera
tion. This, it is by the prosecution; involves ohe
Defendant DDnGDR in the spoliation program as to art treasures
in the occupied DaStern territories, so as to make him cr.im
inally guilty under this count. There v.'os no testimony;
either oral or d ocumentary, indicating ti.at after
J in August, 1943, succeeded to the office and autnori'cy for
merly hold by Lolbbrandt, DDriG-HR did anything to implement
' or further the program of spoliation vith respect uo aru
# I
treasures, as originally launched in the Eastern occupied
territories b'y Leibbrandt in behalf of the Reich. On uho
other hand, it appears that by the time BERGER assumed uhe
former duties and authority of Leibbrandt, the spoliauion
f
program uith respect to ai't treasures in the occupied iJ»astorn
territories had been carried forward to a very consideraole
extent. The I!!T judgment makes the following reference to
the P/rogress of this program, as of October 1943-
'•'The scale of this plundering can also be
from th^ letter from Rosenberg's departmen
von Kilde-Schrocdcn, in which it is stCued^ i_
during the month of October, 1943, alona aeo
40 box cars loaded v.lth objects of culuUrai
value, were transported to the Reich.
Attention is Cv'^ llcd by the prosecution to the f^vCt
tliat this activity was subseeucnt to the time when B^ivu-^-iR
became Chief of the Political Directing Staff* This, how
ever, does not, in view of the orders'already referrdc. to,
indicate that Defendant BERGER did anything to advance or
further the spoliation program which had already been
inaugurated. . There is no evidence to indicate that he did
so, "The only indication of any participation to any ciegroe
whatsoever on the part of BSRGER is that in Soptemoer, I-'-4,
one I il'de-Schroeden, already referred to in the abov^
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ezcGppt frori the II?? juacHcnt, pcportocl to 3:JlRa:iR Lhet
05 v.'ooden cpatcs of paintinos and cth.ex' art ohjects hao
hoen t:-l:Qn f-pon Riev and Gharhov; hy the Reich ConrAasars
for the Ukraine, and rerc nov: safely stored In East Prussia.
It ap'ioars that he included a lonp list of tne itcr.is coni—
prisini such seised art ohjocts, rio pQc?uests tnac tne
Defendant 3ERGER place his signature on a draft of the
inventory thus submitted, since
''in accordance vith the decision of the- Roich
Chancellory dated IS November 1040 it appears
necessary that an inventory of the items be
submitted to the Fuelircr/''
It appo ars from tho record of tho testimony that the
list v;as passed throuph DEROER'S hands on to the proper
a'pcncy. There is no other evidence of B_jRCrERbS particlpa'^
tion In such spoliation prc^ram inaupurated purs utint to
Reich authority, prior to his taking office as Chiej. oi
the Political Dircctin-; Staff, and vhich program. It ap
pears Trcm the evidence, had boon vigorously executed and
carried for'-a.rd nrior to BER'TER's assuming the offico of
LGibbrandt, and vhich, kicrofore/ p-robably did not reqirirc
any direction from BERdjR^-j ofixco,
The Tribunal ia opinion that, under tho
evidence adduced, it must and hereby docs find Defendant
BERGER ITCT ?r"JILTir under- this Count.
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We Gome now to a consideration ox' the charges in
Count Six as they apply to Defendant KOEi^^?hR. Specific
allegations are made against Defendant as follows:
That as permanent deputy of Goering, the General Plenipoten
tiary of the Pour-Year Plan, XO^-RiniiR in fact headed the work
^ of the office of the P'our-Year Plan in fixing foodstuff
quotas for the occupied areas, and that as Goering's repre-
» sentative for the Economic Executive Staff East, an organiza
tion established to organize and direct economic spoliation
of the occupied Eastern territories, he was an active parti
cipant, It is asserted that this organization contemplated
the abandonment of all industry in the food-deficient regions
and the diverting of food to German needs in food-surplus
regions. It is asserted that the Defendant KOERlfER with the
t-
Defendant PLEIGER, as individuals vjho largely influenced and
controlled the Hermann Goering Works, secured ownership and
control of plants and properties in Czechoslovakia. It is
N
further alleged that KOERHER, with other defendants, even
before the attack on the Soviet Union, assisted in the form
ulation of a program for the fullest possible exploitation
t of all Soviet economic resources, and that he actively parti-
cipated in the carrying out of such program after the attack
^ on the Soviet Union. It is also alleged that KOERl^o^R, as
deputy to Goering, the Plenipotentiary for the Pour-Year
Plan, participated in the formulation and execution of
measures under a decree of June 21, 1943, which directed
the Plenipotentiary for the Pour-Year Plan to order all
necessary measures in the newly occupied Eastern territories
for the fullest exploitation of supplies and economic power
found there for the benefit of the German war economy, and
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it is specially alleged that Defendant KOn^IIER, during the
period from August, 1941, to March, 1943, was chairman of
the Verwaltungsrat (Supervisory Board) of the Birg- und
Huettenwerl-Je Ost G.m.h.H., commonly referred to as BEO, the
"trustee'' for the Iron, steel and mining industry, which,
it is asserted, was the main spoliation agency in its field
of operations.
At the outset of our consideration of charges against
KOBRilbR under this count it is important that note be taken
of various positions of authority and responsibility held by
Defendant KOBRNER in the Government of the Third Reich during
the times under consideration.
Defendant KOERJ-^iR was deputy of Goering as the General
Plenipotentiary of the Four-Year Plan, and Chief of the office
of the Four-Year Plan from 1936 to 1945.
He was chairman of the ^^eneral Council of the Four-
Year Plan from 1939 to 1942.
He was member of the Central Planning Board from 1942
to 1945.
He was State Secretary to the General Plenipotentiary
for the Four-Year Plan from 1936 to 1945.
He was deputy head of the Economic Executive Staff
East from 1941 to 1945.
He was Chairman of the Verwaltungsrat of the Berg-
und Euettenwerke Qst^ G.m.b.H*; commonly known as the BHO
from 1941 to 1943.
He was Chairman of the Aufsichtsrat of the Reichswerke
fuer Erzbergbau und ..Msenhuetten "Hermann Goering" from 1937
to 1942.
He was Chairman of the Aufsichtsrat of the Reichswerke
AoG. fuer Berg- und Huettenbetriebe "Hermann Goering" from
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1940.to 1942,
We Yrfill first consider the charges of spoliation
directed against the defendant as to Czechoslovakia (Bohemia
and Moravia).' In the course of the defendant's examinrtion
in his own behalf he was asked whether he had ordered the
acciuisition of the Skoda and bitkov/ice plants in Bohemia and
Moravia. The defendant replied that on March 15, 1939,
Goering had ordered him to acquire Skoda, Z,-t;affen, Poldi
and h'itkov;ice "insofar as they could be acquired by pur
chase". The evidence adduced by the prosecution to show
participetion by in these "purchases" is rather weaic.
The Tribunal is not disposed to supplement such evidence by
surmise. It is the contention of the prosecution that a
possible finding by the Tribunal that Defendants ihiSCFB,
ICiLIIRL and PLhlGEK are guilty with respect to these transac
tions would require a finding that Defendant KOhiiirnR to.o is
guilty in these transactions as having ordered and abetted
and having taken a consenting part therein. On the evidence
offered, however, such contention by the prosecution is
untenable.
V.'ith respect to charges of spoliation in Poland,
attention must again be called to the fact that within a
month after the coniiienceiaent of the Geri-ian invasion of Poland,
Goering, as Plenipotentiary of the Four-Year Plan, issued a
decree heretofore referred to in our discussion of the
charges made with respect to other defendants under this
count. Such decree provided for reservation to liin, Goering,
of t3ie right of the uniform economic supervision of Poland.
On October 19, 1939, he issued a directive or decree announc
ing tlie astaibllshment of the liain Trustee Office j^ast as an
exploitation measure. Goering at this time laid down the
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Iproposition that "enterprises which are not required for
the meager maintenance of the naked existence of the popu
lation must be transferred to Germany".
It must be borne in mind that Defendant KOEPvilhR was,
during this time, Goering's deputy in the Pour-Year Plan in
which^position he actually exercised considerable discre
tionary authority. KOllRNiiR sent out the proclamation of
the establishment of the Main Trustee Office East November
1, 1939. The evidence further discloses that Defendants
ICOERNEH and SCHiERIN VON KROSXGK were among those present
at a top-secret meeting under the chairmanship of Goering
on 12 February 1940 at which meeting Goering announced that,
"The strengthening of the war potential of the Reich must be
the chief aim of all measures to be taken in the East".
The report indicates that with respect to' agriculture it was
decided that, "The task consists of obtaining the greatest
possible agricultural production from the new eastern Gaus,
disregarding questions of ownership", hith respect to the
subject of "trade economy" the report of the meeting states
in part:
"The main thing hero is the petroleum which
must be exploited and -transported into the Reich
regardless of how the payment for it is to be
arranged. The mining of ore must also be pressed
forward."
It seems that from time to time Goering specifically
broadened the scope of the HTO organized as hereinbefore
stated as an exploitation agency for the Reich with respect
to Poland. Among such'decrees was one (designated therein
as ordinance) dated 12 June 1940 which designates the Main
Trustee Office East (HTO) as "an office under the jurlsdlo-^
tlon of the Plenipotentiary for the Pour-Year Plan". .The
Ordinande provided in part that HTO had authority for the
i^egistrr.tion and acijiiiniGtration of property belonging to
nationals of the former Polish State and, among other tilings,
stated that;
'^Tho i'iain Trustee Office Ost is authorized to
execute legally final transfers of property in
pursuance of directives issued by me,"
^
"The Main Trustee Office East is the only authorized
a.gcnt to order confiscation, to appoint and dismiss
administrative commissioners'vithin the framevroric
of the duties assigned to it,"
'tj' *
"The Main Trustee Office East will issue ordinances
a.nd administrative regulations required for the ex
ecution of its duties,"
"The Police authorities will bo at its disposal for
the forcible execution of its measures in pursuance
of the provisions of an agreement concluded with the
Hcichsfuchrer SS and Chief of the Q-crman Police#"
G-ocring" on 17 September 1940 issued a further docroc
whioh, among other things, provided that, "The property of
the citizens of the former polish State is subject to
seizure, property custodianship and oonfisca,tion» SGiziu''c
is to be performed in the case of property, (a) of Jews,
and (b), of persons who have flcdorwhi not only tomporr'j'ily
absent." Tho decree provided that;
"The necessary administrative regulations for carrying
Out these orders v/ill bo issued by the Plenipotentiary
for the Four-Xear Plan and the Main Trustee Office East
in collaboration with the responsible authorities."
Therefore it appears that decrees wore issued to implement
the said decree of 17 September 1940 and which turned over tho
administration of confiscated property of Polish nationals to
tho HTO# Another decree vms issued by KOEHNER providing for
the issuance of noeosssr'y regulations for tho execution of
the ordinance concerning treatment of property of tho "fbrnicr ^
polish state" and whioh provided that such, as far as possible,
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bo issued in agreoment with the Reich Commissioner for
Strengthening of Germanism.
Presented in evidence was a report by the head of
the HTO, datod 20 February 1941, .which gives on impressive
account of the extent of the program carried out by the HTO
pursuant to the decree of 17 September 1940 above alluded
to. •• Through the HTO much property was plundered and taken
over by^ the Reich. Attention is called to the fact that
Defendant KOERI^FR was Chairman of the AUfsichtsrat of the
Hermann Goering Works, which organization, according to a
report in evidence, was the recipient of considerable prop
erty seized in Poland through the Main Trustee Office East.
Hotablo among the property thus mentioned wore certain brick
works•
The ovidonco adduced in the case disproves the state
ment of KOERilER as made by him on the stand that he had what
amounted to only perfunctory information concerning the HTO
and its activities. It is true that Goering was vested with
supreme authority in matters falling within the sphere of suc^h
organization, but it is clear that KOERRER, as his deputy, in
the light of the evidence introduced in the case, was given
and in fact exercised wide powers of responsibility in the
HTO, which powers and authority were sufficiently great and
of such discretionary nature as to have enabled ICOIlRHMR to
strongly influence the policy of, and to further the work
and purposes of the HTO in the spoliation program in Poland.
VJo come now to consideration of the charges of spo
liation With respect to Lorraine in l^rance. The evidence
establishes to the satisfaction of the Tribunal that
Defendant KOERNER participated in the spoliation of Lorraine
as deputy to the Plenipotentiary of the Four-Year plan..
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G-erman industrialists bogan to vie with each other for ac
quisition of plants in Lorraine after such territory had
come under the domination of the German Reich, and it seems
it was to KOERNER some of these industrialists appealed.
From the evidence it appears that the Kermann Gocring .'[orlcs
wa.s rjnohg those who ma.de claims with respect to certa.in pla.nts
in the Lorra.ino, Attention is hero a.gain called to the fa.ct
that K02RNSR was at this time Chairma.n of the Aufsichtsrat
of the Hermann Goering ViTorks# It is futile for dofendaht 'co
attempt to minimize the nature of 'his activity in the Lorraine
spoliation. A letter d-ted 39 October 1940 written by K02RNER
to Defendant PLSIGER, the General Director of the Hermann
4 '
Gooring Works, comments on the clai.is ma,dc by the Hermann
Goering V^orks to olants of the DeWondel concern in Lorraine,
tlia.t is coal mines and^ founlrics, along with certain other
pla.nts in the Lorraine, and recommends that PLEIGEE submit
a legal and suitable claim to the Reich Minister of Economy
and then, states;. •
am reserving my d.ccision as to approprla,te support
of your application of v;hioh I request a copy.
It should bo noted too in this connection in testifj'ing in
his own behalf, dofendant' upon being asked if he had been
connected with the taking ovor^of the French firm of DeWondel
in Lorraine^by the Rcichsworkc, e,nswerod as follovxs;
"Yes, in my capacity a.s chairman of the Aufsichtsrat
of the Rciohsworke."
It appears that ultimvately some of the DcWondol plants were
allocated to the Hermann Goering Worko under terms vjhich are
hereinafter alluded to in connection with our treatment of
the spoliation ohrer^gos against PLEIGSR. Allocation under the
terms under which it was done clearly Gonstitutcs a viola
tion of the Ha,guc Gonvcntiohs, and it has been so hold in
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!tho prior jadgmonts of otlior Nurnberg tribunals.
Viith rcspoot to charges of spoliation in Russia, tho
prosecution has charged Defendant KOEHNER with having parti
cipated in the planning and preparation for spoliation of
Russia, even before the invasion of that country by G-crmany.
The evidence shows tfcu^.t as early as November 1940 G-enoral
i
V
Thomas, Chief of the Economic Armament Division of the G-cn-
oral Staff, and Defendant KOEHNER and others wore "informed
by the Rcichsmarschall of the action planned in the East"*
The defendant in the course of his testimony was disposed to
minimize the prosecution shovring with respect to this matter
by asserting that there was nothing^aggressive contemplated.
Defendant finally admitted, however, that "it v/as only about
ten days before the actual outbreak" that he "came to hear
anything at all of tho date set".
The evidence abundantly shovrs that KOEHNER was in
cluded in some conferences whcx*e the economic program with
respect to the Russian territory contemplated for invasion
was considered and pla^nned. It is significant that^when an
economic program v;as presented to G-oering by Thomas, Chief
of the Economic Armament Office, Thomas roperting in connec
tion therewith statcd in part as follows;
"l) Organization BarboTossa.
The Reich Marshal fully agrees vrith the organ
ization which was proposed to him. The follow
ing persons shall become members'of the executive
sta^fj KOEHNER, Backo, Honneken, Alpors and
Thomas. The Wi Rue Amt will be the executive
office."
This report was dated 19 March 1941 approximately three months
before tho beginning of tho invasion of Russia by the Reich.
Study of the oonfercncos referred to discloses that a
program of spoliation was contompiatod. It should be noted
that only two days after the invasion, that is June 24, 1941.
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it was Defendant XOEHNHIR, acting as Chairman of the G-enoml _
Conncil of the Four-Xcar Plan, at a mooting hold on that day,
who reported with respect to the Sconomic Operation Staff
East and the Economic Staff. The report of the said meeting
states in part:
"state Secretary Koerncr opened the mooting .and
stated that ovring to preprrations for the case of
viar with Hussia (Evcntualfall^Hussland') the con
vocation of the dcncra.1 Coancil had to "be emitted
up to now. Since fighting in Russia has now started,
he was able to make the following st'^.tcments about
-the woi^k which has been done wdthin the Economic
operations Staff East:
"The entire Economic Ooeimand in the- newly occupied
Eastern Territories is in the hands of the 'Hcichsmar-
schall as plcnipotcntia.ry for the Pour Year Plan, The
Kcichsmar'schall is to make use of the services of the
Economic Operations Staff Ep.st which consists of the
representatives of the leading •dopartmcnts. The
measures arc to bo carried out by the Economic Staff
' East'under the leadership of Lieutenant G-ene-ral Schu
bert, who is supported for the industrial sector by
1-Iinistcrialdirigont Dr. Sclilottcrcr, and for the agri
cultural sector by Ministwrialdircctor Riockc.
"The Economic Command in the newly occupied terri
tories s^hould direct its activities to extracting the
maximum quantities of goods required for the wo.r
effort, particularly stool, mineral oil and food.
All other points of view should toko second place..
"The necessary org.aniz.^ tion is in oxistence and
will bo utilized in accordance with the progress of
the military operations.
"state Sccrct-ry Koerncr guvc State Seorct.ary
Back© permission to speak about the food situation."
It must not bo ovorlookcd th-^t in July 1941 G-ooring
issued what has como to be known ps the "groon folder" which
was issued "for official use only" and contained directives
I
for the operation of oconomy in the ncwlj'" occupied Eastern
territories". The Intern-^tlonal Military Tribun.al judgment
na.do the following Btatement concerning ,the groon folder:
"This diroctivo contemplated plundering and
a.ba.ndonmont of .all industry in the food—deficit
regions a.nd, from the food-surplus regions, a
diversion of food to Gorman needs."
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Wo horo call attention to the follov;in[j Troni said green
folders
' "Ljconomic Organi?.at ion
a) In General • .
"For the uniform direction of the economic
administration in the areas of operations
and in the areas of the future political
administration, the Reich Marshal has
created the FCOITOIIIC F:aaCU1?IV]3 STAFF EAST
. v/hich is responsihle directly to him and
which, in the absence of the Reich Marshal^
is directed by State Secretary ICCSERliER. •
^ Defendant KOSRFillhj position in this spoliatj.on
organisation was recognized as one of power arid importance
is obvious from the-respect given it by Rosenberg, the Reich
A
Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, for in a
recital contained in a directive issued by him relative to
the civil administration in the occupied Eastern territories
contained in ^-.hat is Iciown as the "brovm folder" he stateds
"The Reich Marshal formed the Economic Leader-
sh5.p Staff East (directed by State Secretary
IIGERirSR as his deputy) in which all the depart
ments concerned are unified and are given the
^ possibility to state their points of viev/ and to
influence all the d^eoisions concerning the
Eastern territories."
t The record discloses that Defendant KOERiOR did not display
any particular reluctance in assuming the authority and
powers thus vested in him. In the course of a decree issued
by KOERITER in September of 1942 it states as follows s
"VI. The directives required by the interest
^ of German war economy and concerning the economic
exnloitation areas put unoer civil aoministration
are issued by me through the Economic Executive
Staff East. It will especially fix the quantities
of food and industrial raw materials to be sent to
the Reich. In cases of doubt involving essentially
economic matters, and especially in cases in which
the Chief of Civil Administration have in viev; the
slackening of the orders of the Economic Leadership
St-aff waat havin^ a sneciel importance, my decision
shouia'be obtained through the Economic Executive
Staff East".
"VII. The Reichskoimniaaar Cetland, the Cber-
president of East Prussia and the General Governor
are requested to report to me tlu'ough the Economic
Executive Staff East Eerlin 8, Leipzigerstraase
o, on "hie economic development in the areas taken
over by them," (tinderscoring supplied)
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Various decrees to implement the spoliation program
vjere issued by KOhRITER. \vhen the BHO v;as established August
20, 1941, which organization has hereinbefore been alluded
to and which was the principal spoliation agency of the
Reich with respect to Industrial plants in occupied Russia,
it was Defendant KORRRAR vdao became Chairman of the Ver-
waltungsrat of such organization, which position he neld
until 31 March 1943, at which time, at the behest of Hitler,
he resigned such position because of his membership in the
Reichstag, whereupon such position was taken over by the
Defendant PLEIGRR, as hereinafter discussed in our treatment
of the case against PLIIGER in this count.
The record further contains many, instances demonstra
ting beyond reasonable doubt that the defendant actively
participated in and furthered many phases of the Reich spolia
tion program in Russia. Such activities vjere many and varied.
It is needless to discuss them all in this opinion. They also
include the plundering and spoliation of industrial properties.
The efforts made by defendant to shovi/ that he did not In fact
participate in the planning, formulation or execution of tne
spoliation program of the Reich are far from convincing, and
the argument made in his behalf that some of the territories
under consideration had become a part of the ^eioh so as to
make the Hague Conventions inapplicable with respect to the
charges of spoliation is llkev^ise untenable.
From the evidence we must and do find the Defendant





TIic specific chai^gcs in Oouint Six TTith rospcot to
Dcfoiidc.nt PLEIG-SR are to the effect that PLEIGEH held vaa-
ioas policy-mahing positions in governmental a-gcnoiOG irhich
%
X'jG-.'e active in the industrial life of G-erma.ny anid^ that in
such capacities he was a.ctive in the initiation, formula
tion, and furtiioranco of the lloich program of plunder and
)
spoliation. It is specifically assorted that ho a.nd tho
Dcfcnda.nt KOhAKSR largely influonccd and. controlled the
Hermann G-ocring -iorhs when, in the course of plunder a.nd
spoliation, such concern sec^'^od ovmorship and. control of
iDlajits and properties in Czechoslovakia. It is further
allc^"cd that Dof.rdant PLEIG-EH, from August 1941 to Harch ^
194o, ^7as Kanagor of the 3org-und Hucttcnuorhsgosellschaft
Ost m.h.H. ^ commonly referred to as the '^ KO, and. thereafter,
until^l945, Chairmcan of its Verwa-ltungsrat, Supervisory
Board, "trustee" for the iron, steel ajid mining ind.ustry,
and tho principal spoliation agency in its fields of opera
tion. It is further asserted that after Ma,rch 1945, PLSIG-ER
was "both general^manager a.nd chairman of the SuporviGox'y
BoaU'd of the BHD, and. it is alleged that the 3H0 was rcspon-
siolc for tho exploitation of coal and iron ore mines a.nd. uhc
/
draining off of raw ma.tcrials from the occupied, territories,
and. that sa.id a.goncj'" wa.s also responsible for the transfox"
under sponsorshios, of ind.ustrial iolants, to private ontor-
prlsos for exploitation in the interests of G-crmany, and the
dismantling of some Uln.-'ainian plants r.nd the shipment of the
equipment thereof to G-crmany for the use of G-crm-^.n indus
tries-^ It is further alleged th'^.t tho BHO removcd^from
many plants in said occupied territories machinery,
insta.lla.tions auid. matci^ials, and stored, and. -isti-^ibutcd
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sucr- m.-^.cliinos, instnllntions and. materi-^.ls for the iDcncfit
of ohc Grorman^ economy, and. it is allogccl that the MoriHann
G-ocring h'orhs, x-;ith tho Defendant ?LEIG-E:R playing a lo-cTing
pa.rt therein, engaged in various transactions in conjunction
with the 3H0 involving the economic spoliation of tho Soviet ^
Union, v
From the ovidoncc it clearly appears that dux'ing tnc
times referred to in Count Six, PLSIGER held i^ositions of
gro t influence and a.uthority .affecting the industri.al lii c
/
of G-err.any and the economy of the territories occupied oy
Germany, A "brief discussion concerning some of tho most
important of the positions thus held "by PLEIGER is rcruisito
to a proper appraisal of the evidence introduced rol'^'tivc to
the charges made against tho defendant in this count,.
It appco-rs that when the Hermann Gocring 'Torhs was
founded in 1937 Defendhnt PLEIGEH was appointed a Vorstand
member of such comp.any and tha.t from that time uiPtil the
end of the war he -romp.ined a. dominant figure in such organ-
ization, particulrr'ly in the Hontan . companies of the concern
v7.-ich wore cng.^ged in the iron ore and cord, mining an<^-
smelting and in iron and stool productions and othe#-activities
In 19hl Goci'ing, Plcnipotcntlary-G^noral for tho Pour-Yoar ^
Flan, named PLEIGER as Chairman of tho Hoich Association uoal,
and he i-as also in 1941 aopointod the Rcloh Plenipotontisry
for Coal by 'halter Punk, tho then Minister of Economy,
with the approval of Msrshsl Gooring. It further a-rpoars
that on 10 Januai^y 1942, Marshal Gocring apoolnted PLEIGSR-
Heich plenipotentiary for Coal for tho Occupied Territories.
f
It fui^thor apporrs tha.t in August 1941, when tho Rcich^
established t.hc Berg- und Huettem'/orksgos^.llschaft Ost,
com/.ionly rv.-fGrrod to a.s 3H0, a. corporation cstablishod
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for the announced object of exploitation of the occupied
Russian territories, defendant PLEIG-ER was given the manage
ment of s.aid concern,. It also appears that although PLEIGER
was not designated as a member of the Centr.al Planning Board
he received import.'^int assignment from such org-inization and
apparently exerted considerable influence in such organiza
tion. In this- connection it is signific.-tnt that on 2
October 1943 Marsh.-xl. G-oering, in declaring that the
a
Central PliUining Board was competent for the economy of
the Occupied Eastern Territories, stated;
V
"G-eneral Director, State Councillor Paul
PLEIGER is appointed Plenipotentiary of the
Central Planning Board for the Eastern industrial
economy. He is authorized to m;ike ;ill decisions
for the full use of the industrial economy of
the Occupied Eastern Territories for the German
viav economy within the scope of the tasks and
the decisions of the Central Planning Board."
Such decree further announces that various Reich offices
are to be "at his (meaning PLEIGER'S) disposal for carrying
^ out his tasks."
Goering further decreed that Sauckel, who was the
Plenipotentiary for the Utilization of Labor, was to co
operate closely with the Plenipotentiary for Eastern
Industrial Economy, PLEIGER, -and that in the event of
differences of opinion between PLEIGER and Srtuckel, the
4 Central Planning Board would make the decision. It is
further to be noted that Albert Speer, who was Chief for
^ Arm.'iments -ind War Production, and a member of the Central
Planning Board ivithin the Four Yeai* Plrin, notified PLEIGER
as follows
''You are to exercise also many powers as
Plenipotentiary for Tasks in the Four
Year Plan and as inspector for Water and Energy
in the Occupied Eastern, Territories, including
the area of operations, insofar as % do not
reserve to myself the Carrying out of these
tcasks in the Indivldu/Ll crises i."
Wo will not discuss tho evidence adduced by the
prosecution with respect to the alleged transfer of shoda
and Bruenner Wuffen works to the Hormann G-oering v/orks,
nor evidence adduced by the prosecution v/ith respect to
the acquisition of Ferdinands Nordbahn, inasmuch as the
y *
prosecution, in it.s:- brief v\^ith respect to count six,
states that it docs not feel it has estabfishod PLSIGER'S
role in those transactions^ Nor v/ill we discuss any evi
dence adduced by the prosecution with respect to alleged
spoliation of the property and economy of the sodetenland
falling within tho category of belligerently.occupied terri
tories contemplated by tho Hague convention with respect to
military occupation.
We will first consider tho evidence adduced with
respect to the charges of spoliation allegedly committed
in Czechoslovakia, "phe poldihuotte in Czechoslovakia was
no of the world*s largest rofinod-stdel-producing enter
prises. control of this organization was attained by the
end of 1943 by the Hermann Goering works, by v/hich time it
had secured more than 75 percent of the shares of poldi
huotte, although such Hormann GOering yprks had in fact
been in control of the organization since 1939. The
evidence discloses that PLEIGER proposed bh.-.t poldihuotte
take-over, another seized polish enterprise, the stalowa
Wola, which until then had been under the management of
a Hermann GOering \rorks subsidiary, stahlworke Braunschweig,
tho proposal being that in exchange poldihuette should issue
new capital shares to be given to the Hermann Goering works.
This plan apparently was carried through0 Defendant PLBIGER
himself testified;
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"The thing that I had to do was to fulfill a
quota, and i v/ished that poldihuette should be
incorporated v.rith the HGVf (Hermann Goering vPrhs)
so that we could work together on a refined steel
basis."
It appears that during the G-orman occupation poldi
huette produced airplane motor parts for the forces of the
1
occupant. Curing the period controlled by the Hermann Qoering
Vforks it further appeared that poldihuette took over the
Jewish enterprise, Xana-RQkonitzer shoinkohlen a»G* , acquir-
^ing same through so-called purchase of shares from the Reich
Aryanization agencies.
Another Czechoslovakian enterprise was the p'itkowitz
G-ewerkschaft v/hich produced over a third of all coal in
Bohemia-Koravia, more than 40 percent of the pig iron made
therein, and more than 30 percent of the crude steel manu
factured therein. After the German occupation of the pro
tectorate it appears that G^^Gring ordered a negotiation to
be conducted with the ov/ners for those properties, it seems
that PLEIGi'nR vjas chairman of a committee sot up for witko-
V7itz to take p-uor the direction of the ont^rpriso, and he
-hold such position from the end of 1939 until 1943. PLBIGSR
on the stand stated that there were no acquisitions made by
the Hermann Gocring '"orks th't ho did not know about. That
the properties thus acquired wore exploited without -any ru-
gard for the economy of Czechoslov-'ki" or its inhabitants
is indicated very graphically by the fact that PLIUG'.IIR
took millions of marks from the earnings of the Witkowitz
Borgbau und Eisonhuotton Gowerkschaft and the poldihuotte
and presented such to Roiohsm-rschall Gooring-, Illustra-
tivo of this generosity is a letter of 5 Docomber 1941
I
directed to the Roichsmarschall and which st:-.tod th^^rein
in part as follows;
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"The i^/itkov/itz Borgbau & BisonhuottGn
GGWorksciiaft and tiie poldihuctte A.G. , both.
• belonging to tho Montanbloclc of tho Eormann
GOGring Worko, havo given to mo, oat of tho
profits'Of tho businoss year 1941 nOY; noaring
its end, an amount of rm 3,000,000'YJith the
directive to put it at'your disposal, Hcrr
RQichsmarschall. RT^d 2,400,000camo from the
Witkovd-tz profits and 600,000,- from the •
FoldihuGtto A.G.- profits,"
TO will now turn to tho evidonco introduood vath
rospGct to tho charges of spoliation in Poland. Following
the occupation of polish torritory by the Gorman forcGS in
the autumn of 1939 a largp-soalo program of plunder and
spoliation vras inauguratod by tho Goriman authorities. The
scope Of such progro.m is rovealod in a docreo by Marshal
Gooring under date of 19 October 1939 which provided for
the creation of tho Main Truste.; Offico for the East which
has herotofore boen roferrod to in our treatment of tho
case of Defendant STTJGKAET under this count. We again
v/ish to emphasizG that tho obvious and announced purpose
of tho creation of the Main Trustee Office East v/as the
Gxploitation of polish properties for the Roich which
included "the property and real Gstato, plants, mobile
objects and rights taken out of polish hands".
A short time after the Gorm^^n invasion of poland the
Hermann Gooring Works took over the iron v/orks and foundries
Of starachovdzc and stalov^a v'ola, th^ most important ontor-
prisos of that typo in Poland. Tho ovidonco reveals that
on 9 October 1939 Dofondant PLEIGSR h^ld a conference v/ith
/
Gonoral stud of tho Gorman High coriimand, the result of waich
was that the management of the iron v/orks and foundries thus
seized wore transferred to Defendant PLSIG'IR. in tho letter
ordering tho taking over of such management by tho stahl-




Vforks, it v/rs stated:
"All property rights of the former polish plants
are not affooted hereby,"
but it is to bo particularly noted that in pobruary 1940 a
letter from the stahlvjorko Braunschweig in the starachomce
plant roquosted the dismantling of 8 lathes and 5 drilling
machines for transfer to the v.ritkov;itz l;orks, the company
horoinbofore referred to as having boon taken over by the
Hermann gooring ^Torks in cz^okoslovakia. The ro^iUest
stated:
"The delivery is to bo declared o,s steel scrap
material,"
At the time in question Dofcnaant PLHTGIR v/as the
chairman of the A^fsichtsrat of the Stahlwerke araunschv^oig,
the subsidiary of the Hermann Gooring v-orks. The looting of
4 4
this polish plant, however, did not stop with the dismantling
and shipment of the machines above mentioned. The evidence
discloses that competent military authorities had objected
to the removal of 187 machines from the starachov/ice plant,
29 of which machines had been sent to salzgittor, the main
plant of the Hormo.nn Gooring "'orks. Further efforts were
made on the part of the Hermann GOering works to secure
more machines from staracho^nce and a final suggestion by
Rhoinlaendor, one of the directors of the stahlv^erke
4
Braunschweig, was that FLHIGIE intervene in bohalf of
%
the Hermann Gooring ".'orks to r ccomplish the desired pur
pose. It is important to note that in oviaence is a
communication addressed by one Rheinlaondor to the \jitkowit2
vTork, which, as hereinbefore st: tod, v/as a. subsidiary of
/
the Hermann GOoring vferko, which shows that machinery from
Starachov/ioo v/as in fact removed to Braunschweig on orders
of Defendant PLHIGER. It appears that in a letter addressed
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"by Raabe of the Hermann Goering ^Torks to the military
authorities, the question of stripj,ing other polish plants
4
viTas discussed, and as a result thereof pormission v;as given
the Hermann Goering vjerks to remove machinery from Budzuin
in Poland and to send same to s^lzgitter, starachovjice and
Braunachweig.
Defendant PLE3:g3R^S active role in this program of
plunder and spoliation is further proved by evidence of .one
4 4
Of the defendant's witnesses, paabo, who said that as yer-
stand member of the Hermann G^oring i-jorks he was requested by
PLSHGER to take over the directorship of the spoliated polish
plants. He testified that much machinery was, in fact, sent
to Salzgitter. it appears elsewhore in the record that it
was claimed in behalf of plbiGjJR that all machines taken to
salzgitter v\rore taken there for repairs, but that such
machines were n«.vor returned. Ho asserted further that in
discussing with PLjJIGUR the fact that military authorities
objected to removal of such machinery PLqiGISR requested him
to adjust the matter with the military authorities.
t
The extent of PL JIGISR'S participation in the spolia
tion program in Poland is revealed in a file memorandum of
the Hermann Gooring Y/erke dated 21 September 1942 which
states that:
"By order of Horr Staatsrat PLSI&jR the
productions of the ^Hi§-plants are to bo trans
ferred to plants of the Konzern located in'
the Reich, por this purpose machinery and
installations, raw materials as v/ell as
store goods, tools and'contrivances amount
ing to approximately 5,000 truckloads v/ore
removed from the plants."
We find further spoliation activities in Poland
by PLEIGIJR in behalf of the Hermann Gooring i//orks in
connection viith the coal mines in Upper SilesiaIt
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Iappears from the evidence that the spoliation agency HTQ,
to "Which reference has already been made, on July 23, 1940,
gave to the Hermann Goering Works a so-called "trusteeship"
of all peat coal mines in upper silesia. subsequently,
certain of these coal enterprises "v/ere by the Reich Govern
ment transferred to a subsidiary of the Hermann Go®3?ing TV^rks.
One Dewall,. a. defense witness, stated that he had
been manager of the polish coal mines and that he had been
appointed as such by the Defendant PLBIG-3IR iii 1940, His
testimony shov/ed the active interest of PLSIGER in the
4
development of the mines, and that all construction in
such seized properties was done only through "special
permission" of PLECGHR. This vdtness gave the highly sig
nificant testimony that there was taken from such coal mines
in 1940, 62,000 tons; 1941, 62,400 tons; 1942, 69,300 tons;
4 4 4 4 4
1943, 74,800 tons; and in 1944, 77,900 tons, and that of
these amounts two-thirds went to Germany. PLSIGER'S own
testimony was to the effect that he was active in connection
with the coal enterprises.
It is repeatedly contended by the defense that the
plants and properties in question were not operated for the
German economy but in fact for the economy of the occupied
4
territories and their inhabitants. This explanation, how- \
4
ever, is very difficult to accept in view of the wholesale
4
stripping of the plants, coupled with the fa^^ ^^^t during
such processes PLaSIGUR with others was trying to acquire
4
ownership of the plants themselves, all of which indicates
that the general intent and purpose of the program was in
fact One of spoliationo It must not be forgotten that the
was created for the announced purpose of exploiting the
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economy of the occupied territories for the benefit of the
Germany economy. That the annexation of these plants \.as
conducted in accordance with the program thus announced and
implemented by the Reich Government there can be little
doubt. In this connection and as bearing upon the domina
ting intention and motives^ of the Defendant PLSIGER and
others involved we may call attention to the communication
directed by Raabe on the 22nd of July, 1940, to kiSHRL, the
Generalreferent v/ith the Reichministry for ajconomy, Herr
Raabe states in part:
"V7e agreed v/ith Mr, ploigor on the folio-wing
point: to talce on lease first of all, those three
works and this through the stahlwerke Braunschweig
in order to facilitate a later transfer,"
The three v/orks referred to v/ere starachov/icoj stalov/a wola
and Ostrowiec, The communication later states:
"por us (stahlv/erke Braunschweig) is only of
importance that we keep those works in our hands
up to the transfer of ownership, because it is
clear that the works up to the above mentioned
moment are only to be directed through ji^, for
the technical as well as also the other matters
can only then be carried through exclusively,
provided we ioiov/ that we shall got the ov/nership
in the future, if, for instance, a new trustee
will be appointed or another firm will take those
works on lease, the works would bo dovclopod into
an entirely different direction and with ideas
different from those that wo want to apply'later
when owners of those works, in othor v/ords, the
uniform dovolopmont v/ould be brokon."
It is significant also that as late as 1943 IXjEIGER
in behalf of the Hormann Gooring works, v/as apparently try
ing to get Stalowa v;ola for poldihuetto. The fact that
these particular acquisitions did not come to fruition is
not important. They do disclose the existence of the gen
eral plan and purpose. The general plan and purpose was one
of spoliation completely out of harmony v\rith the professions
made during the course of tho trial by defendant and his
witnesses that they were free of illegal motives in the
actions which they took.
The prosecution also introduced some evidence to
prove ILiSIGSR^S partjicipatipn in spoliation in Lorraine in
connection with the iron producing and mining industries.
It appears that the Reich Government, upon occupation of
4
eastern T'rance, decided that the Lorraine industries should
be administered under contracts between the Reich and German
individuals who were for the purpose designated as "trustees",
which contract provided that upon the return of peace such
trustees should have opportunity to purchase the properties
thus held by them as trustees. It developed that the Hermann
Goering !/orks through ILjIGER secured a so—called trusteeship
over the DeWendel plants in Lorraine. For the purpose of such
trusteeship the Hermann Goering V/orks created a subsidiary •
company called the Huettenverv/altung V/estmark. It appears
from testimony of defense witnesses that PLjSIGHR was manager
of this subsidiary company. The claim that machinery was
taken from the DeV/endel plants for transfer to plants in
occupied Russian territory is not, in the opinion of the
4
Tribunal, adequately proved. There does appear to have been
.gome correspondence concerning such matter, but there is not
sufficient and satisfactory evidence to indicate that such
transfers were in fact made. The question here is whether
the taking over of such De\/endel plant under the so—called
trusteeship contract constitutes spoliation within the pro
visions of the Hague Convention. There apparently was not
an abandonment "of the plant either so as to require its
taking over by the Reich Government.
it is significant that the Vichy Government, although
in many ways collaborating vdth the Reich, objected strenu
ously to the taking over of plants in occupied France, including
the DeWendel. It was pointed out in said protest made by
the French Government that such plants had been taken over
under an arrangement that was tentamount "to a pcrtial
execution of a program of dispossession of the companies
ovming the plants".
It is the position of the Tribunal that this domin
ation of the plants with provision for ultimate acquisition
under a trustee arrangement constitutes spoliation to such
an extent as to amount to a violation of the Hague Conventions.
To this same effect was the judgment in United States vs. Flick
and United States vs. Farben and others.
We will not take up the charges of spoliation against
FLFIGiiiR as made with respect to Russia. Reference is here
again made to the Goering decree of 27 luly 1941 where he
set forth the objectives and organizations for the exploita
tion of the Eastern occupied territories and v;here he
Indicated approval of the Reich Ministry of .^conomy as
follows:
/
"4, Furthermore, in reply to'the suggestion of
the Reich Minister of Economy, I agree that the
following Monopoly Companies be created in accord
ance with the submitted company charters and com
missioned by executive authorities-
"a) The Ostland Berg- md Huettenwerksgesell-
schaft m.b.H. with the task of managing, '
in the interest of the German v/ar economy,
the Russian coal and iron Industry as well
as the mining of iron ore."
The ^stland Berg- und Huettenwerksgesellschaft thus referred
to v/as thereafter, on 20 i.ugust 1941, organized,
"....for the purpose of managin^^ in the interests
cf the German'war economy the Russian coal and
iron industry, as well as the mining of iron ore.
-This concern thus organized is commonly known and referred
to as the BHU. It appears that Defendant FLEIGER was, on
24 August 1941, invested with the management of the BHC,
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and at said time a directive by Reichert of the economy
group of the iron producing industry stated that the
company 3Ht,
"...-•Will operate according to an order of the
Plenipotentiary for the Pour-Year Plan."
One defense witness Oarlowitz testified that this
assignment for PL'jIG:iIR as manager of the BHO was given to
him by Goering as the result of a conference held between
Goering and PLJIG:^. On the 3rd of November Defendant
PLPIG'SR announced and issued over his signature a set of
"principles" for the management of the plants thus sponsored,
and it is significant that among other thin/rs it was stated
#
there,
"The sponsor must take all measures which are
necessary to make the sponsored plant useful for
the Reich defense in the shortest possible time
and the most effective possible manner."
a '
This PIiBIGSR-issued order also stated:
"The BEO will exert its influence in the final
settlement of the ovmership of the industrial
property in the occupied territories in such
manner as to insure that the interests of the
sponsor will be taken into consideration to a
degree corresponding to the extent of its co
operation in the development of the economy of
the region."
It would seem to be too clear for argument that the an
nounced purpose for which BHO was created, and the
"principles" thus enunciated by its manager PL:iEGjR con
clusively show th t the purpose and the program of the
BHO was predominatly one of exploitation and spoliation
of the territories in which it was created to operate.
It appears that BHO concentrated its efforts largely
upon the manganese ore mines in Nikopol,.the iron mines
4
la Krlvol Bog, and the ooal and ore mining in the Doaetz
Baein.- This is indicated by the minutes of the meetingj
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Of the Verwaltungsrat of the BHO held the 31st of March
1943 in Berlin, at T-vhioh meeting General Director ILEIGBR
was present. It is noteworthy that Defendant KOSRNjIR, as
Chairman of the Verwaltungsrat presided at this meeting.
✓ *
At this meeting, however-, he resigned such chairmanship
4 4
because, as v;as indicated, he was also a member of the
Reichstag, and the Fuehrer, for that reason, apparently did
not wish him to hold the chairmanship of the Verwaltungsrat
of the BHO at the same time. Upon his resignation as chair
man of the Verwaltungsrat at this meeting the Jefendant
PLEIGSR was made the new chairman of the Verwaltungsrat,
and PLUIGjR at such meeting took over the chairmanship of
the meeting and made an extensive report with respect to
the activities of the BHO in the iron mining industry in
the ©ccupied Russian territory®
4
He reported that 110,000 tons of manganese had been
mined in 1942, which exceeded that which had formerly been
mined by the Russians. He estimated at such meeting that
the amount could be doubled in 1943 which would be,
"•...sufficient to satisfy the entire European
requirements".
An earlier report of the BHO indicates that the brown coal
deposits in the VJestern Ukraine were also being exploited,
"....in an increased degree from the summer of
1942 onwards".
Guch report also states that,
"...•the './ehrmacht requires that coal deposits be
exploited as rapidly and extensively as possible.
This demand will be complied with. The necessary
steps have been taken."
This same report also disclosed the real motivating con
sideration for the development of the manganese ore mining
industry in the occupied Russian territory as follows:
"TJ-e development of the manganese ore mining
industry was taken in hand as being particularly
urgent,"
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and the report later resumes as follows:
"The resumption of operations in the iron
mining industry was temporarily suspended in
view of supplying with manganese ores those
industries belonging to Germany and her allies
V'/hich are important for the conduct of the v;ar."
This same report gives some impressive figures for 1942 of
,BEO*s production in the occupied territoryo
But exploitation of the Hussian iron ore mining
industry v/as not the only activity of the BEO in Russia«
On 17 June 1943 Defendant PLEIGJR sent a report to all
offices of the BHl calling attention to the fact that an
inspection of plants of the BHO in the Ukraine had shovm.
that a number of installations could not be further operated
because "they are too destroyed". He then states that the
installation parts of such works are free for use mthin a
sphere of the BHt "or in the Reich". The latter then con
tinues :
"Furthermore care has to be taken that the
parts v/hich are still usable, v7on*t be brought
into the Reich as salvage, but will be used
for the accelerated construction of the iron
works, which are important-for the conduct of
the war. For that purpose, I order that the
gentlemen mentioned below will inform themselves
through thorough inspections of the shutdown iron
works and plants which installations can be moved
to the Reich for the speeding up of the construc
tion of tho H.G.W.
"Dr. Rheinlaonder
Direktor Schiegries I
" Schiegries II HGV7.-Salzgitter, iron works
Brauns chv/eig




**I instruct all offices of the B.H.C. to
support the above mentioned gentlemen in carrying
out their tasks in every respect. The execution
Of dismantling the individual installations and
their transfer to the Reich are to be arranged on
the spot as far as possible. The release of the
individual installations, through the BoB.O. is
to be left to me.
Paul Pleiger"
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That vast amounts of equipment \jere in fact taken
from plants in occupied Russia and sent to the ^^eich
conclusively proven by both documentary evidence adduced
by the prosecution and by admissions of the defense witnesses
as well. It is also clear that PLEIG'-hR displayed consider
able energy in the execution of such a program of spoliation.
He utterly disregarded the limitations of the Hague Conven
tions in this respect.
It has been pointed out that the property seized in
Russia^ both movable and immovable, was, to a large extent,
state-owned, and it has been urged that, as such, it is
subject to seizure and utilization without regard to wliether
or not its use was necessary for military operations by the
occupying army, and that under conditions of ihodern total
warfare, all produce and material, raw or processed, includ
ing those of the soil, mines, forests and oil fields, together
with the plants which process them, are essential to military
operations. This claim is far too broad.
The provisions of "^^rticles 53 and 55 of the Hague
Convention, which have been heretofore set forth, place
limitations upon the occupant's right of seizure and
utilization, with respect tp movable and immovable state-
owned property. xk.rticle 55, it will be noted, contains
limitations with respect to state-owned properties, such
as public buildings, real estate, forests and agricultural
estates. The provision states that the occupant "must
safeguard the capital of these properties, and sdminister
them in accordance w/itb the rules of usufruct". This
right obviously does not include the privilege to commit
waste or strip off the property Involved, ncr is it
conceivable that the administrator or usufructuary may.
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with impunity so use the property as to ruin or destroy
the economy of the occupied territories, or to deprive its
inhabitants of food, clothing, coal, oil, iron and steel
for their normal needs.
It seems clear from the evidence that the state-
owned properties which v;ere here seized, were seized and
used without regard to the rules of usufructuars^-, as
contemplated by that term, in said hrticle 53.
We find Defendant GUILTY under Count Six.
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KEHRL
In addition to the general charges contained in
Count Six against Defendant lODHRL, a number of specific
charges are also made against him, among them the follow
ing: He is charged, with having been, together with Defen
dant RASCHE, active in the plunder of ioublic and private
property in Czechoslovakiao It is asserted that by vir
tue of the pop/ers delegated by Reich riinister of Economics
Funk, I^EHRL directed and reviewed German acquisitions of
\ industrial and financial properties in the Sudetenland and
the "Protectorate" (Bohemia-Moravia) and that he and R/^SC'.'E
were specifically authorized by G-oe ring to acquire and
regroup major segments of Czech industry, so that they
could be coordinated effectively with the German war effort.
It is asserted that Defendants KEHRL and RiiSC-lE drafted and
executed plans for the seizure of control of important
Czech coal, steel and armament properties. It is alleged
that the Defendant ICEPTKL supervised the acquisition, through
* RASCEE, of many Czech properties, and it is alleged that the
Defendants KEHRL and RASCIIE were instrumental in securing
for the Hermann Gmering \vorks the ownership and control of
plants and properties forming a foundation of the industrial
life of Czechoslovakia. it is further asserted' that lOiJHRL
played an active and important role in the transfer and con-
^ trol of major financial institutions in Czechoslovakia to
Germans, and that immediately after the occupation of Bohemia
and Moravia, Defendant R/iSCHE obtained Defendant larpLfs
approval for taking over the Boehmische Escompte Bank,
herein referred to as the .'lEB, all of which was carried out
as is hereinafter set forth in our treatment of the charges
of spoliation against RiiiSCnE. It is also specifically
asserted that Defendant ICEHRL drafted and participated
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in the execution of the so-callGd '^rCEHRL Plan" for the
exploitation of the textile industry in the occupied
vjostern territories, and .otherwise participated as
C^eneralreferont in the Reich Ministrj'" of Economics in
the programs for oconoraic exploitation in the occupied
territories. It is asserted that under the i'iSHRL Plan
complete control was obtained by Germans of the existing
textile production in the occupied regions of Belgium
and liorthem" France, and that enormous quantities of raw
materials and finished products wore transferred from the
occupied western territories to Germany. It is alleged
that the Defendant KEHRL was Chairman of the Verwaltungsrat
of Ostfasor G.m.b.H. and its subsidiary companies, which wero
established as "trustees" for the textile industries In
the Soviet Union and other occupied Eas.tcrn territories.
It is asserted that the activities of those "trustees",
directed and supervised by liEHRL, included the taking over
and operation of hundreds of textile plants, the seizure
of enormous quantities of raw materials and the exportation
to the Reich of seized materials and plant production. It
is also alleged that the Defendant ICEHRL, together with
Defendants SCIlWERlN-IGiOSIGK, DARidi;, ICOERI-!ER, PLEIGER
and STUCIh-iRT, took part in numerous meetings, at which ex
ploitation policies were discusacd and plans were made.
Immediately following the invasion of Eohcmla-Roravia
by the Germans, and for a period of years thereafter, the
Defendant ICEKRL was possessed of oxtcnslvo poW'Crs and au
thority in the execution of the Reich x^lan to work the
Czochoslovakian Industry Into the structure of Gcri.i.an vjar
production, .and exploiting it for th^ G"crman vjar effort.
The Defendant ICERRL, in testifying in his own behalf before
this Tribunal, stated as follows:
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I"A. I had boon in the ministry just sly;, vjcoks
when jiUstria was annexed, and a circular
letter from the Minister of the Interior
camo to the Ministry of Economy that an
office would bo sot up in Vienna under
Kopplor, a Ministry of the Reich Commis
sioner, to "Which every major ministry-
would send a roprosontativo. State Socro-
tary Brinokmann loolc d me up at that time,
priraarily because I know Mopplcr woll from
our previous work together, and also because
he had in the Ministry of Economy, no econ
omist available with an cxtensivo knowledge,
I wont to Austria and \;as active for a few
weeks on Kepplcr's staff. Then I became
liaison man between the Reich Ministry of
Economy and the Reich Commissar Buorckel,
and on coriimission from the Minister of
Economics I was active in the roincorpor-
ation of Austria into the Reich. This
activity took about three days out of the
week in Berlin and Iretcd until roughly •
October• 1958. Vihcn the Sudctcngau v;as in
corporated into the Roich I was assigned a
similar task for it, and when the protector
ate was set up I received similar tasks for
it, since the problems to be solvcd~crc
all very similar. Thus, from that first
accidental assignment the others developed
more or less automaticall^^."^ (underscoring
supplied) o
Attention is hL,rc directed to a letter dated 30
September 1939, written by defendant to Himraler, in vh ich
ho stated as follows i
I was in charge from 15 March of this year to
•• July, as representative of thv. Plenipotentiary for
the Four Year Plan and of the Reich j^ronomy Min
ister, and also as Economic Delegate of th^ Reich
Protector, of the initiation and execution of the
economic re integration of th^ prot oo toi'atG, and I
now continue this job, after I organized a depart
ment of economy attached to th-^ Reich Protector,
within the Reich Economy Ministry.
"In view of the impression which I gained dur
ing this my activity, and particularly on my last
visit to Prague, i consider myself under the obli
gation to ask you for an opportunity to report to
you about the political situation there, as I sec
it, particularly since I am convinced that my report
to you might bo of value to you in your decisions
regarding thu handling of police powur in the
protectorate
It appears that th. defendant held tho positions
of rGS]?onsibility and authority rofcrod to under the
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dosignation of Goncralrofcrcnt for Special Tasks in the
Reich Ministry of Economics. The defense witness Koestcr,
a forraer assistant of stated in the course of tes
tifying before this Tribunal that ISHRL^s tasks in Eohcmia-
Moravia wore "to effect a smooth transition of Bdaomian-
Iiora.vlan economy,..,". In his own testimony ICEHRL ad
mitted that all questions relating to Gorman purchases of
Czechoslovakian enterprises were subject to decision by
him. He further admitted that it was provided in a decree
of the Kcich Ministry of Economics that ICEHRL was to be con
sulted in making all decisions relative to such purchases.
The evidence clearly establishes that the Defendant
KEHRL, as such Referent for Special Tasks in the Hcich
Ministry of Economics, took part in, and to a considerable
extent directed, the acquisition of important banking in
terests and Industrial enterprises in Czechoslovakia,
largely for the benefit of the German economy. It also
appears from the evidence that he participated in the ini
tiation and carrying out of the Reich program of aryaniza-
tion in Czechoslovakia. With respoct to the whole economic
program of the Reich in Bohemia-horavla during thv^ period
in question, in th^ objectives sought and the manner of
carrying out th^ program to obtain such objectives, v/e
allude to the official report of the Czech Government, as
made to the International Military Tribunal, which report
is also introduced'in evidence in this case. \ic quote the
follovjing excerpts from such evidence:
"The German troops who invaded Prague brought
with them a German staff of cponomlc experts, i,c,
of experts In economic looting.
-it .w.
"The Reich German Cormaissar of the Czechoslovak
National Bank stopped all payments of monies abroad
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and scizod all tho gold reserves and foreign
bills in the Protectorate. Thus the Germans
took 23,000 kilogrammes of gold to a nominal
value of 737.000 million crovms (B 5.265.000) •
by transferring the gold deposited in tho Bank
of tho International Settlement to tho Heichs-
bank«
"(2) Economic Gcrinanization
-if 45- -k- -;{•
"After the invasion German managers, super
visors and foremen replaced the representatives
of tho Czechoslovak Republic in state-owned plants.
"Germanization of private estates began, of
course, with tho catch-word ^Aryanization^.
^
"Czech peasants were offered componsa.tion
for their estates, but inadequate prices.
^ •?{• 'it ^
"The looting of property and wealth was fol
lowed by tho pillaging of products of tho soil.
Heavy fines and often death penalty wore imposed
on Czech peasants for intentionally disregarding
the orders about production, delivery and ration
ing.
"B. Expropriation of Banks and Holdings.
^ i'<r %{• "Jfr
" (b) After In.vasion of March 15th, 1959.
"After the invasion several Czechoslovak banks
in Bohemia became, by means of the Aryanization,
tho property of the Bank of Dresden; the Gorman
bank took over, among others, the Union Bank of
Bohemia. In this way all financial interests
vjhich these banks ha.d in Czech industry as well
as their entire share-capital, fell into German
hands.
"Hence started the penetration of Gorman bank
capital into the Czech banks, their expropriation
and incorporation into the German bank system.
The 'Dresdner Bank' (being the actual establishment
for handling the funds of the National Socialist
party) and the 'Doutsche Bank' were officially
entrusted with tho task of expropriating tho funds
belonging to the Czechoslovak Banking concerns.
"By diverse 'transactions', by gaining influx
once through the Sudeten Branch Banks upon the
Prague Headquarters of the respective banks, by
reducing the share capital and then increasing
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it with Gorman help, by acquisition c£ industrial
holdings and thus gaining influence upon the con
trolling banhs, by depriving bante of their indus
trial interest, etc., the two Berlin banks gained
complete control over the banks of the Protector
ate. Gestapo terror helped them.
"The control of the Czechoslovak banks meant
actually the control over practically the whole
industry directed by the Dresdner Bb.nk and Deutsche
Bank on the one hand, and by the big German indus
trial concerns on the other hand.
-X- 'X- ^5- -x-
" (b) .krmament factories.
"The Drosdner ^ink acquired the most important
armament factories of Czechoslovakia, i.e. the Skoda
Works in Pilzen and the Czechoslovak Zbrojovka in
Ecno. The private share-holders were forced to
surrender their shares far below their actual value;
the bank paid for those shares with bank notes which
had been withdrawn from circulation or-which the
Germans had confiscated in the districts ceded by
the Munich agreement.
"(c) Gocring Concern.
"The German domination over the Czechoslovak
banks and, therefore, over the industry through
the big Berlin banks, was accomplished through
the gigantic Hermann Gooring Concern which, one by
one seized the greatest Czechoslovak industries
at the smallest financial cost, that is to say
by the chief pretext ef ^ryanization, by pressure
from the Reich, by financial 'measures* and by the
threat of Gestapo and concentration camps.
"Finally all big industrial holdings, works and
plants of tlx armament, coal and iron industry fell
into German hands. The great chemical industry was
absorbed by the German concern 'I. G. Parben Indus
trie '.
^ ^ -;{• "X-
"(b) i^fter the Invasion of March 15th, 1939.
" (°'®-) i^ssault on the Currency.
"After the invasion the Nazis immediately intro
duced a fixed rate of 10 crowns to one mark thus
lowering it to the disadvantage of the Czech crown.
Ttie invading Geriraan army and other Germans could so
plunder the rich Czech reserves at low prices still
current in the protectorate.
In addition, all stocks of precious metals, dia
monds, foreign currencies had to be exchanged,for
the German paper mark in the entire area of the
Protcctorato.
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"(bb) Clear xng L'^grocrnont'.
big financial looting Eitartcd with tho finan
cial clearing agrcciiiont n-gotiatcd bctwocn tho Czech
National Bank and tho Rcichebank. This simple meas
ure enabled the Gcrmana to import goods freely from
the Protectorate vjithout burdening the Gorman bal
ance of payment with an equivalent. The Gorman
iraporter paid th^ Reichsbank in marks for the goods
•which he had bought and the Reichsbank entered tho
equivalent in Gro\jns to the credit of th^. Czech^
National Bank on the Clearing hcoount. The National
Bank in Prague could do nothing but enter th^sc sums
"as assets, they appeared in its weekly statements
under the heading ^Othor assets', although they vjcre
doubtful from the beginning and vjorthloss at the end.
The foregoing indicates the methods employed to effect "a
smooth transition of Bohemian-Moravian economy...." the
responsibility for the execution of which v;as largely in
tho hands of the Defendant lOiiJiRL. In view of the great
authority and responsibility vested in him in this program
and his active participation therein as indicated by tbc
evidence, ho can find no refuge behind the plen of being
ignorant of the nsturc of the methods employed. The various
items of evidence hereinafter referred to in the opinion of
the Tribunal arc but corroborative of the evidence herein
before referred to with respect to IfEIiRL and his participa
tion in spoliation in Czechoslovakia.
Wo will, for reasons hereinbefore in this judgment
stated, refrain from discussing the charges made against
defendant, with respect to property in the Sudctcnland.
Vtfc will first consider here the role played by KEHRL in
Czochoslovakian banking enterprises being acquired by Ger
man interests. It appears that from the beginning RMHRL
played a vital directing role In those acquisitions.
It appears that on 21 March 19S9, but a few days
after the appearance of the Reich militai^- invasion forces
in Prague, a oonfcrcnoo was hold in Prague between German
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banks, with a view to determining the allocation of Czech
hanks among the German banks. It is stated in the report
of such conference, the report being made by Koestor,
KEHRL's assistant, who apparently presided over the meet
ing, that the meeting was held "to draw up a proposal suit
able to be submitted to President IvEHRL to enable him to
arrive at a fina.l decision." (Underscoring supplied)
Documentary evidence introduced tak: s into consider
ation also that Defendant ICEHRL passed upon and approved ap
pointments to the supervisory board of the BEB after it had
been acquired by the Drcsdner Br.nk. It further appears that
ho also approved appointracnts to the supervisory boards of
the various concerns in which participations had been ac
quired throu^ the medium of the BEB. From thvj files of
the BEB, vje have in evidence a report of a conference at
tended by Defendant ICEBRL, which report is dated 13 ^'.pril
1939. Such conference report is here quoted in full, as
it indicates beyond question that Defendant EEBRL pla.ycd an
•extremely active and supervisory role in the position 'which
he held as Referent for Special Tasks of the Economics
Ministry. Such report reads as follows:
"Prague 13 hpril 1939
Conference with President Kehrl
" 1.) Bebca Vcrwaltunp;srat:
"Mr. Kehrl agrees with the list of Vcrwal-
tungsrat members presented to him.
Mr. V. Hinke should, for the time being,
not be asked by us to accept a mandate.
"Dr. Hans Hinghoffer should remain in
the National Bank meanwhile, while his
brother Franz should join the Vcrwaltungs-
rat of Bebca to keep this position open
for his brother,
"2.) Bebca - Directions
"It is Mr, Kehrl's wish that Dr. Pousek
immedia.tcly resign his position on the
cxocutive boa^rd of directors,
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t"3.) Bebca - Pr^sidiuras
"VJe Informed Mr. Kehrl about our ideas to
have Dr. Rasohe elected chairman and Dr.
Eummelberger and Hoedel vice chairmen.
Mr, kehrl said that he Would consider
this plan, but it didn't seem to him too
good a plan, because the influence of DB
on Bebca vjould be stressed too much-
"4.) Poldi-Syndicate:
"idr, Kehrl agrees vjith the list of persons
presented to him. The representatives of
DB have to be told, that it is only a tem-
porarj'" arrangement for about a year.
"President Kehrl agrees Vvltii keeping
Baron Kubinshy, in the Ver;valtungsrat, for
the time beingr
"Mr.Kehrl wants the Bebca to confirm in
vjriting to him (Kehrl) that upon request it
is prepared to sell its shares which are part
of the syndicate agreement, to the German
Industrial group. Mr. von Luedinghausen
pointed out, that this was possible only
if the price would correspond to the one
previously paid by BB^"
The foregoing, and much other evidence in the record,
some of which will hereinafter be referred to, show clearly
that Mr. KEHRL knew of and had a directing hand in the course
of measures employed by the Reich in the acquisition of EEB
by German interests. Such evidence is in line with, and.,
corroborative of, the statements, made in the Czech Commis
sion report for the lUT, and which is in evidence in this
case,
V;e need not here dwell further upon the acquisition
of control of the banking Interests, such as EBiB in Bohemia
and Moravia. The discussion and treatment of, Defendant
Pw-SCHS's part therein, as P^reinafter contained, shows
the methods and results of this acquisition program.
Evidence here adduced with respect to the charges against
KEPIPlL under this Count, as hereinbefore stated, has shown
his directing hand and voice therein. Me have but to
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allude to part of his cross-'©xamination before this Tri
bunal under date of 19 i^ugust 1948. Ytfe quote therefrom.
"Q. Weren't the proposals of all the big German
banls for allocation of a sphere of interest
in the Bohemian-lloravian Protectorate trans<-
mitted to you for final decision?
"A WeH, that is putting it rather generally.
The sphere of interest in the banking fields
you mean?
"Q Yes^ the sphere of interest of banks in the
banking field.
"i* Yes, T testified to that effect.
"Q. Didn't you also review the appointments to^
the boards of the Germanized banlcs and decide
then whether the German banks were sufficient
ly represented?
"A YJelli that is putting it rather generally.
"Q iill right, I will put" it more specifically.
I beg your parch n.
"0 I will put it more specifically. In, tlio case
of ffiB didn't you argue with the Dresdner Wc
they were not putting enough Germans into the
management?
"h I can't remember, but it may be."
That Defendant ICEHRL had a very decisive voice in
the raatter of the acquisition of hanks in Bohemia-Moravia
after the invasion is admitted hy him in the course of his
testimohy before this Tribunal on the 13th of hugust 1948,
4
when ho stated;
"Immediately after my arrival in Pragi^ I went
to the Dresdner Bank, the Deutsohe ^"-k, tBebca-Bub and the Creditanstalt der Deutschen,
and I forbade them from purchasing any Czech
shares without ny perniission*
We will now consider the participation of ICEHRL
in the acquisition of Poldihuette, Krste Etuenner, Skoda,
ETuenner Waff en and YJitkowitz, extremely important in
dustrial establishments in Bohemia-Moravia, and concerning
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the acquisition of which we hereinafter have dwelt at
some length in discussing charges of spoliation against
Rjt.SCHE. In this connection, we refer to a communication
sent by Defendant IL.SCEE to G-ritzbach, Chief of the Staff
Office of the Reichsmarshal Goering, dated 23 December 1943,
enclosing a file note, wherein-he discusses the Poldihuotte
matter and in the course of which discussion he states;
"(as you know during the course of develop
ments President KEHRL and I were given further
special authority by the ReichsmarschalLfor the
acquisition and regrouping of such industrial
affairs , and I think we were very successful in
executing this order on the basis of authority
he accorded to us.) As you know the Skod a shares
also "Were the outcome of these negotiations in
addition to the ones named above; also the
Eruenner ^vaffen shares,"
Under date of 3 July 1939, it seems that Walthor Punk,
the Reich Minister of Economics, wrote to the Drosdner
Bank, relative to acquiring Poldihuctte and Erste Bruenner
shares, stating in the course of such letter;
"You have declared your agreement to receive
the following mission from the German Reich, that
is, to carry out the transaction which has been
defined by this agreement and the syndicate con
tracts o
He further stated;
"As far as I have not nominated any^other
gentleman of my ministry it shall suffice for
your clearance to carry out the instructions
of my Generalreferent KEHRL."
It appears further from the evidence that the Poldihuette
and Erste Bruenner shares acquired and held by the Dresdner
Bank under the trusteeship for the Reich, wore subsequently
transferred to the Hermann Goering ^vorks. In connection
with this acquisition, attention is called to contents of
a report of the Reich Finance Ministry, dated 9 January
1940, which states that KEHRL had offered various Czecho-
slovakian acquisitions, including Poldihuette, Erste
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Bruonnor shares to tjao Hermann Goerlng horks. V/e quote
the follovjing frora such report:
"1.. Upon orders by the Commissioner for the
Pour Year Plan the aforementioned invest
ments wore bought, for the time being, as
trustee for the account of vdioever is con-
cornod by the capital R.VJ.i«H» (General-
referent Hans KEHRL) partly through Dresdner
Bank and partly through IffiHRL and i^nkdirek-
tor Dr. Rasche, Recording to the R.h.i.H-
the purchases were made for ethnical, econ
omic and especially military-political
reasons•"
In our discussion of the charges against R.*SCIIE, the
\ acquisition of Skoda and Bruonnor VJaffon shares is also dis-
ousaod. In the course of an interrogation on 18 October
1946, which is in evidence in this case, lUSHRL stated with
rospoct to said r.iattor:
"VJhcn I was first sent to Prague, as I told 3"ou
before. Punk told mo that Gocring had ordered that ,
the majority or the total holding - he vjasn^t -very
definite in expressing his detailed views - of the
Skodaworko and Its daughter companies should bo pro
cured fo"*^ the Reich a.t his disposal ano th&.t I,
' when coming" to Prague, should see to it how it could
best be managed
And he stated further:
P
^ "I "talked with the Czech Finance iviinister and
^ told him about Gearing and about the wish of
Goerlng, and he told me that the government had
sold out to the Zlvno, and that therejeot to acquire that part from
but that the Czech government would be tnanxiUJ.
for not Interfering in all of the other interests
or the part interests in these companies.
He then Indicated that the part sold to the Zivno Bank was
acquired and held at the disposal of Goerlng, and he stated
further:
"Conversations with the Zivno Bank were raade on
behalf of the government by Pr. Rasche."
Xt appears from the evidence that the key to the financial
control of Skoda was through control of Eruenner Waffen.
It appears in the memorandum of the 0©/, Issued vjithin
tvjo weeks after the occupation of Prague, that XIEHRL was
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endeavoring to purchase shares of the Bruenner-V/affen
throu^ the Dresdner Bank, and it vjas indicated that the
negotiations were to be kept strictly confidential, and
it further appears that KEHRL and the Dresdner Bank were
successful in acquiring 130,000 shares of Bcuenner Vj'affen by
the end of rlarch 1939. Subsequently, that is, in April 1939^
it appears that Defendants ICEHRL and RASCHE had secured syn
dicate agreements assuring them control of Bruenner-Vilaffen'
and Skoda. Such so-called syndicate agreements gave exten
sive powers to both ICEKRL and RiiSCHE, as for instance, the
right to appoint important key personnel. There is ample
credible evidence in the record to satisfy beyond reasonable
doubt that such acquisitions were accomplished in no small
measure throuj^ coercive measures. From ICSIFcL's interroga
tion of 18 October 1946, hereinbefore referred to, it is
indicated quite clearly that the holders of the invaded
shares did not have much choice but to sell.
Relative to this matter, and bearing also upon trans
actions hereinbefore discussed, and which will be herein-
after dealt with in the course of our treatment of the
charges against EEHRL, we call attention to the testimony
of Jan Dvoracek, a former official of the Zivno Bank in
Prague, By reason of his position, his experiences, and his
observations, he was,able to give competent and credible
evidence relative to the economic progress of the Reich in
Czechoslovakia, following the military invasion on 15 March
1939. It is significant that Defendant ICEHRL himself has
quite unreservedly approved of said Dvoracek, for in the
course of his examination before this Tribunal on 13
August 1948, KEHRL said with respect to Dvoracek:
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"I have already said that Dvoraoek, a
leading director of the Zivno Bank, played an
important part in economic life. At that time
I had very great respect for him, and I still
have..0,The witness, under very great prosecu
tion pressure, and, unfortunately,, pressure
from my own defense counsel too, at no time let
himself be led away into saying anything that was
untrue, althou^ he was in hurnberg under some
what unfavorable conditions"
Vve will now quote from the cross-examination of said
Dvoracek, on 11 Juno 1948:
"Q Did Mr. Kehrl in any of these conferences
use drj?ess, or threaten you, or make any
attempt to induce you in any way to do
anything you did not want to do?
I can answer that question with yes. I'-Ir,
Kehrl did have us do various things which
we did not want to do, and which we vjould
never have done without his suggestion.
It was not necessary for J^Ir . Kehrl to
threaten us personally-. \je were quite
aware of who Mr * Kehrl was, and Mr. Kehrl
never made any secret of it. For example,
when, imi:iedlately after 15 March, he came to{ Prague and said that he had to take over
armament concerns for G-oerlng, we realized
what Vi/as going on; in oxir position such
tl. suggestions were orders of the Reich author-
•^ ities, the Reich government, and all- the
power of the Third Reich.it
!, "Q. Witness, you said that after 15 March Kehrl
oame to Prague and said that he came on be




"Q You mean Skoda and Bruenner-Y^faffen?
"A Yes.
"Q Did Mr. Kehrl not always try to fulfill any
wishes that you presented to him?
"A Doctor, Jflr. Kehrl tried to carry out the
orders of Field Marshal Goering In such a
way that these orders were complied with in
every way. We tried to manage to keep the
Czech personnel in charge; we were forced to
a transaction we would never have gone into
independently. Wien I say 'we' I am speak
ing of the whole Czech group of stockholders,
including the Finance Ministry.




l;1leS^^now touch briefly upon the evidence bearing
upon the claim that KEHRL also took part in measures taken
to acquire the Vvitkowitz enterprise in Czechoslovakia, here
inafter also mentioned in connection with our consideration
of the charges in evidence v/ith respect to PuiSCKE imder
this count. The evidence clearly shows that ICEHRL had been
authorized to acquire control of V.'itkowitz and that on 23
March 1939 there v;as sent from his office a letter of authori
zation to Defendant RASCHE^ stating in parts
'^In reference to the decree of the PLeich
Minister of Economics, dated 28th of Febru
ary 1939, authorizing me, in agreement with
the Commissioner for the Four Year Plan,
Minister President, General Field Marshal^
Goering concerning the iron works, V/itkowltz,
I hereby authorize you, together with Dr.
Geraslav Price, President of Zivnostenska
Bank, Prague, to conduct negotiations with
the Rothschild faraily
The holdings of the Rothschilds apparently were necessary
to a control of Witkov/itz plant. As stated hereinafter
in connection with PGiSCfE's role in this transaction,
during the negotiations Louis Rothschild \/as in custody
of the Gestapo in Vienna. It was rather significant that,
when asked concerning these negotiations, particularly as
to whether the release of Louis Rothschild was not a con
dition imposed by Eugon Rothschild before he would sign
over his interests. Defendant ICSiIRL stated! "i couldn't
say. I didn't negotiate with Rothschild." It does
appear from the evidence, however, that it was through
KEHRL's office that on M April 1939, authorization Yjas
given P^iSCI-IE to see Louis Rothschild in Vienna, relative
to VJltkowitz, and it was KEHRL's office which, on 15 April
1939, wrote the State Police Headquarters in Vienna, request
ing that an opportunity bo given Defendant R.:.SCnE to apeak
to Louis Rothschild, such letter explaining:
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"I have coiiiraissioned. Dr« Kascho with the
negotiations conoernlng the \'jitkovi/itz iron
plants
In this connection, evidence was introduced in this case
which definitely shows that one ICarl von Lewinski, on 25
hpril 1939, directed a letter to Dr. Bretsch, the so-called
"trustee for the Rothschild property" in the Reich Ministry
of Economy, wherein he stated in part, relative to the nego
tiations going on for the sale of the Rothschild holaings,
said LGwinski being the representative of the Rothschild
group;
"In order to expedite the release of the
sequostorod securities hold by Kuhn Loob, Now
York, Baron Eugon Rothschild is prepared to send
the following telegram to his legal reprosenta-
tivo in Now York, provided you approve of it as
a satisfactory guarantee that the conditions
Yi/ill bo net:
"Pleasg inform Kuhn Loeb that I agreed to
withdraw attachments and request then to 0^°^°
and confirm by letter to S.H. as follows: At
request Eugen Rothschild wo agree to ^
your disposal all balances previously a dc ^
by him and also that tho(list follosa) on a condition iirstly th=.t noui
Rotlis child shall havo freely loft Gorman^ ov
Swiss or French frontier on or before
and secondly that you our custody
tics belonging to Sugon Rothschild froic ^
without his consent and to date.'"
in Dollars tho income collected thereon
In his testimony before this Tribunal, KEiiRL admitted that
Louis Rothschild had been released from custoay of the
Gestapo in Vienha, stating:
"If I remembor right it was shortly aftor
negotiations began-"
That KEf-IRL had detailed and firsthand knowledge of
tho negotiations with respect to Wltkowitz seems
from the evidence. In the course of his own testimony
before this Tribunal, when examined with respect to the
negotiations botwoen RASCHE and the Rothschild Gut"
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mrepresentatives in Paris, lie asked s
''"ii Didn't you instruct Rasche that he v/as
being too Davorable to these people?
The defendant ansv/ereds
"a I don't remeraber, but I have talked very
often and v; ritton very often about the
s ub j e c t. Tha t may be."
He was then asked! "Did you talk to him very often?" He
answered! "I did talk very often." Because of the out
break of the--ar, the agreement i.vhich was under such circum
stances consummated was not fully carried out. It cannot
be overlooked, hov/cver, that ICEIHRL participated in and
directed, to a considerable degree, the taking over of
actual control and custody of the hitkowitz plants, pend
ing the so-callcd negotiations fortlicir pvir die se, inas
much as he caused to be appointed a German, Ilenke, to take
over the operation of Mtkov/itz, on the flimsy prete:::t that
the managers in charge could not operate it properly. Ob
viously this taking over and v:ithholding from the true
ovmers was done for the benefit of t he German economy.
If it were to be claimed that this was done only to pre
serve public order and safety, we find irrefutable contra
diction thereto in the thinly disguised and coercive steps
taken to acquire the plant through the ostensible buying of
control. Obviously, this indicated above all thin;^,3 a pur
poseful design to acquire the itkowltz plant permanently
for the German economy. The plant was, therefore, physi
cally withhold from the OL'ners, although the forcod-aale
transaction was not fully consummated. EDHRL played a
prominent and vital role In the taking over of such plants,
and the placing of Ilenke therein as the Reich representa
tive.
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Th.6 regulations of the Hague Convention were clear
ly violated "by such conduct. The incidents in this case
are, in sotne respects^ comparahle to those surrounding the
taViing over of the Rouibach plant by the Defendant Priedrich
Flick, and which v/as treated in Case ITo, 5 "by Tribunal IV,
as a violation of the Hague Convention.
There is an abundance of credible evidence in the
record to show that the Defendant ICSHHL sanctioneo tne so-
called Aryanization prograrii of the Reich in the occupied
territor^r of Dohcmia and Horavia, v.hich Aryanization program,
with 'its confiscatory measures, became an important instru
mentality to the spoliation program of the Reich.
It is indeed significant that among the various
exhibits introduced by defendant is one which is an article
written by him in April, 195G, for the magazine"Four Hear
Plan". V/e refer to ICEHRL Dxhibit 80, and no quote the
follov.'lng therefrom:
"In the reconstruction of the Bohemian and
Moravian economy, a banking system., a3.mplifled
and strengthened by the financial power of the
Reich bonking institutions of the Reich will
play a leading part. Abuses such as the un-
healthy domination of the industrles in the
"Protectorate by'the ban'k.s, v.hich were largely
in Jewish hands, v:iiri.eavp to _be_ _eIpjninate_d,
The new, organized "balhkfng system will be able(especially for the export trade) to secure for
the Dohemlan and Moravian economy all the focil-
Itics, which are warranted by tradition, of the
German institutes and their intensive v.^ork just
in this field during the last years. 'Rith
regard to the .'^ryonizstion of numerous branches
of industry which, of necessity, will be started
and w ill have to be carried out carcfull--, the
banks will be able to give powerful help, '(Underscoring supplied)
There is no doubt but that the .Hermann Goering Works
gained control of the beilk of the steel production of
the Protectorate as i"'ell as substantial holdings in otncr
enterprises. The evidence of the witness Dvoracck,
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who has been horeinbefore referred to as a qualified and
credible vjitness, stated with respect to the economic re
sults of the occupation of Czechoslovakia;
"Q Kr. Dvoraceki can you just explain these
very briefly, just the over-all effect of
these transfers of control?
"A Yes. The Kehrl-Rasche group, after the occu
pation, wanted to get control, in one form or
another, over Cidkovice, It had not been ar
ranged by contract because of the outbreak of
the war. There was then an"absentee adminis
tration over enem^" property, and then the
Hermann Goering 'Terke had control. The Poldi-
huette foundry also came under the control of
the Hermann Goering "./erke. That began after
Munich in the spring of 1938, before the
occupation, when the Bebka stocks were being
sold, because of the conditions among the
Sudeten Germans, 'and control was acquired by
the Hermann Goering " erke. The Ferdinand
Hordbahh also went over to the Hermann Goering
v;Grke,'and the majority by taking over the coal
fields, in short everything of importance in
the heavy industry with the exception of one
machine factory came into German hands predom
inantly.
Mr. Dvoracek,'my qviestion is not the nature of
the transfers, not what^'ss transferred, but
what v/as the significance of these things for
the Czech econom.y? Aiat v/as it, in economic
terms, v/hich went to the Germans?
I can tell you that in a few sentences. Ac
tual control of the Czech economy came into
German hands. The Czech stockholders either
had to sell their stocks or become unimpor
tant minorities, and even in so-called private
economy, from the practical point of vie'"g, the
control went into the hands of the Reich."
Despite such testimony, however, the defendant insisted
during his examination that he was guided by humane and
lofty motives. During his testimony on 12 August 1948, he
stated;
"With reference to the Czech economy in the
Protectorate, I was guided by the desire to con-r
tribute everything possible from the economic side
to bring about a reconciliation betv^een the Czechs
and the Germans. To the best of my Imov/ledge and
conscience I did everything for this purpose that
lay in my power. In my sphere of work I adhered
to the sense of the Fuehrer Decree and considered
myself to be a genuine protector of the economic
i' 1
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4interests of the Czechs, I stuck to this
opinion to the very last day of the v/ar."
V/e noY7 call attention to excerpts from another defense
exhibit, namely an article of oeptember 1940, written by
Defendant ISHRL for the "Four Year Plan" magazine, being
ICSHRL Exhibit 82. '.'e quote the following therefroms
"'Bringing about the Economic Integration of the
Protectorate.'
".....The return of Bohemia and Iioravia was fol
lowed by months of highest political tension
with its repercussion on economic life and finally
on 1 September 1959 by the v/ar, which England had
declared in such a v/anton manner, bringing about
a complete change of all economic possibilities.
"The necessity and the logic of the political
developments leading up to the return of Bohemia
and Moravia into the framework of Greater Germany
Y/as fully understood in the country itself only
by a few far-sighted politicians
"In spite of these unfavorable pre-conditions
and in spite of the absence of racial and politi
cal sources of energy v/hich had such a favorable
influence on the re-union of Ostmark and the
Sudetenland, the economic coordination and inte
gration of Bohemia and Moravia has noY' been
almost completely carried out.....
"The last available capacities were utilized
to meet the tremendous requirements of Greater
Germany, thus eliminating still existing unem
ployment. First consideration in this connec
tion, - according to the structure of the t erri-
tory and the political signs of the hour, - v/as
the participation in the armament of the Reich.
Eithin a ±Lort time the production of the world-
renovmed and' efficient works of the country such .
as the Skoda, Eitkowitz, Bruenner-V/affen, etc.,
which to some extent v/ere teamed up v/ith German
works for common production, v/ere brought into
line v/ith the requirements of the German '"ehrmacht
and these works have since had a valuable share in
the completion of the German armanent and in as
suring ammunition requirements for the war. Thus
they have contributed their share for the securing
of their country, whose protection has been assumed
by the Reich."
The evidence above alluded to, amply corroborated as it
is by other evidence in the record, substantiates the
charges that ICEURL, through his active participation in
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the acquisition and control of the industries and enter
prises hereinbefore specifically referred to, violated che
Hague Convention vi th respect to belligerent occupancy.
V/s will now consider the charge that IIEHPuL, through
his participation in the formulation and execution of the
so-called "Kehrl Plan% whereby Germany exploited textile
production in the occupied territories of Delgiutn and.Prance,
including the removal of vast amounts of raw materials and
manufactured products to the Reich from the occupied western
territories, acted in violation of the Hague Conv^^ntion.
A careful examination of the evidence introduced in support
of and in refutation of such charge convinces the Tribunal
beyond reasonable doubt that the charge is true, and that
such measures v/ere a clear violation of Article 52 of the
Hague Convention, t/e will here but briefly refer to some
of the most significant items of evidence which support
such conclusions.
It appears that Defendant ICCHRL had, prior to uhe
war, become an expert on textiles. He had gained much
experience in the textile industry prior to his taking up
tasks for the Reich. In the course of his oxamination
before the Tribunal, by his own counsel, he stated wiuh
•respect to his "positions and tasks in the Reich hiniscry
of Economy" as follows s
"I hod tv.'o functions-there simultaneously.
First of all I was chief of the textile depart
ment, and at the some time I '^"as Goneralreferent
for Special Tasks v/itli the State Secretary, inese
two positions I occupied until November 1942. In
November 1942, after" my former chief left. General
von Hanekin, I became chief of the Main Deparbment
II of vhich the textile department v^as s sub-
department . "
On 16 August 1940, it api:e ors that Defendant HSHRL
signed and submitted a plan for the control and regulation
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of the Jrcnch and Bolgian textile production, v;hich plan
was' drastic in its provisions, and provided for a heavy
percentage of textile deliveries in Germany from such
w estern territories. Seizure of ra^^' materials vjas con
templated, and certain textile factories v'ere to "be clos oa
down, The German-^minimum for ohe amount of viscose silk
vrhich v/as required for delivery Germany was provided
•for. It v/as further provided that if production did not
satisfy the minimum demand for viscose, the minimum would'
still have to he procured "at the- expense of the Belgian
consumption or export". Further illustrative of the drastic
nature of the provisions is the following excerpts
•'The quantity of faoric produced in Belgium
and north "of r'rancc v/ill ho taken over to an ex
tent of 70 per cent (north of France 50 per cent)
through orders hy the f"ohrmacht plus central
orders through the gcntrrltoxtil. The remaining
50 per cent (50. percent resp.) arc available for
covering the civilian demands."
The plan thus submitted points out that in order to make
the plan v/ork "is to avail onosolf of the follov/ing lac-
i
tors"
"Immedictoly entering into with the procujro--
ment office of t he '"elirniacht via the local ^arma
ment office. Should individual offices fail to
undertake the necessary steps at once, the under
signed must be v/ircd personally."
The "undersigned" was, of course, KEHRL. It was contundea
by the defendant that the so-called plan heroinbefore
✓
referred to, and signed by him, as of 15 August 194'0, v/as
not really the ISHRL plan, but was in the nature of a .
file note outlining "what the discussion had been and what
v/as to bo done to clarify the situation in tho future".
He admitted that ho hod done extensive work in the formula
tion of a plan throu;;h discussion and made definite contri
butions" with rospoct to the matter which resulted in a
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so-called plan in February 1941^ vhich v^as in the natiTO
of an agreement signed "by the French State Secretary,
and the production ministry and Dr. I.Iichel, the German
nilitary Administrative Chief in the Headquarters, Paris,
and by the Chief of the Office- of the I.Iilitary Conmiander
in Brussels. This agreement, defendant admits, came oO be
known as the iSHRL plan, and is contained in Prosecution
Ilxhibit 2418, received in evidence by the Tribunal. In
the course of his testimony before this Tribunal, defendant
was asked, in effect, if the agreement thus consummated i:as
not really carrying out the general objectives and promises
and agreements that he had arrived at v/ith the French in
the conference which ho had conducted. The defendant
answered, ''Yes, your Eonor, with minoi' changes ,
It is necessary that V/o briefly consider the oyly
denco v;ith respect to the extent and amount of the textile
removals from the occupied territories to Germany, pursuant
to the Eeich textile program, in the execution of \7hich the
evidence was indicated KEEHL was a vital and directing fac
tor, A French official report introduced in evidence indi
cates in detail the following percentages of removals from
the occupied territory of France over the four years 1941
to ol Hay 1944, as followsJ
"59 per cent of all French v/ool products
*53 per cent of all French cotton products
65 per cent of all French flax products."
The report statess
"it should not be overlooked, however, that
those figures conatituto just one portion of the
German rcmovcls, - the only portion considered
bcceusc it alone can be compared with the respec
tive French resources, Ihc seizure, requisition,
removals of the acctimulated stocks of the Army,
the orders over and above the imposition programs,
etc, , increase the amovint of deliveries effected
under the terms of the a grecment."
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The report also states that?
"France supnlie'5 to Germany during the years of
thcv;cr as rav/ materials or as manufactured'pro
ducts, - as a miniilium in terms of v/ool, 140,000
tons (of v/hich 100,000 tons v/ero posted in the
bo6ks); in terms of cotton, 99,000 tons (of •^i^lch
10,000 tons were posted in the"books); in terms of
flax, 53,000 tons (of which 38,000 tOns were posted
in the books); in terms of rags, 108,000 tons (of
v/hlch 77,000 tons v;erc posted in the books)."
The ronort goes on to sta'ce that in francs of current
value and after deducting for reciprocal deliveries, and
without considering the territories of the fast, the total
of the German removals thus r.iad.o amounted to 32,055,000,000
francs. The evidence indicates that those products and
materials, thus taken out of France, were purportedly paid
for, .largely through the device of the "clearing accoxmt",
a device vjith respect to '.vhlch the II.IT made the following
findIng:
"In many Of the occupied countries of the
oast and v;est, the authorities maintained the
pretense of paying for all the property v.hlch
they seized. This elaborate pretense of pay
ment merely disguised the fact that the goods
sent to Germany from those occupied countries
v/cre paid for by the occupied countries them
selves, either by the device of excessive occu
pation costs or by forced loans in return for
a credit balance on a 'clearing account* which
was an account merely in name.
The evidence also Indicates that to a lesser degree cho
device of occupation francs, which was charged against
occupation costs, was employed. Occupation costs in
France have hereinbefore bee^n oiscussed under the circum
stances here obtaining. The seizure of these textile
materials and products is in obvious violation of the
Hague Convention, The imposition of quotas, if not here
amounting to out-and-out confiscation, v.'ould, under the
most favorable construction for defendants, be termed
requisitions. It appears clearly .from the evidence that
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those v/ere not imposed strictly for the army of occupa
tion. On the other hand, it appears they xiere made for
both the general army needs as well as the occupation army,
and were also, to a substantial degree, imposed for the
benefit of the civilian economy of Germany. This program,
therefore, as carried out by the Reich under the direction
of the Defendant ICSIiRL, appears to be a violation of
Article 52 of the Hague Convention.
The result of this systematic draining off of the
vital resources and products Wc.s that rationing of ggxuiles
became necessary in France, and so extensive was spoliation
of such "croducts that during the last year of the war, io
it appears that textiles were practically off the French
market, as far as purchases by the French people were con
cerned. In this connection, wo will here call attention oo
a report of the Military Gov"rnor of France, dated 10 Sep
tember 1S42, and from which wc quote the following excerpoS.
"The manufacturing and production capacity of
French industry which, at the armistice, had large
supplies 'Of rav; materials and finished goods at
its disposal, has, to a very gr^at er.teht, been
made to serve German war production."
He then makes the following specific reference to the
French textile industrys
"The textile section shows a similar picture
of the way in which Jh''ench industry has been
utilized to a far-reaching extent to the advan
tage of the Reich,'71,000 tons of wool, 64,000
tons of cotton, 70,000 tons of rags and further
quantities of linen goods, cellular wool and
artificial silk being delivered to the Reich*
France retained only 30 per cent of the normal
production of the woolen industry, 16 per cent of
the cotton and 13 per cent of the linen production,
for her own use."
It is significant that, v;ith respect to Delgian
flax, defendant himself^ in his testimony of 19 August
1948, after having stated that the majority of Belgian
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flax was processed in Bel^inra ''for linen goods" was asked
who rc-coived such linen goods, and he statcds
•'Partly the- Belgian population; partly
technical purposes in Belgium; partly the German
TTehrmacht; nartly German civilian consumption,"
He then admitted that, of these groups, the German 'Tehrmacht
got most. Upon being asked from the bench what percentage
of the production the Uehrmacht actually got, he stateds
"A very high percentage, your Honor. ITov/, I
shouldn*t" be surprised if it \was something like
70 per cent."
Corroborating in many respects the evidence v/e have
here alluded to, is the testimony given by one Elmar I.Iichel,
formerly Hinistcrialdirigent and head of the Economics
Division in the I.Iilitsry Administration of France, Contained
in a statement made by him, we have the follov/lng;
"After Speer, as hinlstor, had the whole arma
ments and production practically everything which
concerned the production was drav/n together there,
ICehrl became Goneralrefor cut for special tasks in
the Ministry of Economy. As such indeed^he could
not issue directives, but could have insight into
all the departments, -7ith the double function as
chief of the nlaniiing office and as chief of the
raw-material office, ir.chrl held the key position
in his hand, since setting up the Central Planning
Board. It v/as Kohrl thorofore, who fixed the quotas
according to the decisions of the Central Plaining
Board and in this '.vay had the decision about ^i-he
civilian demand also in Franco, in the most impor-^
tant fields. The complaint, v/hich I raised against
Kehrl, was the- inconsiderate relegation of human ^
interests behind the armament demand, never mind
whether in Germany or in France,"
In redirect examination, the witness stated that during the
occupation of Franco the defendant made a number of visits
to Paris, bhen asked as to the purposes of these visits to
Paris by the defendant, the v/itncsa stateds
"There vrcro a number of visits. First of all,
. as you can see from the statements I made so far,
there w^s a participation in the negotiations
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concerning textile supplies and exports which
took place under the chairnanchip of Horr Kohrl.
Then later when Kchrl v/as in Spe er' s ministry as
a chief of the Office of Psv; Materials and Plan
ning, he also came to Paris in this capscity."
On ro-cross examination, defense counaa sked said witness
the follov/ing question and elicited the following ansv/ers
"Q Witness, who was the competent authority
to initiate the textile rationing in
prance? that authority Kehrl?
V
"A The competent authority for the question of
the introduction of rationing of textiles
in Prance, as seen hy the. Hoich, was Kehrl,
as Chief of the Textile Department of the
German Ministry of Economy, to introduce
textile rationring in Pronce. 7'ell, formally
of course not. Pormally tc^ctilo rationing
in Franco could only he introduced by French
law and that is v.hat happened, ''
In this connection, the Tribunal here calls attention to the
fact that it has horotoforo, in the coucsc of discussing
some of the general defenses interposed in this count,
pointed out the untonability of the d cfcnse here inter
posed in behalf of ISIIRL.also that activities of the
occupying power in Franco \7ore carried out under lav;s or
sanctions of the renegade X'rench Government at Vichy.
therefore, deem it unndccesary to here further comment on
this farcical pretense of legality v/ith which the defendant
here seeks to clothe his activities \'ith respect to the
Reich textile ]"rogrem in Pranc.^.
An effort has been made to show that Defendant, ICbHaL
was of the opinion that hevrac c cting properly, and that he
v/as actually endeavoring to carry out the textile program in
such a way as not to subject tlio French population to such
excessive demands that it would result in privation to bhe
French people. These professions, hov/evor, are not impres
sive in vievr of the defou' rnt's actions, and in light of
statements made by him during the course of such textile
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program, VJe will refer to one documentary exhibit of
defend-ant^s own authoriship, in the form of a directive
from KEHRL to Reich offices in control of production in
Franco and touching, among, other things, textile products
and production. This directive is dated 27 March 1943,
VJc quo he the following er-ccrpts thercform;
"The task to mobilize all economic forces in
the G-crman sphere of influence for pjrmamcnts,
requires that the control in the occupied terri
tories, above all in the b'cst, will be adapted
to that in the Reich as quicklj'* and completely as
possible and. thereby to fit into the Central
Planning Board,"
"The military Commander a.nd I consider it to
be urgently necessary to convert the control
exercised in France, which is already exten
sively ada.pted to tha.t in G-erma.ny, to a, plca.nned
control of the finished products, according to
the new order in the Reich,
•'The commodity offices which ai'c to be ad
justed if necessary to the G-erman area of juris
diction for this purpose arc to apply the procedure
of the positive production directive, tha.t is order
vjha.t goods arc to be produced, in wha.t qua.ntitics
and kinds they are to be produced and who has to
prod.uce them. All other production except that
which is prescribed is to be prevented. All other
enterprises, except those taJsicn over a.ccording to
pla.n, have to close,"
The Tribunal is of the opinion that the evidence estab
lishes beyond a reasonable doubt that Dcfcnda.nt KErlRL's
paT'ticipation in the formulvation and execution of the
Reich's spoliation program with respect to textiles, as
hereinbefore discussed, is a violation of Article 52 of
the Hague Convention,
He come now to the charges made against KEHRL
under this count, x/ith respect to spoliation in Russia and
other occupied territories of the Ba.ltic countries, It^
appears that on 4 August 1941 the Ostfasor G-osellschaft,
m.b^H., 1 was organized, for the primary purpose of "ma.na.ging
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the Russian textile industry in the interest of the G-crrunn
war economy." KSHRL became chairman of the Vcrwaltungsrat
through the German Minister of Sconomics Punk, KSHRL being
given \.-idc powers in this organiza.tion# Subsidiary com
panies of the Ostfascr were subsequently organized with
Defendant KEKRL as chairman of the Vervialtungsrat of'one
of such subsidiaries, and as chairraa.n of the Aufsichtsrat
of two such subsidiaries. That KEHRL exorcised extensive
supervisory authority in connection with the operation of
those enterprises is clear from reports submitted with re
lation to their activities. We quote from the business
report of Ostfascr and its subsidiaries for the years 1941-
1942, as follows:
"^Por the first tasks, President Kchrl, estab
lished the follov/ing principles, on the occasion
of two visits in Riga. Practical take-over of
the factor plant management through the main
offices and centers, consolidation of factory ^
staffs'(zusammengefasste Eelegung) of the fac
tories, uniform price policy, central purchasing, ^
central adjustment of the immobilisation of capa
city (Investitionen) necessary for the war economy,
as well as" laying claim to central bank credits
and directing the use of capital through the
Ostland Faser,"
From a secret report on the activities of the Ostfascr com
panies from 1941 to 1942, wo quote the following:
"In accordance with the principles which wore
formed in the Gcncralplan and in the dircctlvos
drawn up by President Kchrl, the planning of the
production of its -.llocation (Bclegung) follovrcd
through the central offices (Zcntralc) in agree
ment with the authorities and the leadership staff
(Pueiirungsstab) Berlin."
The cyldcncc shows that through the Ostfascr Company and
its subsidini'ics, a vast number of industries v/erc tpjccn
over and administered in Russia and the Baltic countries.
The ovidonco establishes that through these organizations,
vast quantities of raw materials wore removed from the
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occupied territories for export to the Reich, As a matter
of fact, the activity report of the Ostfaser for
1941-1942 shovjs that during the 21-month period ending 30
June 1943, these removals totaled 29,208 tons, of which
26,000 tons were sent to the Reich, Other evidence also
shows large shipments of raw materials out of the Eastern
territories during said period, through these KEHRL-
dominated organizations. The same wa,s true of textile
stocks found "by the G-ermans in the occupied territories in
the Ostland. Indicative of the thoroughness of the spolia-
i
tion thus practiced, we have hut to note Ostfaser report
of 1941-1942 that shows that over 10,000 tons of wool and
animal hair were removed during such period from the occu
pied Eastern territories, valued at over 19 million Heichs-
marks.
It appears that one Dr. Doran. Chairman of the
hoard of the Aufsichtsrat, in the course of making a
general husiness report at a general meeting of the Ost
faser and its subsidiaries, which meeting was presided
0 *
over by KEHRL, on 13 December 1944, indicated that about
83,800 tons of textiles had been imported from the east
to the Reich and that about 15,000 tons of cellulose and
paper hs^d been imported into the Reich from the liiascern
occupied territories. It also appears from the evidence
that in the course of the evacuation of the Eastern terri-
i
tories, vjhen they were retaken from the G-erman forces,
great quantities of raw materials and finished textile
prod.ucts were shipped to G-erman with the help of these
organisations. In addition to this, vast amounts of
factory machinery were sent to the Reich from the factories
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in the East# One prosecution witness, namely Lizdens, ^
who h^d been employed in an Ostfaser enterprise in Latvia^
stated;
"During the time that I worked v/ith the
Baltische Seidenmanufaktiir Rigas Audums,
material was jprocessed there vihich had
atored for years# The greatest part,
approxiinately, of the production, hox/ever,
was exported to G-ermany# Among other things,
the plant was very extensively engaged in^the
special production of parachute silk for the
use of the German Armed Forces# I know that,
because the drivers of the motor tx'ucks told us
that they transported the material to a place
from vjhore it was shipped to Germany#
know and it is a matter of common know-
lodge to anyone who lived in Latvia that, dur
ing the Gorman occupation, virtually no textile
good's were available for the Latvian civilian
population. Particularly no stockings wore
available to anyone for years# The suggestion
that the average civilian got 5-6 pairs of.
stockings per year is simply ridiculous#"
♦
"When in 1944 the Germans anticipated the
approach of the Russian Army, the work manage
ment of the Ostlandfaser loaded all supplies of
goods and stripped the plant of all its machines
and crated them. I myself have participated in
the loading of goods# Among the items, invontoricfl
for shipment to Germany, v;as also an excellent motor
launch which'belonged to the original owner of
Rigas Audums, Hirsch."
It appears from the evidence that plans of evacua-
tioij were prepared jointly by the Ostfaser authorities and
the Reich authorities, for a secret report on the activi
ties of the Ostfaser companies from 1941 to 1944, herein
before referred to, stated that:
"In virture of the e^qperionce, In the evacua
tion of the Ukraine and in consideration of the
f^ greater Industrial'significance of the Ost-
land| evacuation plans, which have later proved
very good, v/ere jointly drawn up with the aut;hori-
ties,^and have realized in the removal of the
goods'being carried out according to plan every
where, where suitable schedules existed and the
required loading space could be obtained#"
From the evidence, the Tribunal is satisfied
beyond a reasonable doubt that KEHRL's activities and
participation in tho spolia.tion program in Russia and in
the occupied territories of tho Baltic states, violates
Article 52 of the Hague Convention, also Articles 53 and
55 thereof# VJe have heretofore, in connection with our
treatment of charges against another defendant under this
count, discussed the scope and applicability of the provi
sions of Articles 55 and 55 of the Hague Convention, with
respect to state-owned property# There is no doubt but
that, whether state or privately owned property was involved
in the spoliation activities in vjhich KSHEIL took part, as
hereinbefore indicated, such property x^ras treated in utter
disregrrd of the' provisions of the Hague Convention. It
is clear that the last mentioned stripping of plants in
the Eastern occupied territories^ and shipping of the
machinery therefrom to the Reich, was outright plunder,
and a violation of the Hague Convention, whether such
machinery was taken from state or privately ovmcd plants
in the occupied territories#
We find Defendant KSHRL G-UILTY under Count Six.
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RASCEi:
In addition to the ^:Gneral charges made a^sinst
Defendant Ri^SGIID in this count, he is als o'sp ecif ios lly
accused of havin^^ participated in the plunder of public
and private property in.Czechoslovakia, It is asserted
that he and the Defendant Ilehrl v/ere specifically em~
por'ered lay G-oerinp to acquire and r eproup major segments
of Czech industry, so that t he^^ could he coordinated
effectively v/ith the German v^ar effort. It is asserted
that these tro defendants drafted and executed plans for
the seizure of control of important Czech coal, steel
and armament properties. It is alleged that with Defendant
TIehrl supervising, the Defendant RASCIE acted as the sole
negotiator for many of the properties selected for acqui
sition and that he' as authorized to employ all necessary
means and devices, including the use of forced expropriations.
It is asserted that,' as a result of these activities of
Defendants RA3CIIS and liSHRL, the Hermann Goering "-orks
secured ov/nership and control of plants andrroperties
forming the foundation of the industrial life of Czechoslovakia,
It is asserted that PJvSCIID participated in the
transfer and control of major financial institutions in
Czechoslovakia to Germans, and that after the absorption
of various branch banks in the gudetenland and after the
occupation of kohemia-Loravia, t\e defendant'as able to
secure for the Dresdner Dan!:, control of the Doehmische
Escompte Dank, hereinafter referred to as DEB, It' is
asserted that the formal exchange of control of the DBS
was accomplished by voriting do^.n the value of the existing
shares, and issuinp nev/ shares, to ^-hich the Dresdner Dank
subscribed. It is asserted that the Dresdner Bank, by the
use of similar techniques, acquired the Dan!: fuer Handel
iind Industrie, formerly t'^.e Laenderbsnk, Pra^;ue, and
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mer^^ed it with the BSD. It is allesed that the Defendant
PulSGirf further participated in, facilitated and sourjlit
advantagos from, the program of Aryanization introduced
into countries occupied by 3-ermony, designed to exnel
Je^"S from economic life ai'^d Involving threats, pressure
and coercion to fox'ce Jev's to transfer their rroperties
to G-ermans. It is further asserted that Defendant rL--CC::D
participated in the necessary financing of snoliation
agencies in Dastern occupied territories. It is s'^ecifi-
cally asserted that Defendant RASCIID directed and suner-
viscd the activities of the resdner Danh ancD its affil
iates in occupied v^estern areas. Involving economic
exploitation, including particularly activities involving
transfer of control of Dutch enterprises to selected TJerman
firms tlirough the process called "Verflechtung" , v/hich was
an interlacing of Dutch and' German capital and economic
interests,
Because of the vast amount of testimony here adduced
by the prosecution and t:-;e defense, rigorous summarization
becomes necessary in our treatr.ient of this part of the case,
'e '"ill first turn to the charges relating to Gzechoslovahia,
exclusive of the Sudetenland, Dhe findings of the II'l and
the evidence in this c ase clearly establish the carrying
on of an indefensible spoliation grogram in the Dastern
occupied territories, including Gzechoslovahia, Dhe judg
ment of the ipi states, ••Gzechoslovehian industry was
worhed into the s tructeirG of German war production and
exploited for the German "war effort", T.'e are here concerned
with the question whether DAGOrDi partlcixjated in such
spollauion progran, yhe evidence shov's that immediatelv
V
follo^ving the occupation of Prague, the Doehmiache ISscompte
DanhjD^D, was taken over by GeiWiien interests. The taking-
over measures consisted of a series of rather thinly dls-
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guised actions, in connection v«ith \fvnicn Deiendant
KASCiE appears to have been closely identified. It is
of Interest to note that on tbe very dav of March 1939,
when the Reich forces marched into Prague, von
Luedinghausen, a then member of the Vorstand of the
Dresdner Bank, appeared in the BEB at Prague, garbed in
military uniform. Immediately thereafter, the
Verwaltungsrat of BEB was reorganized, In the co^'rae of
v/hich sixteen members resigned, of whom ten apparently
were so-called non-Aryans. It appears that seventeen new
members were chosen, and among them were Defendant tASCKE
and Gustav Overbeck, also a member of the Vorstand of the
Dresdner Bank". Defendant i-ASCHE became Chairman of the
Vervjaltungsrat of the BEB. It is signiixcant tnat on 15
March 1939, at the time of the invasion or ozecnoslovakla,
tte BEB tad a capital stock of 150,000,000 koruna, divided
into 650 shares. At that time, it appears that the
Dresdner Bank did not own any shares of DEp, At least, they
v;ere not shareholders of record. Despite this, it s^'ppears
that the control of said bank was dominated by the Dresdner
Bank from and after 15 March 1939, The evidence shows that
thereafter tie formality of a general meeting of share
holders was held on 22 May, 1939. It appears that Defendant
PASCI^E assumed the presiding position in such meeting,
although his election had not yet been approved by the
general meeting. It was at this meeting that a plan for the
reduction of the capital stock from 130,000,000 koruna to
32,500,000 was effected, followed by an increase to
100,00u,000. Tne last mentioned increase v;as largely taken
up by the Dresdner bank which, vjith the shares they acquired
OTit of tie REB treasury stock, g-ave them holdings equivalent
to approximately seventy percent of the outstanding stock,
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whereas prior to such manipulation they were not even stock-:
holders of record. It appears that at this meeting Defendant
RASGIC'S position as Chairman of the Vorstand v/as confirmed.
The defendant, in the course of his testimony before this
Tribvinal, in making reference to the appearance •of von Lueding-
hausen, a director of t he Dresdner Bank, in the BBB, on the day
of the invasion of Prague, indicated that it was little more
than a coincidence. It has been observed, liov/ever, from the
evidence, that the same von Luedinghausen had displayed an
active interest in the acquisition of the BEB prior to the in
vasion, and continued to be an active participant in the affairs
of the Dresdner Bank and the BEB, and their a ctivities with
respect to Czechoslovakia after 15 March, 1939. The evidence
establishes beyond reasonable doubt that the BEB was taken over
and dominated by the Dresdner Bank and RA3CILE, by and through
coercive police-state meas\n?es, including the use of threats
and concentration camps and Aryanization of holdings in such
✓
bank, all of v/hichv:as possible because of the Reich's purpose
to v/ork the BEB and other financial institutions into the
German economy.
After the BEB came thus under the domination of the
Dresdner Bank, it v;as conducted by RASCHE and such Dresdner
Bank, Vie must remember that during this period the Defendant
RA3CIIE v/as also Chairman of t he Vorstand of t he Dresdner Bank.
The foregoing references to the evidence allude to but a
small part of the great mass of evidence, which establishes
clearly the illegality of the taking over and the domination
of the BEB by the Dresdner Bank and RASCHE,
Eollowing the taking over of control of the BEB by
the Dresdner BanV:, and vAiile it w as largely under the super
vision and. control of Defendant RASCI^E, the BEB took an
active part in the extreme confiscatory and indefensible
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Aryanizaoion prcgrara of the Reich in Czechoslovakia. This
is abumaantly proved hy various items of documentary evidence
introdLicod In this case. in this connection, it is note
worthy that. In a report of the Dresdner Bank dated August,
1941, mention was niade with respect to the Aryanization
activities of s uch hank from Llaroh 1939 to April, 1941. -Wo
quote the following excerpts from said reports
"According to the enclosed report we have carried
out officially approved Aryanizations amounting to a
total purchase price of aoout K 232,000,000 since the
establishment of the Protectorate in r,larch 1939 until
April 1941. in respect to these purchase prices, con
sideration shou.ld be given'to the fact that hiey'T:ere
set as low as could bo economically justified. In
normal times, of coursd, the total value of Jer/lsh
property so far transferred into Aryan hands with our
help would undoubtedly bo- higher.
"R'g have received cormmissions of a^^-out R 4,900,000
from these activities. The report states that thore
are presently approximatoly 100 uncomnleted Aryaniza-
tions. kost of the eases are in textile or food cate
gories .
"Our intensive efforts in the*Entjudungsscktor'
(DejudifIcation Trench) have brought in a number of
valuable accounts and an expansion of our credit
business. In addition, the specialized activity in
the field was .hf'.ghly beneficial in the general pro-
emotion of our business.''
Defendant KA3CHT, while on the stand, denied that he Iiad ever
seen this report. This is not important. The fact remains
that it is credible evidence of the extent of the Dresdner
Bank participation in the Ar^-anization program during the
period mentioned. It further indicates the effectiveness
of the Aryanization as an instrumentality of spoliation.
There can be little question but that Defendant, as active
head oi tne Vorstand of the TTT, was conversant with such
an oxuGnsivG activity of such bank. In this connoctlon,
v/6 also make rcfercnco to a letter, under date of 29 liarch
1939, containing a memorandum rela tive to conferenceslia d,
i.vhich memorandum was made by one Herbock, a Vorstand member
of ti-ic Jrosdner Tank, andv/aa directed to the Defendant RAGCIIT.
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Ttiis niGinopsndurn psvoals cIig piipposG anQ niannsp of Ap^anxzatiloii
authorised and decided upon for the Gorman banks, with respect
to Csechoslovakia. The cover letter to DP.RASCEE reads as followss
I.y dear D^. R/.iiiCHiu' Enclosed you Y/ill find a memoran
dum covering various conferences concerning different
affairs ,which will interest 3^ou, Tonight a meeting
of the German banks will take place at kr. Kehrlts"^
office where directives for Aryanlzations in this
territory will be discussed. I have an appointment
with von Luedinghausen on Friday in Dresden and at
that occasion I will report to you about the results
of that meeting,
Tith Heil Hitler I am very trulj'* yours
(signed) HERBECK. " ' , Vj
A pertinent excerpt from said report roods as followst
•'Conference with referents of SD and Gestapo.
In order to maintain the" Gorman economic position
in Bohctr.ia and Horavia local Gorman banks will prefer-
ably be concornod in cases of Aryanization. Aryani-
zation will be carried through on the principles of
private economy, Onr advantage comparec with Czech
Dankss Priority exit visa issued by Gcstano, Non-
Aryans transfer their property tiorough trustees to
local Gorman banks and receive exit permits in return.
"In order to avoid Jo^-lsh influence to be taken over
by the Czechs a s]~'Ocial dccroo will be issued tomorrow
according to which the sale of Jewish property must bo
approved upon by the authorities, Schickedans and
Overbook started already on the first cases of Aryani-
sation. (Blocb-Dauor),"
The foregoing references allude to but a smell part
of the evidence, which establishes clearly that RA3CIIE •par
ticipated with the Drcsdnop Bank in the Reich's indefensible
program of Aryonization in connection with the illegal .proe-ram
of spoliation of Czcchoslovakicn Gconomy.
Ve v/ill now turn to the charge that Defendant RASCIIE
participated in tlic spoliation program of the Reich, r/ith
respect to Czechoslov. kian industry. It appears clearly that
Defendant RA3CHE took an active part in bringing important
Cscchoslovakian industries under the coniploto domination
and concrol of Reich interests, all in keeping with the an
nounced purpose of the Nazi hierarchy, as indicated in the
findin";s of the lltT hcrcinboforc referred to.
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It appears that sweeping and coercive policc-
sta.tc mcas^'^os were also used in sjcLiring shares in sucli
indnstries, so that an ostensihlc majority stock control
could bo displayed. Sales under duress, aryanisation of
Jewish holdings, tantamount in a grc.-t many cas-s to
plain confiscation, wore extensively practiced; In such
program, the 323 and its Vorstand President HASCHS played
an important role. As a result, it vjas possible for the
Hermann G-ccring VJorks to sccui-c control of both the Poldi-
hucttc and Erste Brucnnor I-iaschincnfabrik holdings in
^ CzochoslovrJ£ia. It Is noteworthy that the Poldihuctte of
Prague was a large producer of stool of the highest quality,
1 a.nd it and the Erstc Bruonncr l-Iaschinenfabrik wore vamong
some of the most vital and importa.nt cornpvaiiics in Osccho-
slovricia,' It is significant that subsequently authoriza,tlon
was given for the making of outright gifts from Poldihuotto
to P.eichsmrr'schal G-ocring in the sum of 500,000 Ril, This
would indicate the correctness of the cla.ijA that the seizure
and domina.tion of such industries v;a,s entirely for the bon—
^ ofit of the G-crman masters.
It is further claimed by the prosecution that HA3CHE
a.lso took a.n liiroortant and a.otivc part in acquii'ing for
G-crman interests control of the largo Skodavjcrko in Ozccho—'
slova,kia, aji arma.mcnt, tank and vehicle producing pla.nt,
and another similar plant, the Brucnncr Waffenwerkc, Accord
ing CO statements of Defendant Kclirl, made by him during an
^ interrogation on 18 Octobor 1946, he and Defendant PA-SGHE
represented the Hcich Government in the plan to acquire
control of the Skoda.v/crkc, a.nd that the doma,nd of the Germa.n
Government for a transfer of a controlling block of stock in
Skoda., from Czochoslovakia.n hands to G^^rman ha.nds, vras tra,ns-
mittcd by them. It appears th- t Kciirl and 3ASCHS began work
on the acquisition of Skoda and Bruennorv/crko immediately
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aftor tho occupation of Prague.. From the cvidonco, if ap
pears clcarl3- that coercive measures were again employed
in acquiring those industries. As a result of the activi-
/
ties of RASCHE and Kohrl in th.sc trans.-^ction, controlling
interests in* those industries came into possession of Kohrl
and PvASCHE as trustees, and wore subsequently - that is,
late in 1959 or early in 1940 - transferred to tho Hermann
(loering Works. That such transaction was an illegal act
of spoliation, there can be no doubt. A great deal of evi
dence in the record, not hero specifically alluded to, fur
ther sustains this charge. »
It appears tha.t RASCHE took an a.ctive part in nego-t
tiations for the acquisition of the Rothschild-Cntmann
holdings in the great Witkox^ritz steel plants, the then
largest producer of iron and steel in Czechoslovalcia. It
appears that such negotiations were finally concluded, but
the payment never was completed because of the progress of
the War. While such negotiations were going on, it appears
that the plant was^being operated for the benefit of the
Cerman war economy, under a so-called absentee trusteeship,
in which Befondanf RASCHE held a managing position. It
further appears that while such negotiations v/orc being con-
duo ccd, one of the Rothschilds was in custody of the Costape
in Vienna. It appears from the documentary evidence that
permission was secured for RASCHE from the Cestapo to inter
view said Rothschild, v/hilo ho x/as in such custody. It
further appears that RASCHE hinted at drastic measures if
the agreement was not reached^ Tho documentary evidence
with respect to this matter is interesting, as illustrative
of some of the methods resorted to by the Reich in tho
carrj^ ing out of spoliation projectsj.
Tiie evidence is voluminous r.nd convincinv thr.t
f
the Dmosdnen Bunk und tlic Dof.-ndunt H^ISCI-IE nlso p-r-
ticip'^tcd in the Reich spoliution pnocnum in Hollri'd.
/ - ^ /
it is rP.ply proved tlirourh .coci''cion, ur^Aunizr-tion
oactics, and other police—stato moasuros, vast '^mounts
' '
ox property were txT.nsfcrred to G-orman interests, and
that the Drosdncr Bank and HAsiJHS topk an active part
in various T/ays in such nefarious traffic. In Holland,
this Teas largely done tlirough the agency of the Handels-
trust ivestj a. concern organized and conti'ollcd oy the
Drosdncr Ba.nk as a subsidiary, The- aryaniz .tion ac
tivities and the ti-'a.fx''ic in confiscated px^oaDox'ty in
Holland, as carried out "cj this .agency, it is abundantly
px-ov^d, v;as exiuonsive ,and vr.s ca.rriod out under the con-
trol of the Drcsdncr Bank, whose policies in th^so respects
reflacted the attitude and purposes of Dcfenfa.nt HAoCHE.
Effox'ts made oy the defendant ^^nd some witnesses to minimize
those activities pro incffoctu'^.l and unconvincing,
tJo vrill here refer to but a few of th: numox'ous
c.^hibits introduced by the proaccutlon, in support of the
changes rg.ainst Dcf^^ndant .?A3GXE with respect to sooli'^.tion
in Holland. These arc illustrative of the voluminous evi
dence introduced, and which convincingly establish said
CiXarges. It appears that the Drosdncr Bank played ^ lead
ing role in the^ organization of the HandolstrList best in
Holland in 19bS, and that fx-^om th^n on "Its issued capital
uninxorruptcdly in the'hands of the Drosdncr
Banle or under-takings under the control of the Drosdncr
Bank ii
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It further appears that after Holland had "been overrun hy
the German forces, the Handelstrust V/est assumed a more
active role, and acted as the representative of the Dresdner
Bank. The evidence shov/s that, in 1940, one F. DellschoT;,
a former employee of Dresdner Bank in Berlin, became manager
of I-Iandelstrust West. In such capacity, he made detailed
reports to the Dresdner Bank, and frequently v;ent to Berlin
to make personal reports.
It appears that in I.Iarch, 1941, Seyss-Inquart, the
Reichs Commissioner for the Occupied Netherlands, issued a
decree, dated 12 I,larch, 1941, which was therein referred to
as "Decree of Economic De-Judaisation," which decree provid
ed in part as follows?
"(1) The Reich Conmiissar for the Occupied Nether
lands (Commissar General for Finance and Economy) may
appoint trustees for enterprises subject to registra
tion,
•'(2) The cost of the trustee administration v/ill
be borne by the enterprise concerned,
"par, 8,
"'(1) Unless otherv/j.se stipulated on the appoint
ment of a trustee, the latter has power to handle all
legal business and transactions in and out of court,
which the management of the enterprise entails. He
may, in particular, ^JLl the whole or part of the en
terprise, and fix the terms of sale. T/hile the enter
prise is under trusteeship, a guardian, custodian or
other administrator c^not vslidly be appointed. While
the enterprise is und'er'^trusteeship, the pov/ers of the
proprietor, tTTe manager or any other person autlTorized.
to act as cle"uty of the administrator, are suspended.
The same applies for the powers of all existing boards;
their powers are conferred upon the trustee. However,
the Reich Commissar for the Occupied Netherlands (Com
missar General for Finance and Economy) may decree,
that the boards retain part of or all their powers.
''(2) 'If the enterprise is entered in the commercial
register, the appointment of the t rustee will be entered
free of charge, in tlie commercial register as a matter
of official routine," (Underscoring supplied)
'Par, 12
"The Reich Commissor for the Occupied Netherlands
(Commissar General for Finance and Economy) may forbid
enterprises which are subject to registration to carry
onjDusineas, He may give instructions that such enter
prise be woimd up or closed down altogether, up to a
certain date fixed by him."
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It should here he noted that a memorandum by one
Rienecherj an official of the Dresdner Bank, dated 5 llarch
1941, and directed to Defendant R^.SCHE, makes reference to
the fact that a draft of an Aryanization Ian had been com
pleted and would probably be promulgated on 15 liarcli of
that year, it being indicated that same came as the result
of a conference with German officials in the Hague, Said
memorandum then proceeds to describe -lUite correctly the
provisions of said decree, as revealed by its subsequent
publication, such decree being the same hereinbefore referr
ed to as made by 3eyss-lnquart. The memo further states;
"For the banks it would be advisable to obtain
powers of attorney from their Gorman customers and
to file the claims on their behalf in advance of
such "T.ieetin'^s of Planning' in which they do not
participate. The procedure of the heetings of Plan
ning is also going to start in the middle of '•
March and is carried on independently of the date on v/hich
the Aryanization Lav/ becomes effective. Therefore
months will elapse yet, '7e have to find out details
yet in regard to the order in which each of the trades
will be dealt vrith,
'' In case the Meeting of Planning has finally de-
termined the person who is to acquiro the enterprise
and if in principle this person agrees to the acqui
sition, the purchase pricc will not be fixed by nego
tiations but a so-callecT fair price will be arrived
at and fixed by a trus t'ce' s office which v/Tll be
set up for this purpose by the office of the Reich
Cor.ir1issioner(UnderscToring supplied)
From the evidence it also appears that, on 15 March
1941, Dellachov; v/rote to Defendant RASGHE that;
''The text of the Aryanization Law which v;ill be
supplemented by carrying-out-ordinanccs, v/as pro
mulgated on lo March, V/e have immediately v/ired
the essential parts of the contents to Berlin.
'*At a meeting v/hich took place here in Amsterdam
on 12 March and in viiich the Reich Commissioner ad
dressed the German colony, he declared, that the
'de-Judaeificatlon' of the economy will radically be
carried out here in Kolland. ",7o of the Ilandelstrust
v/ill therefore soon have to reckon with much work in
this field, as we ccn already see from tho length of
our waiting list of persons interested in acquiring
businesses of that "mind
In evidence v;e also have the statement of one Max Bardroff
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who, fi-'om 1940 to September 1944, v/as a member of the
Advisory Committee of Ilandelstrust I'est In Ara.sterdam.
33-id statoment roads in part as follows;
"1. I was assi^,Gd to above position by the
Vorstand of the Drcsdncr lianl:, P-r.^lasche per
sonally, At the time of my activity Doctor' Haschc
v/as a mc.mber of the Vorstand of "the Drcsdnor Banlc
responsible for Holland. . At the same time I v/as
manayer of the Drcsdner Dank Duesseldorf vhich also
^ was subordinated to Dr. nasche\ I therefore v/as in
all my activities responsible, to Dr. Rasche. DMy.ac
tivities with the Kandelstrust V/est IT.V. naturally
consisted mainly in negotiations and carrying out
transactions between D'cstern Germany and Holland. I
wish to add tnat the majority of transactions of the
Kandelstrust Vest K.V. were carried out ivith 'Vestcrn
Crormany. Apart from that I put my experiences as
branch-mans;;^er ac the disposal of the management of
the Kandelstrust Kest, as the majority of them did
not have sufficient Imowledge. I did"this in com-
pliancQ with the request of Dr.Rasche, who had full
confidence in me. I.ly -osition therefore was not onl- '^-
en, official one but also a position of trust, A'nart
irom til c current busmcss reports which were sent
from the^flandelstrust KoSt IT.V. via the Auslands-
®®'^^°tariat 3 to Dr.RasdiC, I kept Dr,Rasche con
stantly informed of the affairs of the Ilandelstrust
WgSt^lT.V. , mostly verbally v/hon we mot, 3o, Dr.Rasche
v/as informed in detail of all important occurrences,
transactions and conferences of the Kandelstrust V/cat
r. V,
''2, In June, 1940, the Kandelstrust ";est IT.V. had
a staff of 5-6 omx^loyees which evenly increased until
September 1944 to 40-50, This in.croaso resulted from
the expansions of the transactions, I have to o:-nlain
that in 1940 the Kandelstrust "Ost H.V. had no branches
for stocks and bonds, letters of credit or banking
transactions; all of v.hichwere only established after
1940.
V •
"3. For interlacing transactions, and .iryanizations
. Dr. Robert Hobirk v/as delegated to the Ilandelstrust '
VIest K.V. as an omployec of the Drcsdner Dank. This
v/as necessary as on account of the. increase of these
transactions, the assignment of a special omplojrGe
had become imperative. Dr. Kobirk thereforo^'had been
given special leave from the forces in compliance with
a request made "bj the Kandelstrust IT.V. with Dr.
Rasche's consent. Dr. Kobirk kept the Auslandssekre-
tariat* 3 informed c.-3 to his activities and apart from
that also Doctor Rasche on his visits to Holland.''
There v/aa also Introduced In evidence a statement by tho
said Dp. Hobirk, above reforrocl to, which throws light'upon
his activities, the responsible role of Dr. Rasche In the
A
apoliai^ion program and the extent to which same was carried
on.
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*w'e quote tho following thorcfrom:
"In Berlin, I was an official handling assigned
problems (Sacliboarbeitcr) in one of the Drosdnor
Bank s branch officcs, where »I bccvamc Chief of De
partment in 1939» spring 1959, I was called out
into the army, at first for voluntary training
period which subsequently bocLame military service
for war purposes. In June 1940, I was a.ssigned as
organizer of the main registry in the office of the
Vvchrmacht Commander for the Netherlands. In about
October 1940, on request of Dr. Karl HASCI-IE and wax
BABDROFF, I was exempted from military service for
a daughter company of the Drcsdncr Bank, the Mandcls-
trust West in Amsterdam, where I stayed until November
1942, From the knowledge acquired within this period
I am in a position to make tho following statement:
'•Ny working sphere at the Handelstrust V/cst was
the so-called interlocking of capital (K.a-oite.lver-
flcchtung). For further elucidation I ^-aht to say
that this'expression indicates the particioation of
G-crman capital in Dutch enterprises, be it by ••'-'.y of
voluntary •Qurchasc or other steps, as for inst nco
by Aryanization. This was part of the a)ro^:rarn of the
Ccrman Covcrnment for" the NetnorlanlSo This se-hore of
tasks was allocated to mo by Herr BARDHOFF by order of
Dr, PA.3GHE. Dr, HAoOr-E, at that time, was Vorstand
member of the Drcsdncr Bank and in this caxacity re
sponsible for the Netherlands. I have be^n acquainted
with Dr. RASCHB since 1955, During activity I was
not an employee of the Handelstrust Ivest, but of the'
Dresdner Bank, and my salary was also paid in Berlin,
though I received daily allovaance in Holland, These
do-ily allowances, however, wore paid back by tho Foreign
Socrctorial Office. (Ausl.andssokrctariat) ♦ On my
activity I reported to the Foreign Secretarial Office,
attention Dr. ENTZIAN, Dr. RA3CHE rcccivod these re
ports, as he was responsible for Holland. • I fLuihor
reported continually on Western Oorman affairs to
BARDROi-'F, and to Dr. RASCHS I also reported orally on
my activity^as often as ho was in Holland. Dr. fA-SCHS
cxpressod^his satisfaction on the progress of my v;ork,
in view of tho fact that by this the Handelstrust V/est
Was earning commissions.
*1 ^ ? order to bo eblc to carry out ray tasks, I resorted CO vejrious brokers who informed me of available
B-opcrty^and other objects for acquisition, I
iind a German buyer fbr this object.
Simultaneously, X asked the otmor about his rcrdincss
to sell and negotiated v;ith him. In other cases,
Germans recommended iy the Foreign Socrotarlal Office
ox tno Drcsdnoi" Bank, oarae and informed me of their
interest in an object already defined or of their in '
natuec. I may add th-t, in Holland,
^^Lislness (VerfIcchtungsgcschaeft)
su-o-oiic^t Aryanizatlons. " (Underscoring
Also in evidence is a statement of said Hobirk, llst^
Ing numerous firms which wore nryanlzcd and merged through tho
Handelstrust V/cst.
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That the Handclstrust West cllcL a "brisk business in
the execution and carrying out of such ar5''anization program
appears from a report of the ForQis;n Department of the
Drosclner Bank of IS Scptombcr 1941, vjhich report states in
part as follows:
"In the course of the aryanization of the Dutch
industry the local customers made use, to__a con
siderable extent, of the services of the Handcls-
trust. Numerous visitors from G-crmany - an average
of 150 per month - were there given a.dvice and aic..
There is considerable evidence in the record,'showing spe- ^
cific instances of arji^Jiization through thrc-ts and pressure,
and active participation by the Handelstrust "i'Jcst in the
consummation of such illegal transactions.
The evidence introduced to sustain the charges made
against^Defcndant RAoGHK, vrith respect to spoliation in
Belgium, is not so voluminous or convincing as tha.t intro
duced V7ith respect to Holland. An official report of the
Commissioner of the National Bank of Belgium, covering from
Hay 1940 to May 1941, the first year of the Gorman occupation
of Belgium, indicates that among the German banks^which,
through •QGrmission of the Reich Economic Ministry, had occn
permitted to found strongholds in Belgium, was "the Drcsdncr
Bank, v/hich took up activities under the name of Contincntale
Bank SA, NV. This is in the form of a corporation under
Belgian law, and has a stock capital of 10 mill, bfrs."
It further appears that RA3GHE was the member of the Vor-
stand of the Drcsdncr Bank given responsibility i.or tnc
V conduct of its business in Belgium,
A number of communications, emanating from various
officials in the Drcsdncr Bank and the Continontalo Bo.nk,
indicate that participation in the spoliation progrojn tiirou^h
aryanization was vjithin the contemplation of such officials,
and it sooms that aomo such communications wer6 dir'ootGd to
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RA3GKE* For instance, in evidence is a letter from a di
rector of the Dresdner Bank to an official of the Conti-
nentale Bank, suggesting that
"it seems to be particularly advisable to make
sure of an influential informant in Belgium who
has good insight into'matters and with whom one
can cooperate and who, in the interest of both,
draws attention to possibilities of Industrial
pojcticipation* As far as it would he possible
to reveal weak points in the manner, (non-aryan
blocks'of shares and other debatable participa
tions), affilia.ted firms could bo contacted here
in the Reich and given a useful hint."
From such evidence, however, it does not convincingly ap-
pecx that Defendant RA3CHE furthered or implemented the
spoliation progrcjn through the Continonto.le Bank, or that
the spoliation activities charged were, in fact, commit'ced
by the Continentale Bank, either with or without his know-
lodge. Iho fact that oorrespondonce and other documentary
evidence indicates that sinister^and illegal plans were oeing
contemplated does no\, of itself, constitute sufficient basis
for a finding of guilt. Furthermore, wo can not predicate
guilt on the showing that the Dresdner Bo.nk provided sovoi'al
million marks for the acquisition of certain Polish shai^cs
of the blasting furnace plant Ostrovriec for the Hermann
Crocring Works. Tho statement by the prosecution, as con
tained in its brief, that "It is perfectly clear from the.
time sequence and the amounts involved that RASCHE partici
pated as a major agent In the forced transfer of these
shares." is not a tenable contention.
Tho furth-:,r claim that the Gontinontalo Bank lent
itself to the spoliation of Bclgiuin, by acting as an agent
in the disposal^of allegedly confiscated securities and
other valuables, likewise cannot, under tho, evidence ad.'^uocd,
be made the basis of a finding of guilt. Tho evidence dis
closes that tho bank did handle some securities, which one
V7itnesa, Count Philip Orssich, concluded were confiscated
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securities. There does not appear to "be in evidence,
however, adequate factual "oasis for the witness's con
clusion, In evidence also is a statement of one Janmart,
an employee of the Oontinentalc Ba.nk during the G-crman
occupation of Belgium, In such sta.tcmcnt, witness indi
cates that ho observed v/hat seemed to him to be rather
j
questionable business transactions, with respect to certain
securities, which were handled and disposed of by the Oon
tinentalc Bank, This witness also concluded t^t such
securities were illegally confiscated property, and he
states, "...it is evident that the whole business wcs one
of the numerous forms of 'legal looting' carried out by
the Germans during the occupation of Belgium." The sin
cerity of the witness in arriving at such conclusion is
not questioned, but the fact remains that it docs not ap
pear that his conclusion is supported properly by factual
evidence. Vi"o would not be justified in predicating a
finding of guilt on such conclusion, with respect to the
charges made against RA3CHE regarding spoliation in Belgium,
The cha,rgcs against Defendant HA3CHS, with respect to
spoliation a.ctivitios in Poland a.nd Russia and the Baltic
countries, consist largely of claims that Defendant RABOHE,
'tlirough the Dr^sdncr Bank, gave financial assistance In^
financing the requirements of Roich spoliation agencies,
active In the Reich program of spoliation in such terri
tories. It appears from the ovid-cnco tha.t credit was given
to agencies which probably wore engaged in spoliation acti
vities. As hereinbefore indicated, on this question in dis
cussions in our treatment of Count V, and in view of the
evidence generally with respect to the credits hero involved,
we do not find adequate basis for a holding of guilty on ac
count of such loans. Because of defendant's/participation
in spoliation in Bohemia-Moravia and Holland, wo find him
guilty under Count Six.
•"7 io^
SCm/miN VtN KROSIQK
In addition to the general charges made against
^ *• i
all defendants in this count, it is specifically charged
that, "The Oerman Foreign Office and the Defendant SOHli'iTERIN-
KROSIGK played a significant role in establishing and carry
ing out programs for economic exploitation in various occu-
pied countries, particularly in occupied territories in the
west. These programs included exaction of excessive occupa
tion indemnities, establishment of so-called "clearing
accounts" and the "transfer to G-erman ownership of indus
trial participation and foreign investments by means of
compulsory sales." It is further specifically alleged
that Defendant SCH\'/ERIN-KRtSIGK, with other defendants,
took part in numerous meetings at which exploitation
policies were discussed and plans were made.
At all the times covered by the charges in this
count Defendant SCE^VERIN-KROSIGK was Reich Minister of
Finance, he holding such position from 1932 to 1945. He
thus held that important cabinet effice in the Reich through-
out the period in which the Reichj under Hitler, launched
and carried out its various aggressive invasions, wars, and
other unconscionable crimes and programs which are under
consideration in this proceeding. ^
The defendant, in the course of his examination be-
4
fore this Tribunal, sought to Justify his continuance in
such position throughout the period in question by assert
ing that he desired to exert a good influence upon the
Nazi Government. He indicated that in the fall of 1936
he had consulted people close to him on whether or not he
should stay in his cabinet position. He stated that a
resignation by him "would have robbed myself and those
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Vcifoles in the population who knew and trusted me of
the opportunity to see to justice and right and order
4
and decency in my ovm sphere of yrork, and over and beyond
* 4
that of trying, if an opportunity should arise, to raise
the voice of reason and justice " V'fe also wish to here
allude to another statement made by the defendant during
the course of his examination. With respect to a prosecu
tion exhibit dealing with a conference over which G-oering
had presided the defendant stated, "It didn't matter so
much what G-oering said but on what was actually done." We
must here point out that what defendant now says is of much
less importance than what he actually did during the times
in question with respect to the formulation, execution or
furtherance of the wrongful acts or programs which are
here involved.
It appears that within a few weeks after Poland was
4 ,
invaded by German forces a decree, bearing date October 12,
4
1939, and signed by Hitler and various other Reich officials,
^ 4
among them the Defendant "VON KROSIGK, was issued, placing
the territories thus occupied under the authority of Dr.
Prank as Governor General. Section "711 of such decree
provided:
- "(l) The cost of administration shall be borne
by the oocuiied territory.
"(2) The Governor General shall draft a budg;et.
The budget shall require the approval of
the Reich Minister of Finance."
This is of impor-^anoe as indicating that as of that early
date and at that stage of the Reich's program of aggression
and crime Defendant KROSIdC was one of the officials v/hose
participation and approval was essential, his role being
with respect to an extremely vital feature of the project.
It must be noted that on the date of 19 October 1939
Gfering directed to all the Reich ministers, business groups
and general plenipotentiaries of the Fi-ui-"YGar P.lan a
rather long and formal directive in the nature of a recap
itulation of directives for the economic administration
of the Occupied territories, which directives he had issued,
"during a session of 13 October", VJe quote the follov/ing
excerpt from said directive:
"On the other hand, there must be removed
from the territories of the GoVv^rnment-Goneral
all raw materials, scrap materials, machines,
etc,, v/hich are of use for the German war
economy. Enterprises which are not absolutely
necessary for the meager maintenance of the
naked existence of the-populatien must be
transferred to Germany^ unless such transfen
would require an unreasonably long period of
time, and would make it more practicable to
give these enterprises German orders, to be
executed at their present location,"
He also called attention in said directive to the fact that
he had founded a Main Trustee Office for the Ec.st and
defined its duties with respect to the economic adminis
tration Of the Occupied territories.
That the Reich Minister of Finance cooperated in
%he program" v>jhich thus included sweeping confiscatory
features is attested to by the fact that under date of
18 January 1940 a note by Ministerialdirigent Bayrhoffer
Of the Ministry of Finance sets forth the procedure for
the handling of "captured funds", prefacing said statement
T^th the 'words;
"The following was arranged at the conference
November 1939, in agreement with the
and OKM (Hi^ Commana of the ^rmy and High
Oommand of the Navy)."
It is true that the note in question does not
expressely indicate whether or not the "captured funds"
were atate-owned or privately owned, but it appears that
specific reference is therein made to savings account
books which obviously would not be state-owned propertyj,"
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Iand tho defendant during his examination before this
Tribunal practically admitted that he could not conceive
that kind of property to be "war booty".
That tho defendant v/as kept informed of the nature
'and progress of tho hoich's criminal program in Poland
becomes clear from the fagst that on February 12, 1940,
Field Marshal Goering hold a meeting in Bsrlin which in
the report thereof is designated as "most secret", kt
such meeting, among others, wore present Governor General
Frank, Defendant KOERNSR, Reichsfuehrer SS Himmlor and
Defendant VON KROSIGK. kt such mooting Goering explained
"that tho strengthening of tho war potential of tho Reich
must be tho chief aim of all measures to be taken in tho
East". '^'0 call attention to the follovtfing excerpts from
said report.
"If all measures must serve the chief purpose
of strengthening the economic power, wo must re
frain, within the area, from the attempt of
Germany, to bring it up to the standard of tho
• Old Reich (hltroich) immediately. The process of
assimilation in tho new Eastern Gaus will, there
fore, bo 'much slower than Vi/as possible in ^^ustria
and in tho Sudeten Gau in times of peace, it
will be tho task of tho Reich to carry out the
reconstruction of the East with all its power
after the end of tho war."
-Jf -Sf -Jf
"Tho task consists of obtaining tho greatest
possible agricultural production from the new
Eastern Gaus disregarding questions of ownership.
The Minister of Food and -agriculture has the sole
responsibility for this, regardless of when, where
and how they will later be settled. Transfer of
property can be considered only for the Baltic
Germans and for tho V^olhynion Germans "
i^t said meeting it was-reported by one, Lord Lieutenant
Gauleiter \Jagner, with respect to the J^ipstorn territories
that:
"jugriculture is in good shape. Industry
could increase its output by 30 to 50^ if it
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wcro possible to eliminate the transportation
difficulties. No evacuations have taken place
so far. Eowovor, for the future the deportation
of 100 - 120,000 Jews and 100,000 unreliable
Polish immigrants is being considered "
It further app^^ars that:
"The Koich Commissar for the consolidation of
the Gorman race, Reichsfuchrer-SS Hinmilur, reports
that 40,000 Reich Germans had to be accommodated
in Gotcnhafen, and that room had to bo made for
70,000 Baltic Germans and 130,000 Y^olhynian Ger
mans. Probably not more than 300,000 persons have
boon evacuated so far (the Polish population being
8 Mill.)
"On the other hand it vjill probably bo necessary
to transfer into the hastorn Gaus 30,000 Germans
from the Lublin j^roa Last of the hcichscl which is
to bo rosorvod for Jgvi?s."
It appears from the cyidonco that Gooring conducted
another meeting concerning the economic policy and economic
organization in the recently occupied Eastern territories
on 8 November 1941. The memorandum prepared on the results
of such mooting, and dated November 18, 1941, it appears
vjas aont to, among others, the Defendants Li.inviERS, Dj.RRE,
PLEIGEK and SCIiWERIN-ICFtOSIGIC. Re call attention to the
following significant paragraphs from such memorandum;
"I» For the duratipn of the war the reguiromonts
of the war industry aro the supremo law of all
oconoraic operation in the recently occupied
oastorn torritorios.
"II. In the long-range view, the rooently occupied
eastern torritorios will bo oconomi'cally ex
ploited from colonial viowpolnts, and by
colonial methods. The only exceptions arc
those parts of the Eastland which arc desig
nated for Gormanization at tho direction of
the Fuehrer; but they too arc subject to the
principle stated in I. above,
"III. The point of gravity for all economic work
lies in the production of food and raw
materials. The highest possible production
prices for the supplying of the Reich and
the other European countries are to bo at
tained through cheap production and main
tenance of the low living standards of the
native population. In this manner, a source
of inoomo for the Reich is to be opened up,
which will make it possible to cover in a
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Ifev/ decades, a large part of the debts
incurred in the financing of the vrar while
sparing the German^ taxpayer insofar as
possible, and at the same time will fill the
European food and raw material requirements
to the greatest possible extent.
"IV. Further processing will be admitted in the
occupied eastern territories only insofar as
this is absolutely necessary:
a) to reduce the volume of transportation (that
is, processing in principle as far as steel
and aluminum ingots),
b) to fill the urgent demands for repairs in
the country,
c) to exploit capacities in the armament field
during the v/ar.
-Jf •>£••?(• "Ji-
"VI. There is no question of supplying the population
with hi^-priced consumers* goods, iiather, all
tendencies tov/ard raising the general living
standard are to be forestalled oy the sharpest
possiole measures. The kind and quantity cf
the consumers* goods and me ands of production
to be delivered to the recently occupied
eastern territories are to be agreed upon with
the economic agencies of the Reich Commisars.
Even the Eastland must for the present be
supplied with consumers* goods only to the
most modest extent possible. The long-range
order for the Germanization of the Eastland
must not lead to a general raising of the
living standard for all the peoples living
there. Only the Germans located in the
Eastland, or to be settled there, and the
elements to be Germanized, may be treated
better.
"VII. The Russian price and v/age level is to be
kept as lov/ as is anywise possible. Any
disturbance of the price and v/age policy,
aimed exclusively at the intet'ests of the
Reich, will be ruthlessly prosecuted. The
principle applies even to the Eastland
that the surpluses, especially in the agri
cultural sector, must flow into the Keich at
the lowest possible prices,
"B, pirectives for the military economic exploita
tion or the reoently occupied eastern terri
tories . ' —
"1. Feeding and Agriculture,
The point, of gravity lies in the feeding
sector. Everything must be done to
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produce ss many agricultural nrodilcts as
possible and to make them usable for the
requirements of the troops and the Heich.
This involves the following requirements:
Jf-. * * 5^;
"3. In certain territories (especially the
middle territory) there are large stocks of
animals which must be ruthlessly and rapidly
seized in order to ease the meat situation in
the Peich, so that the animals may not lose
too much weight, A prerequisite for the
collection and removal of these stocks is for
the moment still lacking military and police
security in the territories from which large
quantities of livestock can be taken. Here
the Army must assist under all circumstances,
si- * * s|t
"e) "Provisions for the population:
% ^ sic :ic
"2. The urban porulation can receive only very
slight quantities of foodstuffs. For the
big cities, (Moscow, leningrad, Kiev) nothing
at all can be done for the time being. The
consequences resulting therefrom are hard,
but unavoidable,
"3, •Persons working directly in the CS-erman interest
will be fed at the plants by direct issues of
foodstuffs in ^uch a manner that their working
strength will be maintained to some extent.
"4, In the Hastland, also, the food rations for
the indigenous nonuletion will be reduced to
a level lying considerably below the German
(levpl)so that from there 8l.°o the largest
possible surpluses may be squeezed out for
the Reich.
* si- si-. S|c
' 'a). All agricultural and industrial installations
are the ^-^ronerty of the Soviet State. This
nro'^erty h^s now been transferred to the
Peich.
* 3F * * *
"3, It is the clearly pronounced will of the
Fuehrer that the Reich's burden of debt
arising from the war must for the most
cart be covered by receipts that must be
extracted from the recently occupied
eastern territories.
*• Jf- * sf. +
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"1. Budgets for the iroome and outgo of the
Feichs Commissariats will be drawn un by'
the Feichs Minister for the Occunied^
Eastern Territories and roved" by the
Feichs Finance MinisterJ
"2. The Feichs Finance Minister will, determine
v.'hat receipts in the occupied eastern terri-^
tories shall flow directly into the peichs
Treasury^and what reoeints shall be left
at the disposal of the Feichs Commissars
within the framework of their budget."
From the foregoing it is obvious that FFOEIcr was
given vital assignments in connection with the program of
spoliation embarked UPon by the Feioh. That VON FFOFIGIC
took seriously the assignments thus given him and that he
supported end aided in the program of spoliation and that
he urged and suggested improved methods with a view to
greater efficiency of such program is indisputably clear
t from a secret memorandum signed by YON KFOSIGIC, dated
September 4, 1942, vjhich memorandum was directed to, among
others, the Feichsmarschal of Greater Germany, the Feich
Minister in Chief of the Feich Chancellory, the Chief of
^ the oir'% the leader of the ^arty Chancellory, the Feich
I'inlster for the Occupied Eastern Territories, the Feich
Minister for Arms and Ammunition, the Feich Minister of
Economics, the Feich Minister of the Interior, and the
Feich T'^inister for Food and Agriculture. v:e call attention
to the following from said secret memorandum:
"Administration, economy and finances of the
occupied territories in the East.
"The Feich eicpects considerable economic and
financial relief to come from the occupied Eastern
territories. These territories are to secure the
food for the German neople. Oil, coal, ores and
*1 other raw materials are to be taken out of the
East for the r-urnoses of the German, nay the
European economy. A considerable part of the
war debits, especially the interest and amorti
sation debits of the Feich are to be covered by
the financial surplus of the occupied Eastern
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territories and by the integration of the dif
ference in -rices between the Beich and the East.
Even now, the occupied territories in the East
have gained an extraordinary Importance within
the framework of the German war economy. For
food sunpiles, they are the largest supplier of
the armies in the field. The m.ining of shale in
Esthonia, and of manganese ore in the Ukraine
are valuable credit items. In spite of Soviet
destruction, a multitude of industrial niants go
on working. The Ipbor potential of the East is
serving our production. Even greater use will
have to be made of the Eastern territories in
the T'resent situation. In this connection I may •
refer to the statements of the Reichsmarschal at
the meeting of 6 August 1942," (underscoring
supplied).
Peferring to the shortcomings of the organization involved
he states:
'Tt v^ould have been within the meaning of the
original plan, to have entrusted a unified, strong
leadership wdth the building-up of administration
end economy. In the East, the economy was not
supposed to lead the state, but the property of the
Reich, conquered by German soldiers in self-sacri
ficing combat, and still being so conquered, should
be administered and kept in trust, in the true
sense of the v/ord, in the interests of the Reich and
used exclusively to further its interests. The power
and the skill of the German entrepreneurs should
have been exploited through several big East Com-'
panies, v-hereas the political direction should have
been safeguarded by the Reich commissioners con
cerned. These measures of organization were
supposed to form the basis of a clear and simple
price policy, which would have helped on its part
to relieve the immense, financial stress on the
Reich." (Underscoring supplied).
That the spoliation program, with respect to "^oland
thus participated in by FPOSIGR, resulted in tremendous
returns for the Reich the evidence amply demonstrates.
Included in the evidence bearing on this is a report of the
Research Office for Military Economy, dated 10 October 1944,
dealing vith "the financial achievements of occupied areas
UP to 31 M''rch *44", find from '^uch report that the
Governor General contributed about 1,200,000,000 Reichsmarks
as a so-called "defense contribution". The evidence indi
cates that the conflrcatlon nrosram extended into the Danzig
area al-^o end that a report from the office of the Reich
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l^^inister of Finance concerning the confiscation of Polish,
and Pei/viah estates in Danzig indicates that 345 estates
were confiscated and debts totalling millions of Reichsmarks
were canceled because owed to the ''^oles, A communication
from the Reich Minip-ter of the Interior included in such
correspondence and other evidence in the record makes it
a-nnear that the Reich Minister of Finance actively partici
pated in the administration of such confiscated property.
As a participant in the formulation, implementation and. fur
therance of the Reich's spoliation program as it dealt with
•"oland he is criminally res-^onsible therefor.
In connection with the charges against defendant
with respect to the criminal program of spoliation carried
out by the Reich in Belgium, Holland and Luxembourg,
there is considerable evidence in the record to show the
illegal nature and the sweeping scope of the spoliation
program of the Reich in those countries. This is true
with respect to bccupetional costs levied against Belgium.
The illegal removal of gold and securities end other con-
fiscatory measures and programs destructive and harmful to
the economy of the occupied territories are contrary and
in violation of the Hague Convention. The evidence, how
ever, adduced to implicate defendant in such spoliation
program with respect to Belgium, Holland and. Denmark,
does not convincingly establish such participation as to
render Defendfint VOH FROSIGF guilty under the charges made.
The evidence indicates that he received information with
respect to many of the illegal actions complained of, but
the Tribunal is not sati'^fied beyond a reasonable doubt
that he -narticipeted in the formulation, implementation
or furtheranoe of the acts of spoliation hereinbefore
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referred to with resrect to Belgium, the FetherlF.nd"^ or
Denmark, '7ith rerrect to Yugorlavia there is a oommunioa-
tion indicating that he eypreaaed an irtentiQn to increase
the tax levy in such country for the benefit of the Reich.
• '^Te find, hov^ever, no evidence that he caused such levy to
be imposed.
'Te come novJ to the charges of spoliation made against
Defendant VON'ICRORIGIC v-ith respect to the occupied territory
•of France, The spoliation of France by the Reich authori
ties has been abundantly established by the findings of
the jyjV and by a vast amount of evidence introduced in
this case. The question for our decision is whether
Defendant FRQ.^IGF took such part in the formulation, e^recu-
tion of furtherance of such spoliation measures as to render
him guilty of violation of the Hague Conventions governing
belligerent occupancy. The evidence in this case estab
lished beyond ^ny doubt that the so-called occupation co. ts
imposed on France were outrageously excessive. There is
evidence in the record indicating that this was in fact
the view of some of the German officials who were connected
with the imposition thereof. It is also clear from the
'evidence that a considerable part of such so-called occu-
nation costs were not in fact allocated to cover occupation
expenses but were used for other general purposes. It
appears from the evidence that the Defendant VON FROSIGK
was advised and knew of the nature and extent of such Im-
T^osition. It appears, however, to the Tribunal, from the
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evidence introduced "with resneqt to VON TCRCSIG-N, pnd pIso
from, evidence yhich he? been touched upon in^the treatment
of charges pg^inst other defendants under this count, th.'^ 't
the Rctuj^^l rer~'onsibility for the imnosition of such ey.-
1
cessive occupstion coFts "was not actually shared by the
Defendant VON KPO-'^ IOIC. We will, therefore, not ^ureue the
discussion of occupational costs further.
We come now to the contention thpt Defendant VON
KPOSIGN, as Reich Minister of Finance , admini*^tered plun
dered property taken over by the Ministry of Finance through
the Reich Main "^ay Office, and th^it 'KEOBIGK gave orders
as to its liquidation. The defendant, in the course of
his testimony on the stand, indicated that he had halped
in the administration of war booty and th^t he had
included in the things that he had thus administered
saving bank books of individual savers. An attempt to
justify the seizure and administration of such T-ro^erty
and securities as having been the securities of the enemy
power and not of private individuals a^pprently was aban-
.doned by the defendant, he finally poperting that the
seizure '^was Wehrmacht jurisdiction".
It is significant that a memorandum from the Reich
Ministry of Finance office is in evidence dated 17 January
1944, which states that:
"On the occ"fion of his vl<;it to Sigmflringen
on 13 jsnaery 1944 the H?"
the erticles of booty which ere loceted in the
Eeiohsp.uDtkeeee (Belch Treefury) ere to
utilized"^. For thie puroo'-e it if to be
teined whet quentities ere located there. The
stored articles are then to be handed over o
suitable agencies for realization."
There is also in evidence a letter written by Defendant
VON rROSIGK, dated 19 December 1944, to the Reich Main
•^ay Office, also designated War Booty Office, vJherein the
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defencif.nt Ft?=ites saoh office is,
*^..to let the Municipal Institute utilize
fIfo the object? made from precious metsls, precious
stones p.nd pearls, v'hich are stored with you.
^'Objects made from platinum and gold (bracelets,
rings without stones and nearls), old and working
silver, silver shavings and silver in rolls, are
immediately to be transferred to the Peich Office
for Precious T.'^etals in Berlin. "
There is no justification for asserting as a defense that
the articles above referred to were seized and administered
as war booty. The term ^VJar booty*' has become limited to
including enemy property which, because of its military
character, and not on account of m.ilitary necessity, would
be liable to confiscation. From the evidence it appears
that the Reich Ministry of Finance had, for a considerable
•period of time and on different occasions, participated
in exchanges with.other Reich offices and officials rela
tive to the seizure and administration of property belong
ing to inhabitants of the occupied territories, often
lewish-owned pro'^erty being specifically mentioned. Such
discussions pnd consideration took place with respect to
property from Belgium, France and Poland, but apparently
w^as not limited to such areas.
From the foregoing it is established beyond a reason
able doubt that Defendant VOM KROSIGF wrongfully participated
in the wrongful confiscation of -aroperty from the occupied
territories through his work in connection with its custudy
after seizure, and subsequent liquidation. Because of
defendant's active participation in the formulation, implementa
tion and furtherance of the spoliation program of the Reich in
"•"oland, and because of his part in the custody and ,aubsequent
administration and liquidation of the Reich's Illegally
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confipo«te(? TiroT^erty, improperly referred to «s ''w?
booty .y defendant, whicli Rctivities -we deem to hf^ve
been in ole^r violation of the Hague Conventions vith
re;=^pect to military occupancy, v.'e must and do find
T^efendant SCF.'n^pi].! yov I<H0?IGH GUIITY under Count Six.
•ar
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